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ABSTRACT 
The role of micromixing of chemical species in complex reacting flows is generally under-
emphasized in traditional chemical engineering models due to use of highly simplified fluid 
mechanics and the limitation on available computing resources. However, recent advances in 
the application of state-of-the-art computational fluid dynamics (CFD) techniques to chemical 
engineering processes provide promising tools to better understand the complex phenomenon 
of turbulence-chemistry interactions in reacting flows with minimal computational costs. De­
velopment of such tools, by combining a solution of the CFD model and detailed chemistry 
into a single computer code, can play an important role in the chemical process industry for 
the design and optimization of existing and future chemical processes. The purpose of this 
research is to develop a generalized CFD approach using state-of-the-art CFD techniques such 
as full probability density function (PDF) methods and a presumed PDF method based on the 
multi-environment micromixing (MEM) model, and test it for an important industrial process, 
i.e. production of low-density polyethylene (LDPE) using tubular reactors. These reactors are 
subject to periodic decomposition events due to complex turbulent-chemistry interactions and 
high temperature fluctuations present at extreme operating conditions (T ~ 200 — 300° C and 
P ~ 2000 — 3000 atm), which provide an exciting challenge to uncover fundamental details of 
reactor operation. CFD simulations of the plant-scale reactor are carried out using the frac­
tional time-stepping approach in FORTRAN codes as well as using commercial CFD software 
(Fluent© version 5.3). The technique of in situ adaptive tabulation enables the computation­
ally efficient inclusion of highly non-linear and stiff LDPE kinetics that include polymerization 
and decomposition chemistry. Results include temperature profiles, various species profiles 
and prediction of polymer quality with and without chain transfer mechanisms under various 
XX 
inlet and operating conditions, along with comparisons against pilot-plant scale data and/or 
comparison of various CFD techniques for accurate and efficient predictions of micromixing 
effects. The low computational cost of one-dimensional MEM models makes it possible to 
obtain reactor stability plots and catalyst efficiency profiles which illustrates the importance 
of mixing effects on initiator consumption and the dynamics of the reactor. The importance 
of temperature fluctuations (local hot spots) is realized when dealing with ethylene decompo­
sition chemistry. Interesting features such as a bimodal temperature distribution as well as 
global decomposition after an induction time are also observed under certain conditions using 
the full PDF simulations near critical points where instabilities occur. Considering the advan­
tages of the two methods, efforts are also directed towards efficient combination of the two 
simulation approaches to effectively reduce the adverse effect of poor micromixing on reactor 
performance. The analysis is used to improve initiator injection nozzle design as well as to 
formulate strategies to avoid local decomposition events in order to ensure safe operation of 
the reactor. Thus the study not only illustrates the importance of mixing effects on LDPE 
polymerization in tubular reactors, but also yields insight into choosing appropriate operating 
conditions for maximizing catalyst efficiency while controlling reactor dynamics and product 
quality in plant-scale tubular LDPE reactors, thereby contributing to the development of a 
safe and efficient process. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
The current trend in the chemical process industry (CPI) is towards the application of com­
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) to understand the physical events that occur in the complex 
turbulent reacting flows in chemical processes. These events are related to the occurrence and 
interaction of various phenomena such as convection, diffusion, dissipation, chemistry and tur­
bulence. The understanding of these phenomena and their description in terms of mathematical 
models help us to design, optimize and operate reliable industrial scale chemical processes. Re­
cent advances in the field of CFD have great potential to satisfactorily address critical issues 
and improve process design in several important processes such as polymerization, precipi­
tation, and hydrolysis. It is therefore natural to integrate the advantages of different CFD 
tools in order to develop and implement an efficient generalized CFD framework for chemical 
process design. With this goal in mind, this study attempts to develop a comprehensive CFD 
approach to investigate processes that involve single-phase turbulent reacting flows. 
These flows are characterized by a complex interaction of reaction kinetics and fluid dynam­
ics. Moreover, the presence of a wide range of length and time scales poses a severe challenge 
for accurate modeling and simulation of these flows. Many aspects of such complex reacting 
flows have been studied extensively in the literature to develop CFD models. However, the use 
of these models is computationally impractical for the detailed flow description at all scales, 
even with today's most powerful computers. Though these models are successful in describing 
large-scale mixing phenomena (macromixing), the prediction of small-scale transport processes 
(micromixing) remains largely intractable. This is because the scale of segregation associated 
with mixing is very small which results in the tight coupling of reaction and mixing processes 
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at the smallest scales in a turbulent flow. The grid size required in CFD calculations to fully 
describe the spatial distributions of chemical components rapidly becomes prohibitive. The 
stiffness of the governing equations because of different time scales introduced by non-linear 
chemical kinetics further complicates the matter at the mesoscopic level. In light of these ar­
guments, it is necessary to direct research efforts towards the formulation of a simplified CFD 
algorithm by incorporating sub-grid-scale models into macroscopic models which captures the 
significant influence of small-scale interactions on mesoscopic and macroscopic phenomena and 
hence, on the overall process design and analysis. 
The need for more sophisticated process analysis and optimization has only increased in 
the recent years with the stringent environmental and safety laws as well as quality standards. 
A number of chemical processes can encounter explosions due to inadequate knowledge of 
interactions between chemistry and fluid dynamics at the process design stage. Conventional 
chemical reactor models often use a simplified model either to idealize the flow field or to save 
the computational efforts required for detailed chemistry. This simplification can be risky, 
particularly in case of turbulent reacting flows where a strong interaction exists between flow 
and chemistry. The roles of inherent concentration, temperature fluctuations and turbulence-
chemistry interactions in these flows need to be well-understood to control reactor dynamics 
and improve safety of such processes. A comprehensive knowledge of the effect of process 
operating conditions (e.g., temperature, pressure, inlet concentration of chemical species, etc.) 
and reactor mixing conditions (e.g., turbulence-chemistry interactions, micromixing, etc.) on 
molecular properties of the final product is also of profound interest to produce higher quality 
products for appropriate end-use. The development of CFD models provides important tools 
for accurate engineering calculations of micromixing effects and is precursor to precise control 
and optimization of such processes in order to increase their safety and efficiency. 
In the early days, the practical use of even simplified CFD techniques for reactor design 
and analysis was difficult due to limited availability of fast computers required for simulation 
of concentration and temperature profiles in chemical reactors. However, with the increasing 
accessibility of high-performance computing technology and the development of efficient nu­
3 
merical as well as chemistry algorithms, the use of CFD plays an increasing role in realistically 
predicting the flow behavior in chemical processes with minimal computational cost. The val­
idation of these flow models against key experimental and pilot-plant data remains an integral 
and essential part of the design procedure. As time is the most precious resource now a days in 
the CPI, extensive experimental studies are often prohibitive. However, the development of a 
comprehensive and efficient CFD algorithm will help chemical process engineers to understand 
the complex interactions between reaction and fluid flow and can be used to explore reactor 
conditions which are beyond available experimental facilities or to study the dynamics of re­
actors near critical points of operation where instabilities occur. Thus it offers a particularly 
low-cost alternative in replacing laboratory tests to perform a variety of design options needed 
to optimize operating conditions while developing a safe process. 
1.2 Objectives 
The objective of this work is to address the influence of mixing behavior on single-phase 
turbulent reacting flows with fast chemistry using state-of-the-art CFD methods. The influ­
ence can have a strong impact on reactor stability and reactor performance in the case of 
non-premixed turbulent feed streams, which is often the case in most industrial applications. 
Traditional reactor models assume idealized flow behavior that considers rapid mixing of reac-
tants and uniform mean concentration of reactant species at the smallest scale in the turbulent 
flows. Recently considerable attention has been paid to the application of CFD to overcome 
the deficiency of these models (Fox 1996). The complex turbulent reacting flows in many in­
dustrially relevant chemical processes can be described effectively using a CFD strategy, which 
combines Lagrangian and Eulerian CFD approaches with efficient numerical and chemistry 
algorithms. Complete quantification of the small-scale turbulence-chemistry interactions will 
enable us to design operation strategies off-line while developing safe and efficient chemical pro­
cesses. This study, therefore, is focused towards developing such generalized CFD algorithm 
to design and optimize chemical processes with reasonable computational cost. 
Tubular low-density polyethylene (LDPE) reactors involve single-phase turbulent react­
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ing flow with stiff, non-linear kinetics. These reactors are extremely sensitive to temperature 
variations and local mixing conditions due to the presence of complex turbulence-chemistry 
interactions. The phenomena causes loss of expensive initiators and unstable reactor oper­
ation. However, these reactors are of special industrial interest due to their simplicity and 
potential low cost. This fact coupled with the ever-increasing demands for LDPE and tight 
profit margins have nccessiated a thorough investigation of the fundamental operation of high-
pressure tubular LDPE reactors. The process provides a test case to illustrate the capabilities 
of CFD techniques, namely PDF methods to address many technical challenges in the design 
and optimization of mixing-sensitive reactors. Though traditional CFD describes macromix-
ing inside the reactor, it does not include micromixing in the calculation since the grid is 
much larger than the micromixing scale. Therefore, micromixing must be added in order to 
study complex interactions between turbulent flow and chemical reactions with disparate time 
scales. In PDF methods, the joint PDF of species concentrations and temperature is computed 
to capture these small-scale turbulence-chemistry interactions. In general, PDF methods can 
be further classified as either "presumed" or "full' depending on what assumptions are made 
concerning the joint PDF. In either case, PDF methods treat the chemical source term exactly 
(i.e., without closures) and typically use a second-order closure for the turbulence fields. Thus 
micromixing can be added in two ways corresponding to the two PDF approaches: (1) imple­
mentation of multi-environment presumed PDF model using semi-empirical mixing parameters 
for one-, two-, and three-dimensional reactor simulation; and (2) implementation of a detailed 
full PDF method for two-dimensional reactor simulation. 
The CFD algorithm is formulated in this dissertation to describe the physics associated 
with the LDPE process in detail by coupling CFD flow models with the detailed polymerization 
chemistry. Fortran codes are developed to implement a one-dimensional presumed PDF method 
(four-environment micromixing model), whereas a commercial software package Fluent® is 
used to carry out two- and three-dimensional simulations via user-defined functions. The 
full PDF simulations are carried out using an in-house Fortran code based on a Monte-Carlo 
algorithm with the flow field prediction from Fluent©. The fractional time-stepping approach is 
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used to handle the chemistry and micromixing terms separately. The non-linear and stiff LDPE 
kinetics provide an ideal opportunity to study the application of a powerful in-situ adaptive 
tabulation (ISAT) technique to efficiently update the chemical composition vector (Pope 1997; 
Shah and Fox 1999). The CFD calculations are validated using pilot plant data from BASF AG, 
Germany (Kolhapure and Fox 1998; Kolhapure and Fox 1999c). One-dimensional simulations 
are computationally very efficient for providing averaged flow behavior in plant-scale chemical 
reactors. However, the simplified fluid dynamics in these models results in loss of information 
at the scale of the reactor diameter. This shortcoming is overcome in the two- and three-
dimensional simulations at the expense of computational cost. Therefore, the selected modeling 
strategy is to describe the averaged flow behavior using a one-dimensional micromixing model, 
while studying the critical regions of reactor operations using the detailed two- and three-
dimensional simulations with the ultimate goal of developing a safe and efficient process. 
1.3 Outline 
The organization of this dissertation is as follows. In chapter 2, an overview of LDPE 
polymerization processes, and a detailed description of the numerous reactions involved in 
complex LDPE chemistry are presented. The kinetic model required for the CFD simulation 
as well as correlations for kinetic, physical, and thermodynamic constants are listed. A brief 
summary of the literature on CFD for reacting flow simulations is presented in chapter 3. 
The importance of turbulence-chemistry interactions dominated by complex LDPE chemistry 
in mixing-sensitive chemical processes is discussed in detail. This follows with a review of 
various attempts in the literature to quantify the effect of micromixing. A review of recent 
developments in Eulerian probability density functions as well as Lagrangian micromixing 
models and their advantages for quantification of small-scale phenomena are discussed. The 
chapter also includes various techniques to efficiently update the chemical source term during 
flow simulation. 
Chapters 4-6 deal with a physical representation and mathematical formulation of the mi­
cromixing phenomena in LDPE tubular reactors. The sub-grid-scale models for small-scale 
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segregation are studied in detail and the governing mathematical equations are presented. De­
velopment of a comprehensive procedure is presented in order to obtain a numerical solution of 
these models for plant-scale operating conditions. In chapter 4, one-dimensional flow simulation 
results from presumed PDF methods are discussed to investigate the influence of micromixing 
on the stability and performance of the reactor. In chapter 5, CFD calculations are attempted 
by implementing a presumed PDF method in the commercial software Fluent 5.3©. Two-
and three-dimensional simulation results are presented. Extension of this study is discussed 
to describe the plant-scale reactors close to reality and to improve injection nozzle design in 
order to optimize the overall process. Finally, the comparison between presumed and full PDF 
methods is studied using non-reacting scalars. 
Chapter 6 is a description of two-dimensional turbulence modeling with full PDF methods 
to obtain a complete description of the reacting flow at the smallest scale possible. Detailed 
knowledge of the flow behavior is used to provide significant insights into local and global de­
composition events in the vicinity of the initiator injection point. It also includes comparison of 
the full PDF and simplified one-dimensional presumed PDF simulations to check the accuracy 
of the latter technique. Finally, in chapter 7 conclusions are drawn and directions for future 
research are presented. 
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CHAPTER 2 REVIEW OF LDPE PROCESS 
Polyethylenes (PE) are, by far, the world's most widely used synthetic polymers. Low-
density polyethylene (LDPE) resin consumption accounts for 65% of global PE consump­
tion (Kiparissides et al. 1993) that reached about 38.5 million tons per annum in 1996 and 
rapidly increased at the rate of 7% per year over the past twelve years due to many new 
applications. One study shows the drastic increase in consumption of LDPE with projected 
consumption of 49.1 million metric tons in the year 2001 (Ita 1998). This chapter mainly 
deals with LDPE production with an emphasis on the high-pressure free-radical polymeriza­
tion process in tubular reactors. The manufacturing process and the reaction mechanism will 
be reviewed and discussed. 
LDPE finds applications in a wide range of end-uses, mainly because of its adaptability 
to almost every plastic fabrication and processing method known. The favorable rheological 
characteristics, eminently due to the presence of short-chain and long-chain branches, suit the 
film-blowing process. Principal uses of LDPE films include commercial and retail packaging ap­
plications which account for 60% of the consumption. Other applications include housewares, 
diaper backing, shrink-wrap, dry cleaning bags, moisture barriers in construction, agricultural 
groundcover, and greenhouse skins. LDPE can be drawn down to form very thin films that 
may be coated directly onto cardboard. The resulting product is a waterproof, chemically 
inert and heat-sealable composite that is widely used in juice and milk cartons. Minor uses 
of LDPE include wire and cable insulation and flexible pipe mainly due to its extraordinary 
electrical and impact properties. Injection- and blow-molded items made from LDPE resin are 
flexible and reasonably tough suiting them for such applications as squeeze bottles and food 
storage containers. The major end-use of LDPE depends on the specific properties of the poly-
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mer product (Kwag and Choi 1994) such as the molecular weight distribution and branching 
characteristics. Resins suited to most commercial thermoplastic fabrication processes can be 
created by controlling LDPE process operating conditions. The following discussion will focus 
on LDPE polymerization in a high-pressure free-radical process and the challenges involved in 
process design and optimization. 
2.1 A brief history of LDPE 
The history of polyethylenes is already quite extensive, especially when the laboratory 
studies on diazomethane and related compounds are included. Referring to the historical 
reviews of Hoberg and Ziegler (1958), McMillan (1979), and Sailors and Hogan (1981), it can 
be learnt that the linear form of polymethylene was made as early as 1897 by the decomposition 
of diazomethane. The events that started with the study of the ultrahigh pressure reaction 
and ultimately led to the discovery of polyethylene are described in detail by Bett et al. 
(1983). In 1933, E. W. Fawcett and R. O. Gibson at Imperial Chemicals Industries (ICI) 
laboratories (Beasley 1989), attempted to combine ethylene and benzaldehyde at 170°C and 
1400 atm. They recognized the 1 gram of residue from the reaction kettle as polyethylene, but 
the reactor exploded when they repeated the experiment without benzaldehyde. The reason 
for this is primarily a matter of heat transfer. The polymerization of ethylene is extremely 
exothermic, and the heat must be removed to maintain stable reaction conditions. The overall 
polymerization reaction is represented below: 
nC2H4 initiator> (-C2H4-)n+Heat (2.1) 
In roughly the same time period of polyethylene discovery in 1933, other researchers were 
discovering the explosive decomposition of ethylene at high pressure (Waterman and Tulleners 
1931; Egloff and Schaad 1933). A larger quantity (8 g) of LDPE was produced in 1935, by M. 
W. Perrin, who accidentally used traces of oxygen which was present in ethylene, as a catalyst. 
The LDPE produced in 1930 s had the following properties: melting point of 115°C, density of 
0.91 g/cc, could be drawn into filaments, partially crystalline, and molecular weight of 2000 to 
24000. An important insight into the nature of the polymer was provided by Fox and Martin 
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(1940), who determined from infrared spectroscopy that LDPE was branched to a significant 
extent. 
LDPE's potential use was recognized as an ideal electrical insulation material, and de­
velopment to commercial production was rapid. A pilot plant was established in 1937, and 
ICI started the first full-scale production facility in September 1939. Commercial output of 
LDPE in the United States began in 1943 by DuPont. As in Britain, initial uses (e.g., radar 
cable insulation) were largely determined by the needs of the war industry. The later period 
saw a very wide range of discoveries in the LDPE polymerization process for developing new 
catalysts with high activities as well as tailoring the properties of the polymer via improved 
process control. A wide range of applications and new markets opened up with the improve­
ment of material properties. Production facilities were expanded to meet the growing demand 
of LDPE and its production exceeded that of all other polymers by year 1982. More detailed 
reviews on the history of LDPE are available elsewhere (Billmeyer 1953; Raum 1968; Wilson 
1994; Harvan et al. 1997). 
2.2 High-pressure ethylene polymerization 
LDPE is exclusively produced by free-radical polymerization either in tubular or autoclave 
reactors with high operating pressure. High-pressure polymerization plants are more costly to 
build, operate, and maintain than low or medium-pressure plants. Despite these drawbacks, 
the process is highly popular because of the favorable economics resulting from the fact that the 
LDPE is characterized by its high volume and relatively low cost compared to other equivalent 
polymers. The process is typically carried out at high temperatures in the range of 140 —300° C 
and pressures in the range of 1000 — 3500 atm (Kiparissides et al. 1993; Kwag and Choi 1994; 
Pladis and Kiparissides 1998). The molecular weight of LDPE tends to increase as the reaction 
pressure is increased. Elevated pressure forces a greater number of ethylene monomers into 
proximity with the growing chain end, thus promoting chain growth and resulting in a high 
molecular weight (approximately 2000) product. At lower pressures, the resulting product is 
predominantly oil and waxes with molecular weights in the range of 100-500. The increase 
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in reaction temperature increases the level of branching in LDPE, which reduces the degree 
of crystallinity and density. Higher temperatures promote the random motion of the growing 
chains, thereby increasing the probability of intramolecular chain transfer reactions. Thus, 
various molecular properties of the final polymer as well as yield are principally governed by 
the reaction conditions by balancing numerous competing reactions occuring in the free-radical 
mechanism. Higher operating temperatures (close to approximately 350° C) also cause unsafe 
operations by favoring the thermal runaway reactions. 
The commercial production of LDPE is mainly based on two kinds of reactors: (1) autoclave 
reactors, with a height-to-diameter ratio in the range of 5-20: and (2) tubular reactors, with a 
length-to-diameter ratio from a few hundred up to tens of thousands. An autoclave reactor is 
typically 3-5 m in diameter, whereas the diameter of a tubular reactor is very small, typically in 
the range of 40-60 mm, but may reach 1500 m in length. These two different reactor geometries 
pose unique chemical engineering challenges to investigate the fundamental reactor operating 
and control conditions. The ethylene entering an autoclave reactor is precooled, so that it can 
absorb some of the heat generated by the polymerization reaction already in progress. As the 
temperature of the incoming stream rises, the initiator decomposes. The surface-to-volume 
ratio of autoclave reactors is so low that external cooling has little effect. In most cases, they 
are well agitated to reduce the likelihood of localized hot spots. Typical average residence times 
of ethylene within an autoclave are in the range of 3-5 min. As unreacted ethylene exits the 
reactor, it carries away excess heat. In a tubular reactor, the incoming ethylene is preheated to 
decompose the initiator, thereby starting polymerization. Once the reaction is underway, the 
excess heat is removed through the reactor wall by external cooling liquid which flows through 
the reactor jacket. Though external cooling is effective due to the narrow diameter of the 
tube, it removes only approximately half of the heat of reaction. The resultant nonisothermal 
reactor operation needs to be controlled precisely using the temperature and flow rate of the 
coolant stream in order to avoid runaway conditions. The residence time of reactants within a 
tubular reactor is typically 20-100 sec. 
LDPE reactors usually includes a number of monomer, initiator and chain-transfer agent 
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side-feed streams which need to be well-mixed with the reaction mixture. The difference 
between poor mixing in a tubular reactor and the high levels of mixing in an autoclave presents 
distinct opportunities for the control of the reactor as well as the molecular properties of the 
polymer. Apart from single reactors, configurations with multiple reactors in series and parallel 
with one or both types are employed to produce wider varieties of polymers with different 
properties or with blends of two or three components. 
Tubular reactors account for about half of the total LDPE production and are of special 
industrial interest due to their simplicity and potential low cost. However, many engineering 
problems are involved in the design and operation of a tubular reactor due to an essential lack 
of mixing and provide an exciting challenge to uncover the fundamental details of the reactor 
operation. Although these reactors have been used in the polymer industry for years, they 
are mainly operated under the process and mixing conditions developed from years of plant 
operation and experience. With growing commercial competition and tight profit margins, 
LDPE producers are pushing the limits on process conditions to maximize monomer conver­
sion. Under these extreme conditions, LDPE reactors become highly sensitive to local mixing 
between chemical species (van der Molen and van Heerden 1972; Tsai and Fox 1996; Zhang and 
Ray 1997). Thus the quantitative understanding of the complex relationship between mixing 
conditions and process operating conditions is important in seeking the economic incentive via 
safe and optimal operating conditions. 
2.3 Process flow diagram 
A typical high-pressure process scheme for production of LDPE using a tubular reactor is 
shown schematically in Fig. 2.1. The principal elements of the process include compressors, 
long tubular reactor line, and the separators. Fresh ethylene (monomer), also known as make­
up ethylene because it forms only about 10-20% of the reactor feed, is fed into a primary 
compressor along with recycled feedstock. The primary compressor increases the monomer 
pressure to approximately 100 — 300 atm. It is then transferred to the secondary compressor, 
which boosts the pressure to 1000 — 3500 atm, i.e., the reaction pressure. The pressurized 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of the high-pressure polymerization of 
ethylene using tubular reactors. 
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ethylene passes through a long preheating zone. The flow rate and temperature of the fluid in 
the heating jacket is adjusted to heat the monomer to the reaction temperature, i.e., approxi­
mately 140 — 300°C. Chain transfer agent (CTA) can be added to the ethylene stream in order 
to control branching reactions by using a CTA with the right concentration and efficiency. A 
small amount of initiator is added at the inlet of the reaction zone to start the polymerization. 
Additional amounts of ethylene, initiators and CTA may be fed along the length of the reactor 
to maximize the conversion. Multiple injection points are used to control the temperature 
profile in the reactor. The product stream containing the reaction mixture (i.e., a mixture of 
unreacted ethylene, oils, waxes, and polyethylene) is cooled to bring down the temperature 
before proceeding to a two-stage separation process. The high-pressure separator flashes the 
reaction mixture to precipitate the polymer product and is drained off with some ethylene to a 
low-pressure separator. The low molecular weight oils and waxes remain in solution in the bulk 
of the ethylene. The oils and waxes are stripped from this stream in a low-pressure separator 
and are discharged in the waste stream. The separated ethylene proceeds to a cooler, from 
which is piped to the primary compressor to mix with the fresh feed. In a second low-pressure 
separator, the ethylene is flashed off and the polyethylene is removed. The unreacted ethylene 
stream is recycled via a cooler to the start of the process. Many variants of the separation 
process exist, with different arrangements of separators that can recycle unreacted ethylene to 
either or both of the compressors. The polyethylene product is fed into an extruder, where it 
is homogenized and blended with additives, principally antioxidants. The product is extruded 
as thin strands that are chopped into pellets to form LDPE resin that is ready for packaging 
and shipping. 
The polymerization of ethylene is extremely exothermic. The heat of the reaction needs 
to be removed effectively to maintain stable reaction conditions. If a temperature of approx­
imately 350°C is exceeded, ethylene decomposes rapidly, yielding heat and a high volume of 
gaseous products. This builds a sudden increase in the temperature and pressure inside the re­
actor causing runaway condition. All reactors are, therefore, fitted with rupture disks designed 
to burst when a set overpressure is reached, thus venting the reaction mixture to the at mo-
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sphere in the event of a runaway reaction. The liberated gases form a highly explosive mixture 
with air and can ignite spontaneously if sufficiently hot to cause "aerial decomposition". The 
likelihood of an aerial decomposition can be reduced by pumping large amounts of water into 
the vent line. One of the goals of this study is to investigate the contribution of fluid dynamics 
to the causes of runaway conditions in plant-scale high-pressure LDPE reactors. 
2.4 Tubular LDPE reactor 
The reactor line, which consists of the long narrow jacketed spiral metallic pipe, forms the 
heart of the LDPE production process. The polymerization process in this reactor is relatively 
inefficient with only about 20-30% ethylene conversion on each pass through the reactor. The 
fast and extremely exothermic chemical reactions that occur in the reaction zone pose unique 
technical challenges due to the extreme operating conditions on the one hand and the quality 
specifications on the other hand. In conclusion, the LDPE tubular reactor serves as an excellent 
test case from both economic and technical points of view. 
A schematic diagram of a typical plant-scale tubular LDPE reactor is shown in Figure 2.2. 
The reactor is separated into three zones, namely, the preheating zone, the reaction zone, and 
the product-cooling zone. Monomer is fed to the long preheating zone which is used to increase 
the temperature of monomer to initiate the reaction. A small amount of initiator is injected 
at the beginning of the reaction zone, where we assume a fully-developed turbulent flow field. 
This flow field is assumed to be unaffected by the flow and temperature of the relatively small 
initiator injection stream. Multiple initiator injection points with simultaneous quenching of 
the reaction mixture are used in the reaction zone to take advantage of different temperatures 
along the length of the reactor and hence, to increase the yield. The final zone is the product-
cooling zone. These reactors are extremely sensitive to local mixing conditions and temperature 
fluctuations in the reaction zone, particularly near the initiator injection point. 
The turbulent reacting flow inside tubular LDPE reactors are usually simulated by incor­
porating LDPE polymerization chemistry in a conventional reactor model, i.e., the plug-flow 
reactor model. Thus most of the open literature on this problem assumes idealized flow be­
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Figure 2.2 Schematic diagram of a plant-scale tubular LDPE reactor with 
multiple initiator injection points. 
havior with simplified kinetic schemes, thereby neglecting many important mixing effects that 
may alter polymer properties or affect reactor productivity. Moreover, some of these reactions 
are extremely sensitive to temperature, and when coupled with imperfect mixing, may cause 
reactor explosion. The interaction between the chemical reaction and small-scale mining of the 
reactant fields can have a significant impact on the reactor performance. The modeling and 
accurate simulation of the reactor performance is particularly difficult as it involves the simula­
tion of various physical processes (e.g., micromixing, macromixing, and chemical kinetics) and 
their interaction in turbulent reacting flows that are dominated by complex polymerization 
chemistry (i.e., with a large number of reactions with disparate chemical time scales). The 
detailed quantification of these micro-scale turbulence-chemistry interactions is often the most 
complicated part and imposes severe restrictions on the flow simulation due to the limitation on 
computational resources. These effects are either assumed negligible or decoupled from various 
flow processes and reactions in the conventional reactor model (Chan et al. 1993) in order to 
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obtain computationally feasible simulations. However, state-of-the-art CFD techniques have 
great potential to accurately describe various physical processes and their interactions with 
the complex LDPE chemistry inside the plant-scale tubular reactor. 
In this work, state-of-the-art CFD methods such as full probability density function (PDF) 
methods and multi-environment presumed PDF methods (multi-environment CFD micromix­
ing models) are employed to study the physical phenomena occurring inside the plant-scale 
tubular reactor in greater detail. A comprehensive CFD framework is developed using FOR­
TRAN codes as well as the commercial CFD software Fluent 5.3© to describe imperfect mixing 
of initiator and monomer in the simulation region (Fig. 2.2) that is sensitive to micromixing. 
Such a framework includes a detailed kinetic scheme for LDPE chemistry combined with an 
appropriate CFD model to simulate turbulent reacting flow behavior with reasonable compu­
tational costs. In the remainder of this dissertation, mathematical formulation of these models 
is described in detail, followed by a description of the simulation procedure and simulation 
results. 
2.5 Kinetic model 
A kinetic model is described based on generally accepted elementary reactions that are likely 
to occur in the high-pressure free-radical polymerization of ethylene. Starting from this scheme, 
several kinds of free radicals are involved, to which the quasi-steady-state-approximation 
(QSSA) will be applied (Lorenzini et al. 1992a; Tsai and Fox 1996). The simplified yet 
rigorous analysis of population balances is presented for various free radicals and chemical 
species using pseudo kinetic rate constants. Finally, the kinetic rate parameters used in this 
study were based on the validated literature and plant data. The comprehensive kinetic scheme 
includes detailed polymerization chemistry, and simplified ethylene decomposition chemistry. 
Detailed ethylene polymerization chemistry 
The important reactions to be considered are described in this section (Kwag and Choi 1994; 
Kiparissides et al. 1993; Marini and Georgakis 1984; Zabisky et al. 1992). The terminal model 
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is assumed to be adequate to describe the free-radical mechanism, i.e., the rates of reaction 
depend only upon the monomer unit on which the radical center is located. Thus penulti­
mate effects of chain orientations are ignored. The reactions mainly include chain initiation 
with two initiators, chain propagation, chain termination, and chain transfer. The simplified 
chemistry includes reactions that change the monomer conversion (i.e., chain initiation, chain 
propagation, chain termination by disproportionation, and chain transfer to monomer) and 
is sufficient to capture the effect of turbulent mixing on yield. However, other chain transfer 
reactions and numerous side reactions that result in branching and premature chain termina­
tion need to be included in the detailed chemistry to predict the branching characteristics of 
the polymer. The importance of these side reactions in the detailed chemistry is presented in 
detail in Chapter 4. These chain reactions are stoichiometrically represented in Table 2.1. The 
corresponding transitions in the free-radical chains are schematically represented in Table 2.2 
and are discussed in detail below. 
Chain initiation 
An elementary process is said to initiate a new chain when it produces a radical belonging to 
a population with a chain length distribution differing from that of the initial radical. Generally, 
high-pressure ethylene polymerization is initiated by the decomposition of an initiator molecule 
to produce two initiator free radicals (A) of the same reactivity. The initiator radical then 
abstracts a hydrogen atom from the monomer (M) to form a monomer free radical of unit length 
(Ri). Various initiators are used, the most common types being oxygen, organic peroxides, and 
various azo compounds. The role of oxygen is not clearly understood, but it probably involves 
the in-situ formation of organic peroxides (Ehrlich and Pittilo 1960), which act as initiators. 
The type of initiator used is dictated largely by the reaction conditions. In general, organic 
peroxides decompose at lower temperatures than those required for oxygen initiation, thus 
permitting lower reaction temperatures as well as a decreased level of branching. Azo initiators 
are typically used at the lowest reaction temperatures, remaining viable at temperatures below 
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Table 2.1 Comprehensive ethylene polymerization chemistry. 
Chain initiation: 
Organic peroxide 
or Azo compounds 
Oxygen 
Thermal 
fniikdr . 
Ini f* 2 Ani 
Ani + M -Î24 Rl 
RH + 02 ^  I 
3M^>3R[ 
(ni = 2) 
Chain propagation: 
M + R, % Ri+i 
Chain termination: 
Combination 
Disproportionation 
Ri + R j P i+j 
R, + Rj HP=+ PJ (DB) 
Chain transfer: 
To monomer 
To CTA 
To polymer 
M+ Ri P= + Ri (DB) 
CTA + Ri*^Pi + RCTA 
Ri + Pj  ^4 P, + R\ 
Chain branching: 
SCB (Backbiting) 
LCB 
/3-scission 
Ri-^Ri 
M + R; Ri+1 
R;+) %Rt+pf 
(SCB) 
(LCB) 
(DB) 
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Table 2.2 Schematics of chain transitions in free-radical polymerization of 
ethylene. 
C&amimMadom: 
Orgmie peroxide or 
Aro compunds 
Oxygen 
Thermal 
CH3OOC2H5 -» CH3O + C2H50 
CH^O" + C2H5O +2CH2=CH2 -» CH3-CH2-CH2 +C2H5-CH2-CH2" +impurity 
C2H6 + 02 —> CH3—OO—CH3 
3CH2 -CH2 -> CH3 -CHj- +2CH2 =CH + H 
Owée propagatiom; CH2—CH2+CH2=CH. CH2-CH2-CH2—CH2 
Combination 
Disproportionate*! 
C% + 
•CHj— CH2+ • 
- CH2—CH2 • 
CH2—CHJ-
CH2—CH2—CH2— CH2 
"CH=C% + 
(DB) 
• C%—C% 
OaktaidK 
To monomer 
To modifier 
To polymer 
- CH2— CH2+ CI^=C»2. 
• CH2—CH2+ RH 
-CH2—CH2+ ^ 
'~~-^CH=CH2 + CH3-CH2 
(DB) 
CH2—CH3 + R' 
CM-
CH2 
-CH2—CHj + -CH2 CH2 — 
XCH 
(secondary radical) 
Cfah biaffchg: 
SCB (Backbiting) 
LCB 
CH2—R—CH2 
CH2 CH2 
XCH 
I CH2 (SCB) 
CHI 
+ CH2—CH2 
^ CH2—CH-CHI—CH2 
CH2 
> (LCB) 
p-jciision •CH, YCH, 
\ CH 
CH—CH2 + 
(DB) 
-CH2 
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100°C. As the reaction temperature increases, the rate of chain propagation rises, reducing 
the demand for initiator. 
At high reaction temperatures, monomer M may thermally decompose to form Ri- The 
actual mechanism is not known but it can be expressed as an overall third-order reaction. In 
general, the rate of thermal initiation is lower than that of chemical initiation. However, it 
may be significant at sufficiently high temperatures, increasing the likelihood of the runaway 
reactions, and should be avoided. The details of the explosive decomposition are given in the 
next section. 
Chain propagation 
Growth of the polyethylene chain proceeds when a free radical on the end of a growing 
chain reacts with an M molecule brought into close proximity by the force of the high pressure. 
The free radical of length i (R,) propagates by the addition of M via a carbon-carbon covalent 
bond, and an unpaired electron transfers to the new chain end forming a free radical of length 
i + 1 (Ri+l)-
Chain termination 
Complete termination of chain growth occurs when two free radicals, at least one of which 
is at an active chain end, meet and quench each other. The quenching radical can be Ri, A, 
or R,. Termination occurs by combination when the unpaired electrons that make up Ri and 
Rj form a covalent bond to produce a single polymer molecule of length i + j (Pi+j). 
Termination occurs by disproportionation when free radical R,- abstracts a hydrogen atom 
from Rj and forms P, and Pj, respectively. The reaction marks the occurrence of a double 
bond and thus either P,- or P_, will become a polymer with a terminal double bond. Various 
impurity molecules in the recycled ethylene or small amounts of an inhibitor can prematurely 
terminate the growth of a chain (e.g., a small amount of acetylene in the range of 1.5-2.5 mol% 
completely stops the polymerization). 
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Chain transfer 
Chain transfer is the process by which the growth of a PE chain is terminated in such a 
way that the free radical associated with it transfers to another molecule on which further 
chain growth occurs, i.e., the number of free radicals and growing chains remain constant. The 
molecule to which the free radical is transferred can be either M, Pi, or a delibrately added 
chain tranfer agent (CTA) such as hydrocarbons, alcohols, ketones, and esters. The net effect 
of adding chain transfer agent is to reduce the average molecular weight of the polymer resin. 
In chain transfer reaction to monomer, the unpaired electron from R, transfers to M to 
form P,- with a terminal double bond and Rv P,- and CTA free radical (RCTA) are formed by 
chain transfer reaction to CTA, where the unpaired electron from R,- transfers to CTA. Free 
radical RCTA has the same activity as that of Ri and hence, it won't affect the polymerization 
rates. In chain transfer to polymer, the reactivity from R,- gets transferred to the secondary 
carbon item in polymer Pj to form a secondary radical with chain length j (R^) and P,. 
Chain branching 
Chain branching occurs when the terminal radical responsible for chain growth abstracts 
a hydrogen atom from a preexisting PE chain. The result is the termination of growth at its 
original site and continued propagation at a new one. Short-chain branches (SCB) in LDPE are 
formed by an intramolecular chain transfer reaction. It is also known as "backbiting" where the 
free radical R, curls back on its own chain, allowing the abstraction of a hydrogen atom only 
a few bonds away from the chain terminus. Chain growth continues from the location of the 
new radical, leaving the original chain-end as a short branch. As a result of the approximately 
tetrahedral arrangement of the bonds linking carbon atoms to neighboring atoms, ethyl and 
butyl branching is prevalent. SCB tends to form small clusters on the main chain separated by 
linear runs of PE. LDPE can typically contain 10-40 SCB per thousand carbon atoms. SCB 
increases with increase in temperature and decrease in pressure, while density and crystalline 
melting point decrease with increasing SCB (Luft et al. 1982). 
Long-chain branches (LCB) in LDPE are formed by intermolecular transfer reaction, where 
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M gets added to the radical site on secondary radical leaving behind a long branch. LCB 
controls the molecular weight distribution (MWD) and rheological properties such as solution 
viscosity. In general, LCB increases with increase in temperature and decrease in pressure. 
Secondary radicals may also undergo ^-scission to form R, and polymer with a 
terminal double bond. This step will not affect the rate of polymerization, but of course would 
reduce the molecular weight of the product. 
Simplified ethylene decomposition chemistry 
Ethylene is known to undergo a highly exothermic decomposition at high temperatures and 
pressures. Decomposition, which is also termed as "decomp", may be initiated by local hot 
spots in the reactor. Once initiated, it proceeds rapidly, consuming ethylene and producing 
more heat and a high volume of small decomp products such as carbon, hydrogen, methane, 
ethane, etc. Thus it is autoaccelerating and occurs over very short time scales. There is no 
practical way to control the high pressure and high temperature inside the reactor once decomp 
is started and it leads to serious environmental and safety concerns for LDPE producers (Albert 
and Luft 1998). Albert (1998) investigated the induction time required for explosive thermal 
decomposition of ethylene under high-pressure and clearly marked the regions of polymerization 
as well as decomposition under various operating temperatures and pressures. The decomp 
events typically start at around 300° C when the operating pressure is higher than 1500 atm 
and leads to explosion when temperatures are higher than 350°C for stirred vessels. Most of the 
open literature mainly deals with polymerization chemistry while modeling the LDPE process 
and ignores the decomposition reaction despite of its importance in the overall process (Zhang 
et al. 1996). This is partly due to the lack of a consistent set of kinetic parameters associated 
with decomposition reactions. However, it severely limits the usefulness of the model in process 
design, optimization, and control. 
Huffman et al. (1974) proposed a comprehensive decomposition chemistry. However, the 
lack of detailed experimental studies to obtain kinetic parameters restricts its use to represent 
decomposition realistically. In other studies (Zhang et al. 1996) used a more practical approach 
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by simplifying the decomposition kinetic scheme to a minimum number of independent kinetic 
parameters. The same approach is implemented in this study to formulate a comprehensive 
CFD model for investigation of reacting flows in the LDPE process. Important reactions such 
as initiation, propagation and termination steps to produce major decomp products (C, CH4, 
C2H2, C2H6) are included in the simplified decomposition chemistry and are shown in Table 2.3. 
This scheme along with the detailed polymerization kinetic scheme forms the comprehensive 
LDPE chemistry which is used to model chemical reactions in CFD simulations of the tubular 
LDPE reactor. 
Table 2.3 Simplified ethylene decomposition chemistry^. 
Initiation: 2 M -*4 C2H5 + C2ni 
Propagation: C2H£ £4 M + He 
C2rç + M -^4 C2H6 + C2H5 
He + M ^4 H2 + C2H5 
C2H5 % C + CH3 
CH3 + M % CH4 + C2H5 
Termination: CH3 + CH3 ^4 C2H6 
C2H5+ CH3 ^4 C2H2 + CH4 
C2H5+C2H5 ^4 C2H2 + M 
t Zhang et al. (1996) 
Rate expressions 
In order to model the rate of polymerization, one has to define a set of ordinary differential 
equations (ODE) describing the conservation of macromolecular species accounted for in the 
comprehensive LDPE chemistry that was presented above. Various species in the polymerizing 
medium are described below: 
• Concentrations of classical chemical species such as initiator, monomer, chain transfer 
agent, various free radicals, dead polymer, and decomposition products; 
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• Concentrations of pseudo-components: moments of the M WD, long- and short-chain 
branching frequencies, and double bonds; 
• Temperature of the reaction mixture. 
The treatment of free radicals results in an infinite set of composition variables correspond­
ing to each radical with chain length distributed from one to infinity. In order to formulate a 
practical kinetic model, the statistical description of the properties of free radicals and dead 
polymer chains are used to define total concentrations in terms of the leading moments. This 
modeling technique is known as the method of moments where moments of the free radical (/i), 
the secondary radical (cv), and the dead polymer (A) are defined as (Kiparissides et al. 1993): 
OO 
/Xn=X>[Ri], (2.2) 
1=1 
n = (2.3) W,_
1=1 
oo 
An =53 (2.4) 
1=1 
where [R,], [R,-], and [P,] denote the concentration of free radical R,-, secondary radical R^, and 
dead polymer P,-, respectively. The corresponding moment rate expressions are found by sum­
ming the expression of variation of chains with length i and then by multiplying each term by 
i to get higher-order moments. These rate expressions are in unclosed form due to the depen­
dence of the 7i-order moment on the (n + l)-order moment. In order to overcome this problem, 
several closure methods are proposed in the literature (Kiparissides et al. 1993). Hulburt and 
Katz (1964) proposed an approximation of higher-order moments by representing the molecu­
lar weight distribution using a truncated (after the first term) series of Laguerre polynomials 
with a gamma distribution weighting function. This leads to the following approximation for 
the third-order moments (e.g., y.3) using lower-order moments: 
/*3 = ——(2^.2(^0 — H1), (2.5) 
M1M0 
A3 = (2A2A0 — Af), (2.6) 
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(2a/2U/o — u/| ) CJlU/Q (2.7) 
Based on the detailed kinetic scheme, generalized expressions describing the overall rates 
for various species, moments, and temperature can be formulated. The rate expressions are 
implemented in the CFD methods to compute the chemical reactions in the flow simulations. 
The kinetic model is further simplified by assuming QSSA (Lorenzini et al. 1992a) which 
asserts that the rate of change of concentration or moments of free radicals is negligible com­
pared to their production and consumption. In LDPE polymerization, the QSSA is obtained 
by mechanically setting the time derivative in the rate expressions for moments of free rad­
icals to zero. This approximation is invoked to save computational time for the chemistry 
calculations in CFD simulations. The validity of the approximation is studied for an adiabatic 
plug-flow model simulation using the complete ethylene polymerization and decomposition ki­
netic scheme involving 28 species. The plug-flow model is also simulated after invoking the 
approximation, which reduces the total scalars to a minimum of 16. The identical results 
in either case indicate that the approximation is valid in case of LDPE polymerization chem­
istry (Kolhapure and Fox 1999a; Tsai and Fox 1996). The detailed formulation of the final rate 
expressions and total concentration of various free radicals based on their statistical moments 
involved in the LDPE chemistry is presented next. 
Polymerization kinetics 
Ii mole balance: 
SU = = ~kd t l  [II] (ME1) 
I2 mole balance: 
S h  =  ~ =  - f c d , 2  [ I 2 ]  (ME2) 
O2 mole balance: 
S°2 = ^1 = kr [RH] [02] (ME3) 
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CTA mole balance: 
SCTA = = -kcta [CTA] jriRi] 
i=l 
f*o 
Using Eq. 2.2, 
SCTA = - kcta [CTA] no (ME4) 
Pi mole balance: 
1—1 oo 
= ktc 53 [Rj] [Ri-j] + *td 53 [Rj] [Rt] + ktrm [M] [Ri] + kcta [CTA] [Ri] 
j=l j=l 
oo oo oo 
53 [R;+J] + ktrp 53 y [Ri] [p,-] - *trp 5] % [P,J [R,J (2.8) j=i j=i j=i 
Summing all [P,] on both sides of Eq. (2.8) over i = 1 to oo, 
OO 
d £ IP­
SA. = i=1 
dt 
ktc Ê E[Rjl[Ri-jl + *.d £ f; M [Ril 
i=2 j'=l i=l j=l 
+ktrm[M] jr[R,]+kc ta[cta] jr[Ri}+k0  f; 53 [R;1 
i= 1 i=l z=l j=i+l 
£ EywiPii-ferp £ êiMM 
t=i j=i i=i j—i 
Rearranging and using definitions of moments from Eqs. (2.2)-(2.4), 
Sxo = ^ £ [Rî] £>]+*« £ M £ [Rjl 
t=l 1=1 t=L j=l 
OO OO OO 
+A trm [M] 53 [Ri]+kc ta  [CTA] 53 [Ri]+kg 53(j -1) [R;1 
t=l Z=1 J=l 
OO OO OO oo 
+k t rp  eim 13) [Pj] 53<[pi] £[R,I 
1=1^ j=i i=i j=i 
Mo At Ai /io 
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or 
S\o = ^ktcfiQfi0 + ktdnoHo + ktrm [M] fiQ + kcta [CTA] fi0 + kp(u!i - o/0) (ME5) 
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (2.8) by i and summing over i = 1 to oo, 
Ai 
OO 
d £.[P,] 
= 
i= 1 
dt 
=** Ê ë 
i=2 j=l i=l j=l 
oo oo oo j— 1 
+ ktrm [M] 52%[R,] + t^ [CTA] 52%[R,] + ^  53 531'[Rj] 
1=1 t=l j=2 t=l 
+ *.rp f; £ É<2Ip'lM 
1=1 J=1 i=l j=l 
Rearranging and using definitions of moments from Eqs. (2.2)-(2.4), 
1 00 OO oo oo 
Sa, = *<= 5 £ [R,] £2i[Ri] £' [R,] £[R,l 
J = 1 1=1 1=1 j= 1 
oo oo oo 
or 
+ ktrm [M] 53 2 [Ri] + Arcta [CTA] 5] % [R,] + k0 g U )3 [r}] 
t"=l i= 1 j=2 
+ *<rp f>'[R<] ÊjIPj]-*», ë*'2[P,] ÊlRj] 
1=1  j— 1  1=1  7=1  
— g ktc (2/XQ/^I) "I" ktdfiQfii + ktrm [M] /^i + A:c^a [CTA] 
(CJ2 — CJi \ 2 J "l~ ^trpAi/Zi - fctrpMoA2 (ME6) 
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Multiplying both sides of Eq. (2.8) by i2 and summing over i = 1 to oo, 
d fV[Pi] 
SA, = - "-1 
dt 
= *" Z î>2 M [Rj-,1 + 
i=2 j=l i=l j—1 
+hrm [M] jr i2 [Rt]+kcta [cta] f; î2 [Ri]+kp f; 53 z2 [r;1 
i=l i"=l j=2 i=l 
+k tn. Z f; f;.-3[Pi][Rj] 
t=i j—î i=i j=î 
Rearranging and using definitions of moments from Eqs. (2.2)—(2.4), 
1 / oo oo oo oo \ oo oo 
«A, = *•« 5 2 £ £ i [R<] + 2 £ [R,] £ i2 [Ril + *:« £ <2 [R<] £ [Rj] 
\ j= 1 i=l J = 1 i=l J i=l j=l 
(2j3 — 3j2 + j) 
+fclrm [m] jr i2 [Ri]+kcta [cta] jr i2 [Rt] + kpjriJ ~ 1)j(2j ~1} M 
i=l i= 1 j=2 
CO oo oo oo 
+<=.r, 53.-2[R<I Zj'M-br, 53i3[Pi] £[R,I 
i=l j= 1 i=l jz= 1 
or 
5a2 = ^ktc (2/ii//i + 2hoh2) + ktdnQH2 + ktrTn [M] /x2 + fcc<a [CTA] /i2 
+ ks (2"3-36"2+-") + tlr,Alto - tlrpWA3, 
where A3 is obtained from Eq. (2.6). 
SCB mole balance: 
SscB= 11^21= ksCB ËW 
t=l 
(MET) 
or 
-Sscb = kscB Ho (ME8) 
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LCB mole balance: 
SLCB = D = kLCB [M] ^2 |R^J 
i=l 
or 
SLCB = kicB [M] wo (ME9) 
DB mole balance: 
d[DB] 
— *trm L»iJ 
t=L i=l 1=1 j= 1 
or 
H ITiRl 00 °° r -, 00 00 
SDB = -LJ = ,r  [MI 53 [Rj]+ke £ M + £ im E M 
SDB = klTrn [M] Ho + kpujQ + ktdHaHa (ME10) 
A i mole balance: 
= 2kdh [I,] - [A,] [M] 
QSSA for Ai gives, 
Similarly, QSSA for A2 gives, 
= o =*• [Aj] = _ 2 W M 
dt " r [M] 
Ri mole balance: 
d [Rt] Sr, = 
(QE1) 
(QE2) 
dt 
i-i 
= */, [Ai] [M] + kh [A2] [M] + 2kth [M]3 - ktc J2 [Rj] [Rt-j] 
i=i 
oo oo 
- ktd [R,] g [Rj] - ktd [Ri] [Ri] - ktrm [M] [Rj] + ktrm [M] 53 [Ri] 
j=l 1=1  
oo 
— kcta [CTA] [Ri] — ktrp 52 3 [Ri] [Pj] + k^CB [M] [rJ j=1 
oo 
+ kP ^2 [Ri+j] + kp [M] [Ri-i] - kp [M] [Ri] (2.9) j= i 
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Summing all [—Rj] radicals on both sides of Eq. (2.9) over i = 1 to oo, 
m 
df>] 
OO i— I 
= kh [Ai] [M] + kh [A2] [M] + 2 k th  [M]3-k t c  53 X) [Rj] [R,_J] 
i=2 j=  1 
oo oo oo oo oo 
- k td  53 [Ri] 53 [Rj] - k td  53 [Ri] [R,]-A:trm [M] 53 [Rj] + k t rm [M] g [R,] 
i= 1 j— 1 i=l i=l ï=l 
- kda [cta] 53 [Rt] - ktrp 53 j [Pj] 53 [Ri]+kLCB [m] 53 [K] 
z=i j—i i=i i=i 
oo oo oo oo 
RI+J] + *, [MJ £ [Rj-,] £ [M 
i=l j=l i=2 x=l 
Rearranging and using definitions of moments from Eqs. (2.2)-(2.4), 
Sfi0 = kft [Ai] [M] + k[2 [A2] [M] + 2Art/t [M]3 — ktcfj.oHo — ktdHoHo 
— kcta [CTA] no — ktrpHoAi + kLCB [M] u/q + kp (w% — ujq) 
QSSA for /i0 gives, 
= (QE3, 
where 
B = k t rpAi + kc ta  [CTA] 
and 
A = fc/j [Ai] [M] + fc/2 [A2] [M] + 2fcth [M]3 + kicB [M] uq -+- kg (w% — ljq) 
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Multiplying both sides of Eq. (2.9) by i and summing over i = 1 to oo, 
m 
d £«[Ri] 
q _ '=1 
~ dt 
oo i—1 
= kh [Ai] [M] + kh [A2] [M] + 2kth [M]3 - ktc ^ ^  z [R,] [R,-,] 
i=2 j= 1 
oo oo oo OO oo 
- ktd 53 z [Ri] 53 [R,] - Artd 53 z- [Ri] [R,] -ktrm [M] 53 z [Ri] + ktrm [M] 53 [Rt] 
i=l j=l t=l i—1 t=l 
' 
= 0 
OO 00 
— kcta [cta] 53z[Ri]-fctrp 53 53 [m] 53 z [r;] 
1=1 j= 1 2=1 Z=i 
oo oo oo 
+ % £ E=- k J+tpiM] Ei([Ri-,]-[N) 
i=l j= 1 i=2 
Rearranging and using definitions of moments from Eqs. (2.2)-(2.4), 
Sm = kri [Ai] [M] + k[2 [A2] [M] + 2kth [M]3 + ktTm [M] (J.Q + kp [M] /i0 
+ kicB [M] (w% + wo) + —kg (w2  — wi) 
(ktcHo 4~ kidfio ~b ktrrn [M] 4- ktrp^l "h fccta [CTA]) [i\ 
QSSA for /zx gives, 
d/ii _ _ C m= - (QE4) 
where 
C = fc/t [Ai] [M] + fc/2 [A2] [M] + 2kth [M]3 + ktrm [M] no + kp [M] no 
+ kLCB [M] (w;  4-  W o )  +  —kff  (w 2  — W i )  
and 
D — ktci&o ktdfto 4" k(rrn [M] + ktrpXi + kcta [CTA] 
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Multiplying both sides of Eq. (2.9) by i2 and summing all Rj radicals over i = 1 to oo, 
I1? 
d f>'2 [Ri] 
S^2 — i=i dt 
oo i— 1 
= kh [Ax] [M] + kh [A2] [M] + 2kth [M]3 - ktc ^ 53 i2 [Rj] [Ri-,] 
t=2 j= 1 
oo oo oo oo oo 
- ktd 5] * [R.] 53 m - ^  53f2 [Rt] [M -ktrm [M] 53,2 py+ktrm [mj 53 m 
t=l j= 1 i'=l i=l t'=l 
= 0 
00 00 
- kcta [CTA] 53 z2 [Rj] - k^p 53 j [P,i 53 i2 [Ri]+kLCB [M] 53,2 [R;] 
t=i j=i 1=1 i=l 
oo oo 
+ 'd£Si! [Ri+j] +1,M £i2 ([Rj-,1 - [Ri]) 
1=1 j= 1 t'=2 
Rearranging and using definitions of moments from Eqs. (2.2)-(2.4), 
= kix [Ai] [M] 4- k[2 [A2] [M] + 2kth [M]3 4- ktrm [M] no + kp [M] {2ni 4- no) 
+ k^cB [M] (w2 4- 2wi 4- wo) 4- kg 3^/2 4- wx ^ 
{ktcfJ'O 4~ ktd no 4" ktrm [M] 4" ktrp^l 4~ kcta [CTA] ) ni 
QSSA for ni gives, 
c d/i2 E S»= = "dT = °^"*= D (QE5) 
where 
E = kh [Ax] [M] 4- kh [A2] [M] 4- 2kth [M]3 4- ktrm [M] no 4- kp [M] (2ni 4- no) 
4- ki,cB [M] (w2 4- 2wx 4- wq) 4- kp ^^ 2 
R| mole balance: 
SR' ~ = ^ = ktrp 53 [RJ'l1 [Ri] - kLCB [M] [Ri] - kp [*] (2.10) 
3=1 
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Summing all |r^J radicals on both sides of Eq. (2.9) over i = 1 to oo, 
UJQ 
X" " 
Swo = 1=1 
" E N ,  
dt 
= ktrp 53 53z — ktcB [M] 53 [**•»] - kp 53 [^] j=i i=i t=i i=i 
Using definitions of moments from Eqs. (2.2)—(2.4), 
SUJO = ktrpfloAl - kLCBU0 [M] - kptjjQ 
QSSA for wo gives, 
5
"» = ^= M] + kg <QE6) 
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (2.9) by i and summing over i = 1 to oo, 
wi 
X 
OO 
d E^L 
e _ '"=1 
~ dt 
OO 
= *tr„ 53 [Rj] £ =2 M - tics [M] Ë < M - ** Ë * [R;] 
j=1 i=l i=l i=l 
Using definitions of moments from Eqs. (2.2)-(2.4), 
Sui = ktrPn0^2 ~ kLCBW 1 [M] - kflUi 
QSSA for wi gives, 
s
-  
=  ^ =  ° ^ " ' =  k L c 7 m l k s  ( Q E 7 )  
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (2.9) by i2 and summing over i = 1 to oo, 
W2 
/ * \ 
OO 
E<"2 [4 
1 = 1  
^ " dt 
OO oo 
= t.„ £ [Rj] 53 i3 [Rii - *«7B (Mj 53 »'2 M-t, i3i!M 
j=i t=i i=i i=i 
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= k2 [C2Hg] - k2 [M] [H*] - kA [H*] [M] (2.11) 
= k5 [C2H5] - k6 [M] [CH*] - k7 [CH^] [CHJ] - ks [CHJ] [C2H^] (2.12) 
Using definitions of moments from Eqs. (2.2)-(2.4), 
Sm2 = ktrpfi0^3 — kiCBU2 [M] — kpUJ2 
QSSA for a/2 gives, 
s
"> = ir = 0=>U2= kjTmlke (QB81 
Decomposition kinetics 
Free-radical mole balances: 
d[H'] 
dt 
d[CH$] 
dt 
d[(^2tH*] = An [M] [M] + k3 [M] [C2H5] + k4 [M] [H*] - fc5 [C2H5] 
+ k6 [M] [CH*] - ks [C2H3] [CH*] - kg [C2H£] [C2HJ] (2.13) 
d[(^2tH*] = [M] [M] - k2 [C2Hg] + k2 [M] [He] - k3 [M] [C2H'5] (2.14) 
Assuming QSSA for H* and C2Hg, and solving Eqs. (2.11) and (2.14) simultaneously, 
;M = 0and!m=0^ 
dt dt 
ki [M] [M] (k'2 + kA) 
[C2
"
;1 
= + + (QE9) 
and 
rti*i — k2 [M] fOElO) 
L J k2k4 + k'2k3 [M] + k3kA [M] ) 
Assuming QSSA for CH3 and C2H^, and solving Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) simultaneously, 
_ 0 and = 0 -
dt dt 
[C2HS] = (QEII) 
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and 
(QE12) 
Other assumptions are made during formulation to reduce the number of kinetic constants: 
1. C and CH4 products are dominant products => k2 = k4 = 0 
2. All termination steps have equal rates => kj = ks = kg = kt  
3. Assuming QSSA for all free-radical balances and adding Eqs. (2.11)-(2.14) => [M] 
C mole balance: 
S
° 
= 
~dT^ = [C2H3] 
or 
(ME11) 
CH4 mole balance: 
5ch, = = ks [C2HJ] [CH$] + k6 [CH*] [M] 
or 
(ME12) 
C2H6 mole balance: 
SC2H6 = D[(^2TH6] = k3 [C2KD [M] + k7 [CH5]2 
or 
Sc2H6 = [M] [M] (ME13) 
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C2H2 mole balance: 
5C2H2 = d[C^2] = ks [C2H3] [CHJ] + k9 [C2H5]2 
or 
Sc2H2 = ki [M] [M] (ME14) 
M mole balance: 
= (-ktl  [At] [M] - kh [A2] [M] - 2kth [M]3 - fcp 53[Ri] [M] 
^ i=l 
AO 
- ktrm jtlRi] [M] - kLCB ^[K] [M]) 
i=l^ 1=1 ' 
no Wo 
+ (-kl [M]2 + k2 [C2H?] - k'2 [M] [H*] - k3 [C2H5] [M] 
- k4 [M] [H*] - k6 [CH*] [M] - k9 [C2H^]2) 
Using Eqs. 2.2, 2.3, 
S m = — [Al] + k[2 [A2] + 2kth [M]2 + hp no + ktrm.no + kLCBU0^ [M] 
- ^ 2fcl + (ME15) 
Enthalpy balance 
d T ST = mCp — 
= ^^poly Ratepoly A^decomp Ratedecomp 
= — A/fpoiy(fcp [M] no + ktcnono + ktdnof^o + [Ai] [M] + k[2 [A2] [M] 
+ kr [RH] [Oa]) - Aifdecomp (l.5ki + ^ y/ïk^j [M] [M] (ME16) 
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The detailed mathematical formulation considers dependence of kinetic, physical, and ther­
modynamic parameters on pressure, temperature and composition for estimation of chemical 
source terms. These parameters are described in detail in the next section. The chemical 
source terms for the 16 composition variables, and QSSA estimates of the 12 free radicals are 
summerized in Tables 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. 
Kinetic data 
The kinetic rate constants are expressed in generalized Arrhenius form: 
where A:Q, Ea, Va, R, Patm, and T are the pre-exponential factor, activation energy (m3/mol-s), 
activation volume (cm3/mol), ideal gas constant (cm3-atm/mol-K), absolute pressure (atm), 
and absolute temperature (K), respectively. Estimation of ethylene polymerization kinetic rate 
constants by a number of researchers is compiled in Kiparissides et al. (1993). However, the 
data in the literature for these rate constants vary over a wide range due to the complexity 
of the reaction mechanism with large number of kinetic constants and different experimental 
conditions used for the studies. An investigation found that a set of rate constants reported by 
Goto et al. (1981); Marini and Georgakis (1984); Buback and Sandmann (2000); Buback and 
Lendle (1983); and Lee and Marano (1979) are consistent with industrial conditions and are 
used in this study. The initiation is assumed to occur only due to peroxide (i.e., kth, and kr 
are zero). Rate of propagation of secondary radicals as well as rate of consumption of initiator 
free radical A is assumed to be the same rate as that of propagation of free radicals (i.e., 
= fc/2 = Izlcb —kp). The chain transfer agent used in the study is n-hexane. Estimation of 
ethylene decomposition kinetic rate constants is discussed in detail by Zhang et al. (1996), 
which is implemented in this work. The rate constants in the detailed polymerization kinetic 
o' atm (2.15) 
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Table 2.4 Final expressions for the 16 chemical source terms. 
s[t = - kdli [ii] 
si, = - kdh [i2] 
So2 = — kr [RH] [O2] 
SCTA = — kcta  [CTA] hq 
S\0 = ^ktcfiQfiQ + ktdl*OMO + ktrm [M] /J0  + kda [CTA] fl0 + k0(u 1 - UJQ) 
— ^ktc (2A*0^i) ktdflQUI 4~ ktrm [M] //i + fccja [CTA] ^ ii 
(ct^2 — 2 \ 2 I + ktrpXlVl - ktrpHoA2 
5a2 = 2^tc (2/^1/^1 + 2/Z0A2) + ktdHoV-2 + ktrm [M] H2 + kcta [CTA] /J.o 
+ kp ^ g 2 ^ 1  ^  + ktrpXifJ.2 - k t rpn0A3, 
SsCB = ksCB Ao 
SLOB = &LCB [M] WO 
SDB = ktrm [M] Po + fcycvo + ktdfXQfl0 
SCH. = ^5*1 + ^\[Y) M [M] 
SC2H6 = [M] [M] 
Sc2H2 = kl [M] [M] 
S\i = — (k[ l  [Ai] + k[2  [A2] + 2 kth [M]2 + kpfio + ktrm Ho + [M] 
- (lfcl + ^/f)lM11M! 
Sr = - Ai/poiy(fcp [M] /i0 + ktcfiono + ktdnofio + fc/, [Ai] [M] + fc/2 [A2] [M] 
+ [RH] [O2]) — A/fdecomp ^l-5A:i + —^=y/2ki^ [M] [M] 
(ME1) 
(ME2) 
(ME3) 
(ME4) 
(MES) 
(ME6) 
(MET) 
(MES) 
(ME9) 
(MEIO) 
(ME11) 
(ME12) 
(ME13) 
(ME14) 
(ME15) 
(ME16) 
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Table 2.5 QSSA estimates of the 12 free-radical species. 
ia'' - (qb1) 
ia=i = (qb2) 
w _ (QB3) 
where B = k t rpAt + kc ta  [CTA] 
A = k/ t  [Ai] [M] + k{2  [A2] [M] + 2k th  [M]3 + kLCB [M] u/0 + KP (wi - UQ) 
Ai = ^ (QE4) 
where C = kf l  [Ai] [M] + kh  [A2] [M] + 2k th  [M]3  + ktTTn [M] fiQ + kp  [M] no 
+ k i C B  [M] (cvi  +  WQ )  + — k p  ( w 2  —  w x )  
D — ktcflQ "h ktdfJ-Q + ktrm [®^] ktrp\ 1 •+• kcta [CTA] 
A2 = ^ (QE5) 
where E = kr, [Ai] [M] + fc/2 [A2] [M] + 2kth [M]3 + ktrm [M] no + kp [M] (2/21 4- no) 
+ [MJ (W2 + 2<Ji + 0,0) + ks  ("2"3-36^+"') 
- - ctfx; «**> 
- - djfe «e7> 
- - kit^ fh; <«E8> 
ki [M] [M] (k'2+k4) 
[C2H5] = + ^  [M] + k3k4  [M] (QE9) 
rji*i _ k\k2  [M] /QFini 
1  J k2k4  + k'2k3  [M] + k3k4  [M] ^ W) 
[c2h5j = (qell) 
[ch5] = ifiyh (qe12) 
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scheme and simplified ethylene decomposition chemistry are given as exponential functions of 
pressure and temperature in Table 2.6. 
Table 2.6 Kinetic rate constants1. 
* ea v2 
m3/mol-s J/mol cm3/mol 
^TBPP 6.1 xlO14 1.254 x10s 1.6 
k" 
<*TBPND 1.22xl014 1.168 x10s 1.7 
^dTBPIN 5.69xl015 1.477 x10s 8.7 
dDTBP 1.41 xlO15 1.515 x10s 10.06 
4 5.887xlO4 2.970 xlO4 - 22.96 
4 3.246xl05 - 4.98 
4 1.075xl06 1.247xl03 - 14.03 
Ktrm 5.823 xlO2 4.623 xlO4 - 19.99 
fr t 
cta 3.306 xlO4 4.197xl04 - 19.99 
t; t Ktrp 4.116 xlO2 3.223 xlO4 - 19.99 
kSCB 1.56 x10s 5.452 xlO4 - 23.50 
2.36 xlO4 6.079 xlO4 - 18.46 
4.003 xlO16 2.720 x10s - 7.999 
kef/k^ 1.587 x 1017 2.720 x 10s 13.29 
lRate constants are given as: k = ko exp [— (Ea + VaPatm)/RT]. 
2Va can be expressed in terms of cal/atm mol by using a conversion factor of 0.02422. 
§Units of ko for kd [  are 1/s. 
"(Buback and Sandmann 2000) 
S* (Buback and Lendle 1983) 
t(Lee and Marano 1979) 
'(Goto et al. 1981) 
* (Zhang et al. 1996) 
Physical and thermodynamic data 
Standard correlations for the dependence of physical and thermodynamic properties of 
the reaction mixture on pressure, temperature and composition are obtained from BASF AG, 
Germany. Because of industrial significance of the correlations, the exact values of polynomial 
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Table 2.7 Correlations of physical and thermodynamic properties of the 
reaction mixture in a LDPE tubular reactor. Temperature (T) 
in degrees Kelvin. Pressure (p) in pascals. gM and gp are the 
mass fractions of monomer and polymer, respectively. 
3 3 
PM =  PMO +  53 T k  + 53 pfc (2.16) 
fc=l A:=l 
3 3 
p P  = ppo + 53 cpfc ^ + 53 (2.17) 
Ar= 1 fc=l 
, =  [ £ 5 1  + ( 2 . 1 8 )  
IPM PPJ 
2 3 
CpM =  CpMO + 53 + 53 P k  (2.19) 
k=l k=I 
Cpp = Cppo + api T (2.20) 
Cp = 3m CpM ~t~ 9P cpp (2.21) 
where polynomial coefficients a, b, c, and d are constants. 
coefficients must remain proprietary. Nevertheless, monomer and polymer densities as well as 
heat capacities are obtained in the form of polynomial functions of temperature and pressure 
from the literature (Kiparissides et al. 1993; Zabisky et al. 1992; Zhang et al. 1996). The 
polynomial functions are reported in Table 2.7. Here, the reaction mixture is treated as a single-
phase mixture with only monomer and polymer. Other species such as initiator, chain transfer 
agent, impurity, and inhibitor exist only in trace amounts and have negligible contribution to 
the physical and thermodynamic properties. 
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CHAPTER 3 CFD IN POLYMER REACTION ENGINEERING: 
COMBINING POLYMERIZATION CHEMISTRY AND DETAILED 
FLOW MODELS 
An invited paper in the 7th International Workshop on Polymer Reaction Engineering, 2001 
(published in the DECHEMA Monographs1) 
Nitin H. Kolhapure and Rodney O. Fox 
Summary 
Polymer reactor models often assume that the reactants are mixed rapidly and thus the 
concentrations can be considered to be uniform at small scales. However, for fast reactions 
or for viscous systems, poor mixing of chemical species significantly affects the reactor perfor­
mance while adversely affecting product quality. The role of micromixing of chemical species in 
complex reacting flows is generally underemphasized in traditional chemical engineering mod­
els due to highly simplified fluid mechanics and limitations on available computing resources. 
However, the recent advances in the application of state-of-the-art computational fluid dy­
namics (CFD) techniques to chemical engineering processes provide promising tools to better 
understand chemically reacting turbulent flows with reasonable computational costs. The goal 
of this paper is, therefore, to review available CFD flow models and study the capabilities of 
commercial CFD software to simulate turbulent reacting flows with complex polymerization 
chemistry using an industrial test-case of tubular low-density polyethylene (LDPE) reactors. 
1 Reprinted with permission of DECHEMA Monographs (2001) 137, 247-271. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Reactor models often assume that reactants are mixed rapidly so that flow behavior can 
be described using combinations of idealized flow reactor models such as a plug-flow reactor 
(PFR), a continuous-stirred-tank reactor (CSTR), or a batch reactor (BR). These models 
either neglect radial mass and heat transfer or include only effective mass and heat transfer 
coefficients and proceed with the solution of an initial value problem for a system of governing 
differential equations (Deutschmann and Schmidt 1998). However, turbulent reacting flow in 
many polymerization processes, particularly arising out of two non-premixed feed streams, can 
significantly deviate from ideal flow patterns giving segregation of chemical species at both the 
micro- and macro-scale. 
Based on the length scale of segregation, turbulent mixing can be categorized as one of two 
types: micromixing or macromixing. Micromixing is concerned with segregation on the molec­
ular level and governs the decay of local concentration fluctuations. In contrast, macromixing 
is concerned with the flow behavior at the bulk level and governs the decay of bulk hetero­
geneities. If a chemical reaction is sufficiently fast compared to the rate of mixing, small-scale 
segregation of reactants can significantly change the course of the reaction, thereby affecting 
the consumption of reactants and yield or distribution (selectivity) of products (Blavier and 
Villermaux 1984; Nauman 1974; Villermaux and Blavier 1984). Since chemical reactions occur 
on the molecular level, micromixing can result in poor reactor performance while affecting 
polymer product quality (Kolhapure and Fox 1999b; Meszena and Johnson 2001; Zhang and 
Ray 1997) and the stability (Kolhapure and Fox 1999a; Kolhapure and Fox 1999b; Tsai and Fox 
1996; Zhang et al. 1996) for various reactors used in diverse polymerization processes. Exam­
ples of such industrial applications in polymer reaction engineering and key process problems 
resulting from mixing-sensitive polymerization chemistry are documented in Table 3.1 (Costa 
and Villermaux 1986; Lorenzini et al. 1992a; Lorenzini et al. 1992b; Marcarian et al. 1998; 
Mulyono et al. 1995; Rusu et al. 2000; Sahgalov et al. 2001; Villermaux et al. 1992). 
Since the pioneering work of Dankwerts (1953) on residence time distributions (RTD), much 
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Table 3.1 Examples of polymerization processes that involve mix­
ing-sensitive chemical reactions. 
Polymer Polymerization 
(PM) Process 
Type of Reactor Micromixing Effects 
Polysulfone Linear polycon-
densation 
CSTR Sensitivity of chain-length 
distribution 
Polyethylene Free-radical PM CSTR/PFR Loss of initiator, reactor 
stability, polymer quality 
Polyamide-6 Hydrolytic PM CSTR/PFR Yield, selectivity 
Polyisobutylene Cationic PM PFR Reactor stability 
Styrene PM Free-radical PM Batch reactor Polymer quality, 
reactant consumption 
Polyethylene Metellocene PM Fluidizëd-bed reactor Molecular properties of 
polymer 
Polyester Polyesterification Semi-batch reactor Molecular properties of 
polymer 
Latex Emulsion PM CSTR Polymer properties, yield 
research has been devoted to developing methods for predicting the influence of macromixing 
and micromixing on reactions. In general, micromixing models based on the RTD are "age-
based" (Villermaux 1991), and thus difficult to directly relate to experimentally measurable 
quantities (e.g., local fluid velocity and concentrations). The relatively few experimental obser­
vations do not yet permit a thorough and comprehensive validation of these methods, thereby 
limiting their applications to mixing-sensitive polymer processes (Fox 1996; Villermaux 1992). 
Widely different approaches have been adopted in the literature (Costa and Villermaux 
1986; Kolhapure and Fox 1999a; Kolhapure and Fox 1999b; Rahimi and Mann 2001; Tosun 
and Bakker 1997; Tsai and Fox 1996; Villermaux et al. 1983) to construct approximate 
but practical models to obtain flow information in mixing-sensitive processes (see Fig. 3.1). 
Macroscopic models based on homogeneous flows (e.g., PFR, CSTR or BR) or mesoscopic 
models based on concentration fields (e.g., moment methods) predict ideal yields of desired 
polymer products and are inadequate for predicting product selectivity and polymer quality 
due to lack of small-scale turbulence-chemistry interactions (Tosun and Bakker 1997; Tsai and 
Fox 1996). On the other hand, detailed CFD techniques (e.g., multi-environment micromixing 
(MEM) models, full probability density function (PDF) methods) yield decisive and novel 
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information about the local flow characteristics as well as the miving process at the microscale. 
For sophisticated polymer reactor design and analysis, a generalized CFD approach for better 
and more realistic understanding of the coupling between micromixing and polymerization 
chemistry will be needed. 
The focus of this paper is, therefore, to review recent developments in CFD flow models, 
which are rapidly emerging as a crucial enabling technology for the design and optimization 
of existing and future polymer processes. CFD simulations, coupled with complex polymer­
ization chemistry, have cost-effective capabilities to develop safe and efficient processes while 
controlling the reactor stability as well as polymer quality. The impressive capabilities of 
CFD techniques are employed in a generalized algorithm using a commercial CFD package 
(Fluent® 5.3). Although applicable to a variety of polymer processes, the methods are il­
lustrated through an important industrial test-case: production of low-density polyethylene 
(LDPE) in tubular reactors. Our analysis of the CFD simulations, though not exhaustive, 
is intended to highlight the capabilities of the algorithm to predict the effect of micromixing 
on free-radical LDPE chemistry close to physical reality. The flow information at the micro-
scale yields important insights into the occurrence of small-scale temperature fluctuations (hot 
spots), and loss of initiator under extreme operating and mixing conditions. This predictive 
capability opens up greater opportunities for development of safe and efficient LDPE reactors 
at reduced cost and time. 
3.2 CFD Models for Reacting Flows 
A number of computational approaches have been used in the literature to describe chemical 
reactions and mixing depending on the relative time and length scales involved. For a compre­
hensive overview of the evolution of reacting flow models, the reader is referred to Fox (1996). 
Chemical reaction engineers have modeled the influence of reactant segregation on yield using 
Lagrangian micromixing models, which are based on the residence time distribution and mi­
cromixing time (Fox 1989; Villermaux 1983; Villermaux 1991). Numerous micromixing models 
have been proposed in the literature in the last 20 years and are particularly attractive to the 
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Figure 3.1 Relationship between the complexity of flow models and the de­
scription of turbulence-chemistry interactions in polymer pro­
cess modeling. 
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chemical process industry because of their simplicity. A classification of these models is given 
by Villermaux and Falk (1994). 
Although micromixing models treat chemical reactions exactly, the coupling between the 
reactions and fluid dynamics is weak due to a number of assumptions made concerning the 
turbulence characteristics inside the reactor (Fox 1996). Moreover these models ignore the spa­
tial distribution of the concentration field. Another class of methods uses CFD which involves 
Eulerian Reynolds-averaged mass and momentum transport equations. A recent trend in the 
model formulation of reacting flow problems is the combination of Lagrangian micromixing 
models and Eulerian CFD models which offer a significantly more powerful description of mi­
cromixing in turbulent reacting flows than either approach offers by itself (Fox 1998). These 
CFD flow models are broadly categorized depending on the varying mathematical complexity 
required to capture small-scale concentration fluctuations: 
Direct numerical simulation (DNS) 
DNS, originally developed to investigate turbulent non-reacting flows, has found impor­
tant applications in turbulent reacting flows in early days (Leonard 1989; McMurtry and Givi 
1989; Poinsot et al. 1993; Rutland and Trouve 1993). As it involves a direct simulation of 
the governing transport equations without any approximation, it is the most accurate descrip­
tion available for turbulent flows. Although time-averaged solutions of governing transport 
equations provide good results for fundamental flows such as homogeneous turbulence, it is 
computationally impractical to simulate the interaction between small-scale mixing and re­
action in even simple flow systems consisting of fast reaction/slow diffusion processes (Fox 
1996), even with today's most powerful computers. This is because the scale of segregation 
is very small and an extremely fine grid is required to fully describe the concentration fluc­
tuations. For this reason, DNS of reacting systems is limited to fluids with Schmidt number 
near unity (i.e., gases) (Rutland and Trouve 1993). As a result, its application is traditionally 
limited to fundamental flows with simple geometries, low Reynolds numbers and limited chem­
istry (Squires and Eaton 1991). Although DNS studies exist in the literature for practical flows 
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such as mixing layers or jets, it has typically been necessary to verify mixing closures for use 
in engineering models for polymer processes. Thus DNS has been mainly useful in increasing 
our basic understanding of various reacting flow phenomena in simple situations. 
Large eddy simulation (LBS) 
LES has become increasing popular for solving problems that are too expensive for DNS. 
The basic idea is to calculate the large scale dynamics of a turbulent flow without having to re­
solve the small scales down to the Kolmogorov-scale eddies (Fox 1996). Because of the removal 
of the small-scale fluctuations which can affect its ability to capture turbulence-chemistry in­
teractions, the accuracy of LES when compared to DNS for reacting flows should naturally be 
questioned. Few studies have reported use of LES along with sub-grid-scale (SGS) models to 
gain insights into turbulence-chemistry interactions (Gao and O'Brien 1993). Indeed, the com­
putational cost of LES restricts its use mainly to shear flows to, for example, provide accurate 
results of large particle dispersion patterns (Wang and Squires 1996). 
Moment methods (MM) 
In MM, Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations for the scalar means are solved on a 
computational grid that captures all phenomena such as species and thermal dispersion by 
turbulent eddies, chemical reaction and turbulent convection (Launder 1991; Launder and 
Spalding 1974). However, the presence of unclosed terms such as the Reynolds stresses, scalar 
fluxes, and mean reaction rates necessitates the use of closure models such as a turbulence 
model. Though these methods are able to predict the distribution of major species, they are 
inadequate for capturing small-scale effects on more complex chemistry due to the difficulty and 
computational expense involved in the closure of higher-order moments of chemical species (Fox 
1996). 
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Conditional moment methods (CMM) 
This approach overcomes the major shortcoming of MM by using a presumed probabil­
ity density function (PDF) model for the mixture-fraction PDF during computation of mean 
reaction rates (Bilger 1989). It has been employed in mixing-sensitive reaction simulations 
due to the simplification of the mean reaction rate term using a linear interpolation proce­
dure (Baldyga 1994) or by solving a transport equation (Bilger 1993). However, for complex 
chemistry that includes a large number of reactions and a wide range of chemical-reaction 
rates, closing the mean reaction rate using the CMM method may result in large modeling 
errors (Fox 1996). Thus for all these methods, closures are needed for the chemical source 
term in one form or another to predict the effect of micromixing. 
PDF methods 
Here, the joint PDF of species concentrations and temperature is computed instead of its 
moments (Pope 1985). For very fast polymerization reactions, the PDF of one independent 
variable can be used whereas the PDF of more than one independent variable is required 
for reactions that are not infinitely fast compared to mixing (Kaminsky et al. 1996). In 
general, PDF methods can be further classified as either "presumed" or "full' depending on 
what assumptions are made concerning the joint PDF. In either case, PDF methods treat 
the chemical source term exactly (i.e., without closures) and typically use a second-order 
closure for the turbulence fields (Kolhapure and Fox 1999b; Tsai and Fox 1996). However, 
the computational expense required to compute reaction rates can be very high in the case of 
the complex chemistry associated with polymerization processes. With full PDF methods, the 
computational difficulty is further aggravated by the increase in the number of independent 
variables needed to describe the joint PDF. 
Multi-environment presumed PDF methods 
The inherent sub-grid-scale concentration fluctuations in a poorly micromixed turbulent 
reacting flow are used to divide the concentration space into a small number of reactive en­
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vironments, each represented by a single, uniform concentration (Fox 1998; Kolhapure and 
Fox 1999a). As the Lagrangian environments move through the system, they give entirely 
different polymerization rates depending on the size (probability) and number of environments 
which in turn are governed by the turbulent mixing and the reactor geometry, respectively. 
The transport equation for probability and chemical composition of each environment is then 
solved with an Eulerian CFD model to describe a spatially inhomogeneous reactor (Fox 1998). 
The mixing between these environments is determined by matching the scalar dissipation rate 
of the mixture fraction with the Reynolds-averaged transport model and thus, these methods 
are referred to as multi-environment micromixing (MEM) models. Formulation of a general­
ized CFD algorithm by coupling the MEM model with detailed polymerization chemistry is 
discussed in greater detail in a later section of this paper. 
Full PDF methods 
The Eulerian transport equations for the joint composition PDF are solved to completely 
characterize the random variables (chemical species and temperature) as well as any functions 
of these random variables. These methods have the natural advantage of providing an exact 
representation of the non-linear and stiff chemical source term that is often associated with 
detailed polymerization chemistry. The gradient-diffusion model is usually employed to define 
the stochastic scalar flux term, but the modeling of the unclosed molecular diffusion term is not 
obvious (Fox 1996; Kaminsky et al. 1996). The interaction by exchange with the mean (IEM) 
model is used to define deterministic molecular mixing terms (Dopazo 1975). Other mixing 
models such as pair-exchange mixing models are also used for molecular mixing. However, the 
differences between these models and the IEM model are often insignificant (Fox 1996). 
One-point statistics are generally required for modeling of transport in composition space 
due to molecular diffusion and chemical reaction. However, two-point statistics are needed to 
describe the interaction between fluid particles, which generates complex closure terms (Kamin­
sky et al. 1996). Thus, only the one-point statistical representation is computationally 
tractable to-date. Because of the large number of independent variables involved in the solu­
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tion of the transport equations, finite-volume methods are computationally inefficient and are 
not generally used. Instead, a Lagrangian Monte Carlo method (Tsai and Fox 1994; Tsai and 
Fox 1996) is used to simulate the large number of computational fluid particles. Each fluid 
particle represents a specified mass and particular position and composition vectors. The grid 
locations in the computational domain are used to pass the mean fields of velocity and tur­
bulence from an Eulerian turbulence model. The Lagrangian fluid particles move in real and 
composition space, based on a set of stochastic differential equations derived from the PDF 
transport equations. These methods are widely used in the turbulent reacting flow literature 
and have superior capabilities for probing the effect of turbulence-chemistry interactions on 
mixing-sensitive polymer processes under realistic flow conditions. 
3.3 Comprehensive CFD Algorithm 
In this section, we briefly describe a comprehensive CFD algorithm that uses the MEM 
model combined with detailed polymerization chemistry in order to better understand the phys­
ical phenomena associated with the complex turbulence-chemistry interactions inside polymer 
reactors. The theoretical framework and the parameter selection for the MEM model are dis­
cussed in greater detail by Fox (1998). Here we implement a three-environment (3E) mixing 
model for a typical polymerization process with two reactant streams in a tubular reactor. 
Environment 1 (E-l for stream 1) contains the initiator (I). Environment 2 (E-2 for stream 
2) contains the monomer (M). These environments interact with each other due to turbulent 
mixing to form E-3 (reacting environment as shown in figure 3.2). 
The MEM model equations are given in terms of balance equations for the volume fractions 
of the environments and the volume-weighted scalar means in E-3 (Fox 1998). The model 
equations can be written as 
m 
with n = 1,2,3, and 
TT +Wt? - £ (rrw) + +P3S„(*<»), (3.2, 
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(only I) (reacting) (only M) 
f i  =  -7(1 -Pi )Pi  
r2 = - T (1 -P2) P2 
r3= n + r2 
where 
Y = C < t >  ( e /k) 
Figure 3.2 Interaction between various environments in 3E micromixing 
model. 
wherein repeated Roman indices imply summation. The species concentrations and tempera­
ture in E-3 are denoted by <f>a^ = s^/pa, where a denotes a particular species or temperature. 
The mean velocity field (U) and turbulent diffusivity IV are found from a turbulence model. 
A grid for the computational domain is first created and imported into the CFD code 
(Fluent© 5.3) to carry out the reacting flow simulations. Fluent uses the Control-Volume-
Finite-Element method to solve the conservation equations. An unsteady-state coupled implicit 
solver is chosen to limit the effects of truncation errors or numerical diffusion on the solution. 
The RANS equation for (E7), the k-e model, and the 3-E micromixing model are then solved 
sequentially at each grid point in the computational domain. The CFD algorithm is used 
for integration of a general interface that allows interaction between Fluent, C routines for 
user-defined functions (UDF) with the MEM model and FORTRAN routines for a customized 
chemistry algorithm - in-situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT) - for the detailed polymerization 
chemistry. Thus the chemical source term is evaluated exactly as per the formulation in the 
MEM model, but the ISAT technique is used to speed-up the computations by using multi­
linear interpolation instead of direct integration. (Various ways to compute the chemical source 
term and the benefits of ISAT are discussed in the next section.) The interface compiles the 
C and FORTRAN routines and creates a common compiled library which allows exchange of 
mixing source terms between the solver and UDF as well as exchange of chemical source terms 
between the solver and ISAT via the UDF. 
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3.4 Implementing Detailed Polymerization Chemistry 
During the course of a CFD simulation, the chemical source term (S(<^))) js evaluated 
separately as per the fractional time-stepping approach and exactly as per the formulation 
of the MEM model. Although the comprehensive CFD algorithm described above treats the 
reaction terms exactly and there is no theoretical limitation preventing the use of a detailed 
polymerization mechanism with an arbitrary number of degrees of freedom, there is a practical 
limit dictated by available computational power. For example, it has been estimated that 8.3 
years of CPU time would be required on a SUN Ultra 30 workstation to perform a full PDF 
calculation for a 38-species methane chlorination reaction scheme (Shah and Fox 1999). The 
CPU time is high due to the expense of integrating the stiff, ordinary differential equations 
and in evaluating exponential functions in the Arrhenius reaction rate constants. In light of 
these arguments, this section deals with advantages and disadvantages of different approaches 
to compute the reaction term and their implementation in Fluent. 
Direct integration (DI) 
With the DI approach, the reaction terms are estimated by directly integrating a set of 
ordinary differential equations (ODE) arising out of the kinetic rate equations of the chemical 
species. These ODEs are highly stiff in nature due to the wide range in the chemical time 
scales involved in the kinetic mechanism, and thus appropriate ODE solvers must be used. 
The reaction panel available in the Fluent graphical user interface (GUI) (Fluent Inc. 1998) 
can be used to define kinetic data in terms of Arrhenius rate constants associated with various 
reaction steps involved in the polymerization chemistry. Fluent uses this kinetic data during 
DI of the reaction terms. Alternatively, interpreted UDFs can be written to supply kinetic 
rate constants to Fluent. While both these options are simple to use, they do not incorporate 
the possible dependence of kinetic data on physical properties or interdependence of physical 
properties on operating conditions due to limitations on coding. Moreover, these options 
cannot handle complex polymerization chemistry with highly non-linear and stiff kinetic rate 
mechanisms, in which case the convergence as well as stability of the solution technique is 
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severely hampered. These problems are partially overcome with compiled UDFs which execute 
much more quickly and have no coding limitations. However, they require more efforts to set-up 
and use. 
DI with appropriate ODE solvers is numerically the most accurate method for chemical 
source term estimation. However, it is computationally highly expensive as it requires the 
repeated use of a stiff ODE solver with high degrees of freedom on the chemical species vec­
tor involved in the complex polymerization kinetic scheme. Generally, DI is an impractical 
and inefficient approach, particularly in the case of time-dependent simulations with large 
computational domains. Due to the computational expense of solving detailed chemical ki­
netic equations at each time step for each grid, simplifications in the chemistry algorithm are 
required before tractable CFD simulations of multidimensional reacting flows can be achieved. 
Chemical look-up table 
Various other techniques have been suggested in the literature to update the chemical source 
term efficiently by reducing computational costs. One such technique, which is commonly 
employed in the literature, is multi-linear interpolation from a chemical look-up table (Chen 
et al. 1989; Maas and Pope 1992) and is implemented in Fluent using either interpreted or 
compiled UDFs. The method can handle highly stiff and non-linear rate mechanisms involved 
in the polymerization chemistry. However, it requires large computer memory to store a 
priori chemical reactions in look-up tables. The memory constraints and huge computational 
expense required for constructing and traversing the table constrain the use of this technique 
for a chemical system with 3 or 4 species. The method is particularly difficult to implement 
for the detailed polymerization chemistry involving large number of chemical species. 
In-situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT) 
The more practical approach is to use the powerful ISAT technique developed by Pope 
(1997). The storage problem in look-up tables is improved by tabulating only the accessed 
composition region of a given flow simulation, rather than the entire allowable composition 
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space. Thus ISAT does not require storage for unneeded compositions. The technique uses 
a common feature of chemical kinetics, namely, the large separation in chemical time scales 
(relative to flow scales), and the compactness of the accessed region, to reduce the compu­
tational efforts. Here the look-up table is generated during the course of flow simulation to 
store reaction information (e.g., integrated reaction increment, temperature, etc.). Once the 
table is generated, direct integration of the chemical kinetic equations is replaced in the CFD 
simulation by a more efficient multi-linear interpolation. 
ISAT offers significant gains in computational efficiency up to a factor of 100 without 
reducing the degrees of freedom of the detailed kinetic scheme. More details regarding ISAT 
can be found in Pope (1997) and Shah and Fox (1999). A C-Fortran interface is created in 
Fluent using compiled UDFs. The interface creates a common library using C routines for 
the MEM model, and Fortran routines for ISAT that is customized for a particular scheme of 
polymerization chemistry. The common library is then linked to the Fluent solver which is 
used to update the chemical composition vector at each time step. Thus the interface provides 
a strong ability to account for the inter-dependence of kinetic, physical and thermodynamic 
properties of polymer reaction mixture on various operating and mixing conditions, and does 
not restrict the degrees of freedom of the chemical composition vector. The utility of the ISAT 
technique is illustrated in the next section with detailed LDPE chemistry which involves 16 
species after invoking the quasi-steady-state-approximation for free radicals. 
3.5 Application to Tubular LDPE Reactors 
The complex turbulent reacting flows in many industrially relevant polymerization reactors 
can be described effectively using the CFD strategy presented above. The impressive capabil­
ities of the CFD techniques can be used to optimize diverse polymerization reactors presented 
in Table 3.1. In this section, an industrial test-case of production of low-density polyethylene 
(LDPE) using tubular reactors is presented to illustrate the capabilities of the comprehensive 
CFD algorithm. The LDPE process involves single-phase turbulent reacting flows with stiff 
and non-linear kinetics and hence, is an ideal test case to validate the algorithm (Kolhapure 
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and Fox 1999a). An attempt is made to describe the physics associated with the LDPE process 
in detail, but the intent is more to provide a general overview of coupling CFD flow models with 
the detailed polymerization chemistry of some representative industrial problem of engineering 
interest that can be successfully handled using the CFD approach presented in this paper. We 
first discuss the implementation of the CFD algorithm for the LDPE process, followed by the 
key results to demonstrate the capabilities of the CFD simulations. 
CFD simulation procedure 
The comprehensive CFD algorithm with the 3E micromixing model has been implemented 
in Fluent© 5.3 to quantify mixing between initiator and monomer in a LDPE tubular reactor. 
The monomer feed stream is termed as E-2 and initiator is injected over a very small area 
which is termed as E-l, whereas E-3 is the reacting environment. A axi-symmetric coaxial jet 
geometry of size 10 m in length and 1.9 cm in radius is chosen to carry out simulations in a 
two-dimensional computational domain. The mesh for the geometry is created using Gambit 
1.2 to distribute uniform grids (size of 0.1 cm) in the radial direction and non-uniform grids 
(density of 400 grids in 10 m) with successive ratio of 1.01 in the axial direction. Although 
the inlet velocity field is assumed to be fully developed, we are using a denser grid in the first 
section of the reactor to capture the small-scale mixing effects. The inflow edge boundary is 
split into two sections: one corresponding to the first cell which is used as the injection cell 
(inflow 1), whereas the remaining 18 cells are used for monomer feed (inflow 2). Since the 
inlet monomer flow field is assumed to be fully developed turbulence, viscosity effects can be 
assumed to be negligible, which allows us to describe the turbulence using the standard k-e 
turbulence model. 
The boundary condition used at the inflow is a flat velocity profile in the axial direction 
with (Uz) = 4.52 m/s (initiator flow at inflow 1) and (Uz) = 13.16 m/s (monomer flow at 
inflow 2) whereas (Ux) = (Uy) = 0. A constant pressure outlet condition is used at the outflow 
and all solid boundaries are stationary, with no-slip boundary conditions applied. The fluid 
properties used to obtain the velocity profiles are p = 560 kg/m3 and r? = 0.0016 kg/m-s. 
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The continuity equation as well as the k-e model are solved simultaneously via steady-state 
iterations. The velocity field and the turbulence fields obtained from this computation can be 
used as a reasonable starting point for further calculations to characterize mixing as well as 
the interaction between mixing and chemistry inside the reactor. 
The transport equations for p\ and p% are solved next using the same convergence criteria. 
Note that the transport equation for P3 is redundant because 53 Pn = 1. Contour plots for 
the environment volume fractions (e.g., pa) indicate the end of the poorly mixed region occurs 
at a length approximately equal to 2 m. The remaining portion of the reactor (8 m) behaves 
as a PFP, with ps = 1. The species and temperature transport equations for E-3 are solved 
next using the unsteady-state solver in Fluent. A C-Fortran interface is used to transfer the 
chemical source term from ISAT to the Fluent solver. 
Simulation results 
Typical Fluent simulation results for Tfeed = 250°C are presented in Figs. 3.3-3.7. Figure 3.3 
shows the non-uniform distribution of initiator in the poorly micromixed region. It is seen 
that center-mode injection produces a very high local concentration of the initiator in the 
injection cell which spreads in the radial direction due to turbulent mixing and gets consumed 
by length equal to 2 m (Fig. 3.4). The poor mixing between initiator and monomer due 
to center-mode injection creates distinct reactive environments which form very high radial 
concentration gradients. This phenomenon yields different polymerization rates leading to 
non-uniform consumption of initiator. The rapid consumption of initiator will produce high 
initiator free radical activity which gets coupled with the high temperature resulting in higher 
termination of initiator free radicals and quick burnout of initiators. This fact, is reflected 
in the decrease in catalyst efficiency to a value of 0.363 compared to plug-flow conditions. 
Thus, at this feed temperature, there is a loss of almost 64% of initiator mainly due to poor 
micromixing which is predicted using the CFD algorithm. Figure 3.5 shows the contour 
plot of averaged temperature for the three environments in the computational domain. As 
seen in the figure, the temperature increases to its steady-state value of 306° C. However the 
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Figure 3.3 Contour plots of initiator mass fraction in the computational 
domain (reactor length = 10 m and diameter = 0.038 m) for 
Tfeed = 250° C. The scale-up factors used for the length and 
diameter are 1:1 and 1:25, respectively. 
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Figure 3.4 Contour plots of initiator mass fraction in the poorly mi-
cromixed region (reactor length = 0.0-0.2 m and diameter = 
0.038 m) for Tfeed = 250° C. The scale-up factors used for the 
length and diameter are 1:50 and 1:85, respectively. 
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most interesting results from the Fluent simulations are observed in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7. Near 
the injection point, the large temperature fluctuations in the range from the feed temperature 
to 329°C are seen in the reacting environment E-3. These fluctuations are mainly caused by 
non-uniform burn out of initiator in the vicinity of the injection region. It also marks the 
occurrence of a high temperature zone in the poorly micromixed region, though the perfectly 
mixed region of the reactor shows ideal plug flow behavior. 
This high temperature zone plays a crucial role in producing product polymer with a 
wide distribution in molecular weights, which is reflected in the contour plots of polydispersity 
(Fig. 3.7). The polydispersity index, which is defined as the ratio of weight-average to number-
average molecular weight, is a measure of the breadth of the molecular weight distribution. 
The polydispersity values show a sudden increase due to this phenomena and reaches a value 
of 7.15 at the end of the poor micromixing region and maintains the high value in the perfectly 
mixed region. This high value of polydispersity shows that the fluid dynamics adversely affect 
product quality of the final polymer and gives wide variation in the polymer properties. 
The high temperature fluctuations also cause local decomposition events producing un-
desired products such as carbon, methane, ethane, and hydrogen. By introducing a kinetic 
scheme for decomposition (Zhang et al. 1996), these events can also be captured using CFD. 
Thus the CFD algorithm is able to describe the small-scale turbulence-chemistry interactions 
completely and demonstrates the capabilities of CFD to describe the effect of micromixing on 
loss of initiator, occurrence of decomposition events and deterioration of polymer quality in 
LDPE tubular reactors. 
3.6 Conclusions and Future Challenges 
With the increasing computational power and the development of high-performance com­
puting technology, there has been tremendous progress in application of the state-of-the-art 
CFD techniques to polymer processes involving complex turbulent reacting flows over the last 
two decades. Compared to traditional reactor models, CFD methods such as the MEM mod­
els or full PDF methods have a great potential to better understand the coupling between 
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Figure 3.5 Contour plots of average temperature in the computational do­
main (reactor length = 10 m and diameter = 0.038 m) for Tfeed 
= 250° C. The scale-up factors used for the length and diameter 
are 1:1 and 1:25, respectively. 
Figure 3.6 Contour plots of temperature of the reacting environment in the 
computational domain (reactor length = 10 m and diameter = 
0.038 m) for Tfeed = 250°C. The scale-up factors used for the 
length and diameter are 1:1 and 1:25, respectively. 
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Figure 3.7 Contour plots of polydispersity in the computational domain 
(reactor length = 10 m and diameter = 0.038 m) for Tfeed = 
250° C. The scale-up factors used for the length and diameter 
are 1:1 and 1:25, respectively. 
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micromixing and complex chemistry. The flow simulation leads to sophisticated reactor de­
sign and analysis which is essential to develop safe and efficient plant-scale polymer processes 
while controlling the polymer quality. Thus the impressive capabilities of these methods will 
be eventually exploited in polymer process industry to completely predict the effect of the 
turbulence-chemistry interactions on the performance and selectivity in plant-scale reactors 
involving mixing-sensitive polymerization reactions. 
Various capabilities of the CFD techniques are integrated with a powerful chemistry algo­
rithm - ISAT - to successfully handle an industrial test-case of tubular LDPE reactors using 
the commercial CFD code Fluent® 5.3. The ISAT technique enabled the computationally effi­
cient inclusion of the highly non-linear and stiff LDPE kinetics with a large number of chemical 
species. The MEM model is able to capture the coupling between micromixing and complex 
LDPE chemistry and led to computationally efficient investigation of the interaction between 
fluid dynamics, chemistry and heat transfer at the smallest possible flow scale. 
Overall, the capabilities of the CFD method can help us gain more complete knowledge 
about the small-scale mixing effects close to physical reality and quantification of these ef­
fects on catalyst efficiency, product quality and occurrence of local and global decomposition 
events. This quantification is a step forward and provides insights into important design and 
operational decisions by exploring reactor conditions which are beyond available experimental 
facilities or by investigating the dynamics of reactors near critical points of operation where in­
stabilities occur. However, validation of these results against key experimental and pilot-plant 
data remains an integral and essential part of the design procedure. The CFD calculations for 
steady-state or dynamic performances can then be integrated within a general-purpose pro­
cess simulator via a general interface that allows the automatic exchange of critical variables, 
leading to design and optimization of the overall process. By replacing laboratory tests, the 
CFD algorithm offers a particularly low-cost alternative to perform a variety of design options 
and to optimize the operating conditions while controlling the product quality and developing 
a safe polymerization processes involving detailed chemistry. 
Finally, the emerging high-performance computing technology is likely to have major im­
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pacts in polymer reaction engineering. The development of massively parallel technology will 
have strong potential to simulate three-dimensional flows in complex multi-phase polymeriza­
tion reactors with reasonable computational costs. This in turn will open up great opportunities 
for real-time design modifications to develop safe and efficient polymer processes and control 
polymer quality by carrying out sophisticated design and analysis at a substantially reduced 
cost. 
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CHAPTER 4 POORLY MICROMIXED PLUG-FLOW REACTOR 
MODEL1 
The multi-environment micromixing model attempts to describe the mixing between initia­
tor and monomer by dividing the scalar space into a number of environments, each represented 
by a single, uniform scalar. This implies that the reactor is assumed to be radially homogeneous 
on the macroscale. However this does not ensure complete micromixing between initiator and 
monomer, and poor mixing is most conveniently quantified in terms of fluctuations about the 
average scalar values. In a Lagrangian micromixing model, the evolution of these fluctuations 
is described by following the Lagrangian environments as they move through the system (Fox 
1998). The same micromixing model can be combined with an Eulerian CFD code to describe 
a spatially inhomogeneous reactor. 
4.1 Mathematical formulation of one-dimensional presumed PDF model 
The generalized mixing model (GMM) proposed by Villermaux and Falk (1994) contains 
almost all other published multi-environment micromixing models as sub-cases, and thus will be 
employed here to describe mixing between initiator and monomer in terms of four environments. 
The concept of these environments and the mixing phenomena is further explained using the 
schematic representation of a one-dimensional tubular LDPE reactor • (see Fig. 4.1). The 
fully-developed turbulent flow field (i.e., (Ifz), k, and e are independent of position) containing 
pure monomer is fed at the end of the preheating zone. At this point, initiator is injected over 
1 Papers published in the following Journals: 
• Kolhapure, N. H. and Fox, R. O. (1999) Chemical Engineering Science, 54, 3233-3242. 
• Kolhapure, N. H. and Fox, R. O. (1999) Proceedings of Polymer Reaction Engineering II: AIChE Spring 
National Meeting, 77a, 1-14. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic representation of micromixing in the 
four-environment model. 
a very small area, and subsequently mixes with monomer. The scalar space within which the 
mixing between initiator and monomer initially occurs is termed as environment 1, and the 
scalar space formed by unmixed monomer represents environment 4. As these environments 
move along the length of the reactor, they diminish in size due to turbulent mixing and form 
environments 2 and 3 respectively, which further interact (Fig. 4.2). Eventually far from the 
reactor inlet, environments 1 and 4 will be depleted and the GMM will reduce to a two-
environment model. At this stage both environments 2 and 3 are equal in volume and perfect 
micromixing of species is achieved. From this structure, it is clear that free radicals are present 
in environments 1-3 and chemical reactions can occur in these environments, whereas there 
is no chemical reaction in environment 4. The volume-weighted mean scalar values in 
environment n are defined as: s»n^ = pn$Ln', where pn is the volume fraction of environment 
n, and <f>^ is the scalar for chemical species a or enthalpy in environment n. 
The multi-environment micromixing model equations are written in terms of balance equa­
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Figure 4.2 Interaction between various environments in the 
four-environment CFD micromixing model. 
tions for the volume fractions and the volume-weighted mean scalars (Fox 1998): 
ask"' s ; (rr%r) + m^(p,sc,)) + pn5û(^), 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
dt x~" dxi du 
wherein repeated Roman indices imply summation, Xi represents the ith coordinate, t is time, 
and p = [pn]. The chemical source term in environment n is computed exactly 
without any closure approximation using the LDPE kinetic model presented in Chapter 2. 
In the one-dimensional model, the turbulent diffusivity F t is assumed to be small and is 
neglected to simplify the fluid dynamics. The flow is assumed to be fully-developed, i.e., (Uz) is 
independent of position whereas (Ux) = (Uy) = 0. With these simplifications, the steady-state 
balance equations take the form: 
(4.3) <cy dT = c„(P), 
j (n) 
(t7z)^- = MW(p,sW) + p nSQ(*(n)), (4.4) 
where z is the length of the reactor. Introducing two key parameters - integral length scale 
(Lu = fc3/2/e) and integral time scale (ru = k/e), the dimensionless form of the one-dimensional 
model equations can be written as follows: 
<tyfr = g;(p), 
jj") 
(cw'irr = k(n,(p,s(n))+pn5;(^i), dz 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
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where the dimensionless parameters are: z* = z/Lu, G„ = ruGn, Mô'"' = tuMq"\ and 
S* = ruSa. The model assumes that the turbulent intensity [«' = (2A:/3)1/2] is ten-percent of 
the mean axial velocity and the ratio of the turbulent viscosity to turbulent Schmidt number is 
0.129. The value of Lu is approximately equal to the pipe diameter. The dimensionless mean 
axial velocity is calculated as follows: 
(uzy = rnir-) 
= 
k/e ) 
0.1 A:3/2/e 
= 
10<f 
= 8.165 
Thus the model Eqs. (4.5-4.6) represent the poorly micromixed plug-flow reactor using the 
micromixing functions Gn(p) and (p, s^) and are solved efficiently as a set of ODEs with 
appropriate initial conditions for the the two feed streams. Based on the interaction between 
the four environments due to mixing, the general form of micromixing functions are expressed 
in terms of the probability flux rn out of environment n and documented in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 The general form of micromixing functions in terms of probabil­
ity fluxes rn. 
n Gn  Min)  
1 - n - n^i1' 
2 ri - r2 + r3 rx<t>a^ - r2<f>a) + r3<t>a^ 
3 r2 - r3 + r4 r2<^Q2) - rrfa ' + r4^4) 
4 - r4 - r4^i4) 
The only unspecified parameters in the model are the probability fluxes. The selection of rn to 
yield physically realistic results is discussed in detail by Fox (1998). In the present calculation, 
the r„ are chosen as follows: 
n = 27(1 - Pi)Pi, (4.7) 
T2 = 2TP2, (4-8) 
T3 = 27P3, (4.9) 
7*4 = 27(1 - p4)p4- (4.10) 
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Figure 4.3 The variation of volume fractions of different environments 
along the length of the reactor for different micromixing rates 
with pi Q = 0.7. 
The micromixing phenomena inside the LDPE reactor are quantified using the axial varia­
tion of volume fractions which is obtained by solving Eq. (4.5). The mixing rate between the 
environments is decided by the probability fluxes, which are functions of the turbulent mixing 
rate 7 = C<p e/k. It is, therefore, appropriate to study the effect of the micromixing rate on 
the mixing behavior by varying the turbulent mixing parameter C#. Figure 4.3 gives the axial 
variation of volume fractions of different environments for different C^. As seen in the figure, 
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the volume fraction of environments 1 and 4 decrease along the length of the reactor due to 
mixing and finally go to zero whereas the volume fractions of environments 2 and 3 increase 
along the length of the reactor and finally become equal in size. At this point, we say that the 
chemical species are perfectly micromixed and the reactor will follow the plug-flow behavior 
after this point. A shorter reactor length is required to achieve complete micromixing with 
higher C# values. Micromixing is almost complete by 2 m for C$ = 1. When C$ is increased to 
1.5 and 2, this length decreases to 1.5 m and 1 m respectively. Note that the correct value of C# 
can be found by comparison with two-dimensional full PDF simulations as done in Chapter 6. 
4.2 Simulation procedure 
The one-dimensional MEM model comprises a system of coupled nonlinear ODEs. A 
steady-state solution is obtained by solving the nonlinear initial value problem. The fractional 
time-stepping approach separately handles the chemistry and transport processes. The time-
splitting operators used in the approach is discussed in detail in Chapter 6. At each step, the 
transport due to micromixing is solved explicitly. The initial conditions are defined in terms of 
the volume fractions of the four environments. At the reactor inlet, these are: p2,o = P3 0 = 0, 
P4,o = 1 — Pi,oi where plto is a free parameter which represents the extent to which the initiator 
and monomer are premixed. In other words, it indicates the initiator injection mode or manner 
in which initiator is introduced at the reactor inlet. p;o takes the values of 0.01832, 0.1946, 
1.0 for center, ring, and uniform-mode injection, respectively. 
Chemical source term 
The detailed scheme includes the comprehensive polymerization kinetic scheme, and the 
simplified kinetic scheme for ethylene decomposition. In the first part of this study the sim­
plified polymerization kinetic scheme with the QSSA for free radicals is used to validate the 
results from the multi-environment CFD micromixing model against the full PDF results ob­
tained by Tsai and Fox (1996). The simplified kinetic scheme includes initiation, propagation, 
termination by disproportionation and chain transfer to monomer. The other side reactions 
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(chain transfer to polymer, backbiting, propagation and /3-scission of secondary radicals) are 
incorporated in the detailed polymerization kinetic scheme to study the effect of micromixing 
on molecular and branching properties of the polymer product. The details of these reactions 
as well as the corresponding rate constants are discussed in Chapter 2 (see Table 2.1). Finally 
a simplified kinetic scheme for ethylene decomposition needs to be incorporated in the detailed 
LDPE chemistry in order to predict the decomposition events. The mass and heat balances for 
different species for chemical source term computation are obtained by setting ktc = Acta = 0 
in Eqs. (ME1)-(ME16), which are given in Chapter 2. The other rate constants in the detailed 
kinetic scheme are given as exponential functions of pressure and temperature in Table 2.6. 
The double-precision differential/algebraic sensitivity analysis code (DDASAC) is used to 
integrate the nonlinear initial-value problem involving stiff implicit system of 16 ODEs, de­
scribing the material and energy balances on the species in each environment. The initial 
conditions are given as: (f>^ = = 15,856 mole/m3 and = 0.5 mole/m3 corresponding 
to the relative flow rate of initiator to monomer Ft = 0.0002. All other chemical species are 
zero at the inlet, and <j>^ = <f>^ = T^ed • Figure 4.4 gives an overview of the FORTRAN rou­
tines, input and output files involved in the simulation of the one-dimensional four-environment 
micromixing model. Simulations were carried out to analyze the effect of various operating 
parameters on the reactor performance. The different sets of operating parameters used in 
the simulations are listed in Table 4.2. The various physical and thermodynamics! constants 
used in the simulation are given in Table 4.3. In the first part of the analysis, simulations 
were carried out to investigate the effect of mixing on the reactor performance under various 
operating conditions. The results were compared to those obtained from full PDF simulations 
by Tsai and Fox (1996) in order to check the accuracy of the predictions. In the second part 
of analysis, flow calculations were performed to study the effect of mixing and chain transfer 
kinetic mechanisms on the polymer product quality. The ability of the model to predict the 
decomposition events was also investigated. Finally, a criteria for quantification of the effect 
of micromixing on catalyst efficiency and the reactor stability was evolved under different 
operating conditions. 
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Figure 4.4 Simulation procedure for four-environment micromixing model 
using ISAT-CK software. 
4.3 Results and discussion 
Effect of operating conditions 
Figure 4.5 shows the effect of monomer feed temperature on the axial distribution of 
radially-averaged chemical species and temperature. As seen in top of Fig. 4.5, monomer 
conversion decreases drastically with an increase in Tfeed from 252° C to 277° C (set I in Ta­
ble 4.2). At lower temperatures the initiator is consumed gradually along the length of the 
reactor. However, at higher temperatures, the initiator burns out at the injection point (middle 
of Fig. 4.5). This phenomena decreases the monomer conversion and shows a corresponding 
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Table 4.2 Sets of operating parameters used for simulations. 
Set number Simulation pa- Values of parameters 
rameter 
îfeed ( C) PI,0 C* F j  
I Tfeed — 0.01832 2.0 0.0004 
II p10 277 — 2.0 0.0004 
III C* 252 0.01832 — 0.0004 
IV Ft 252 0.01832 2.0 — 
Table 4.3 Physical constants used in the simulation. 
Patm DP (%) k cl decamp 
atm kg/m3 m m/s m2/s2 m2/s3 J/kg -K J/mol J/mol 
2,150 444 0.038 21.85 7.16 504.32 0.6 2,510 94,893 126,357 
t Tsai and Fox (1996) 
* Zhang et al. (1996) 
decrease in the final reactor temperature. The rapid consumption of initiator at higher tem­
peratures in environment 1 produces very high temperatures in the poorly micromixed region. 
These large temperature fluctuations also trigger the occurrence of local hot spots in environ­
ment 1. The distribution of local hot spots is not reflected in the radially-averaged temperature 
profile along the length of the reactor (bottom of Fig. 4.5), which is commonly predicted by 
many conventional (e.g., plug-flow) models. However, the one-dimensional MEM model is able 
to predict the local decomposition events in the injection environment, which is described in 
the later part of this chapter. Simulations were also carried out for various operating pa­
rameters that are listed in Table 4.2. The results were used to validate the one-dimensional 
four-environment model predictions. The change in the parameters (initiator injection mode 
(Pi,o)> and F[) leads to the corresponding change in the micromixing between initiator and 
monomer, particularly at the initiator injection point. Mixing effects are highly dominant in 
the case of high monomer feed temperature, center-mode of initiator injection (px 0 = 0.01832) 
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and low micromixing rate (C^ = 1). This information is very useful in evaluating reactor 
performance and improving reactor design. 
Comparison with literature data 
The multi-environment CFD micromixing model was coupled with the simplified polymer­
ization kinetic scheme by assuming chain transfer and decomposition rate constants equal to 
zero. The results were compared to those obtained from two-dimensional full PDF simulations 
by Tsai and Fox (1996) in order to check the accuracy of the predictions for various operating 
conditions that are listed in Table 4.2. The kinetic scheme as well as the parameters used 
in the above simulations are the same as those used in the full PDF simulations. The four-
environment model is able to predict nearly identical results for Figs. 8 and 10-12 in Tsai and 
Fox (1996). Figure 4.6 shows the radially-averaged literature profiles (obtained from Fig. 12 
in Tsai and Fox 1996) for center, ring and uniform-mode injection with C# = 2, F[ = 0.0004, 
and Tfeed = 277°C. Figure 4.7 gives the corresponding effect of initiator injection mode us­
ing the one-dimensional MEM model. The comparison shows that the results obtained using 
the one-dimensional four-environment model are reasonably accurate. Moreover, this one-
dimensional model is computationally highly efficient: it takes approximately 1 minute of CPU 
time compared to 8 hours required for the full PDF approach on HP Apollo 735 workstation. 
The computational demand for full PDF simulations will further increase dramatically with 
an increase in number of chemical species (e.g., implementation of the detailed kinetic scheme 
that includes decomposition chemistry). The one-dimensional multi-environment CFD model 
is an especially-attractive alternative to full PDF methods for flows that can be accurately 
represented by a relatively small number of environments. With this increased confidence in 
the predictions of the one-dimensional multi-environment model, we can implement the de­
tailed LDPE kinetic scheme to study the effects of micromixing on catalyst efficiency, polymer 
quality, distribution of products and the reactor stability. 
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Figure 4.5 The variation of radially-averaged monomer conversion, initia­
tor consumption and temperature along the length of the reac­
tor for operating parameters defined by set I in Table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.6 The variation of radially-averaged monomer conversion (top 
left), initiator concentration (top right), temperature (bottom 
left), and polydispersity index (bottom right) along the length 
of the reactor for different initiator injection modes. Other op­
erating parameters as given in set II in Table 4.2. These profiles 
are obtained from two-dimensional full PDF simulations in the 
literature (Fig. 12 in Tsai and Fox, 1996). 
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Figure 4.7 The variation of radially-averaged monomer conversion (top 
left), initiator concentration (top right), temperature (bottom 
left), and polydispersity index (bottom right) along the length 
of the reactor for different initiator injection modes. Other op­
erating parameters as given in set II in Table 4.2. These pro­
files are obtained from the one-dimensional four-environment 
micromixing model. 
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Comparison with experimental data 
The multi-environment CFD micromixing model was coupled with the detailed polymer­
ization kinetic scheme and coolant heat transfer in order to simulate the BASF tubular LDPE 
reactor completely with multiple initiator injections. ISU simulation results were validated by 
comparing concentration and temperature profiles against BASF data. Top of Fig. 4.8 shows 
the ISU simulation profiles for initiator and monomer mass fractions along the length of reac­
tor. As seen in the figure, the two profiles from ISU simulation and BASF data are in close 
agreement with each other. Bottom left of Fig. 4.8 shows the temperatures of the reaction 
mixture and cooling water along the length of the reactor. The heat is transferred to the cool­
ing water separately from each environment, depending on its volume fraction whereas overall 
heat flux is considered while account for cooling water energy balance. Countercurrent flow 
is used for cooling water in all zones except in third cooling water zone where cocurrent flow 
is used. The ISU temperature profiles closely match with the BASF data indicating accurate 
description of heat transfer coefficients. Further comparison of the first moment of polymer 
(see bottom right of Fig. 4.8) indicate the successful implementation of chain transfer and 
branching reactions in order to describe the plant-scale reactor. 
Effect of mixing on polymer properties 
Uniform polymer properties are one of the most essential criteria for LDPE and copoly­
mer applications. These properties mainly depend on the molecular weight distribution of 
the polymer chains in the final product. The polydispersity index, which is defined as the 
ratio of weight-average to number-average molecular weight, is a measure of the breadth of 
the molecular weight distribution. Low values of the polydispersity index represent carefully 
fractionated polymers or uniform polymer properties of the final product. Thus, the influence 
of various operating parameters on the final polymer properties is studied using the detailed 
polymerization kinetic scheme to quantify the variation of the radially-averaged polydispersity 
index along the length of the reactor under different operating conditions. 
Figure 4.9 illustrates the effect of monomer feed temperature, initiator injection mode, 
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Figure 4.9 The variation of radially-averaged polydispersity index along 
the length of the reactor for different sets of operating param­
eters. The dotted lines show the simulation results with the 
simplified LDPE polymerization scheme whereas the solid lines 
show the simulation results with the detailed polymerization 
kinetic scheme. Various sets of operating parameters (set I: top 
left, set II: top right, set III: bottom left, and set IV: bottom 
right) are defined in Table 4.2. 
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micromixing rate and initiator flow rate on the radially-averaged polydispersity index. As seen 
in Fig. 4.9, the polydispersity index increases slightly with an increase in the feed temperature. 
It reaches a peak value in the region of poor micromixing, which is created due to center-mode 
injection. This fact is confirmed for uniform-mode injection (see top right of Fig. 4.9) where the 
polydispersity index increases steadily and remains constant at around 2.5. Figure 4.9 (bottom 
left) shows that the highest value of polydispersity index peak increases from 3 to 3.75 when the 
micromixing is slowed down by decreasing values of C# from 2 to 1. The rapid consumption of 
initiator at higher temperature in environment 1 produces shorter polymer chains in the poorly 
micromixed region. This is more evident in Fig. 4.9 (bottom right) where the polydispersity 
index is dominated by the rapid consumption of initiator at higher concentration. 
The dotted lines show that with the implementation of the simplified LDPE polymerization 
scheme in the simulation, the highest value of polydispersity index in the poorly-mixed region 
decreases steadily along the length of the reactor and goes to a lower steady-state value at the 
exit of the reactor. However, with the implementation of the detailed kinetic scheme in the 
simulation, the polydispersity index increases again in the latter part of the reactor giving a 
higher polydispersity index at the exit, as shown by the solid lines. 
It can be concluded that the presence of chain-transfer mechanisms will produce polymer 
chains with smaller length in a poorly-mixed environment than those produced in the bulk of 
the reactor. As a result the final product has polymers with different lengths produced due 
to different operating conditions in different environments. This gives a broader molecular 
weight distribution (MWD) in the final polymer which is more uniform when the polymer 
is produced under uniform operating conditions in each environment. The wide variation in 
MWD will affect the polymer properties adversely giving poor product quality. This illustrates 
the importance of including mixing and chain transfer mechanisms when studying the product 
quality in LDPE polymerization. 
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Figure 4.10 The variation of temperature of environment 1 along the length 
of the reactor for different sets of operating parameters. The 
dotted lines show the simulation results with the simplified 
LDPE polymerization scheme whereas the solid lines show the 
simulation results with the detailed kinetic scheme. Various 
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Table 4.2. 
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Effect of mixing on ethylene decomposition 
The further analysis of simulations using the detailed kinetic scheme reveals important 
information regarding the decomposition events. The information is very useful from a reac­
tor stability point of view as these decomposition events may lead to global reactor runaway. 
The temperature fluctuations are generated by local hot spots due to the high temperature in 
environment 1. The temperature of environment 1 is simulated using the simplified and the de­
tailed kinetic schemes and represented by the dotted and solids lines, respectively, in Fig. 4.10. 
Top left of Fig. 4.10 shows the effect of monomer feed temperature on the axial distribution of 
the temperature of environment 1. The dotted lines show that with the implementation of the 
simplified LDPE polymerization scheme in the simulation, the temperature in environment 1 
increases along the length of the reactor and goes to a steady-state value at the exit of the 
reactor. However, with the implementation of the detailed kinetic scheme in the simulation, 
the poor mixing between initiator and monomer leads to the local runaway of the exother­
mic propagation reaction. As a result, the temperature of environment 1 shoots up causing 
the large temperature fluctuations in the poorly micromixed region, as shown by the solid 
lines. These fluctuations increase the possibility of ethylene decomposition when they cross 
the threshold value of 350°C, which is defined using the two-dimensional full PDF simulations 
(see Chapter 6 for details). The occurrence of local ethylene decomposition, which is highly 
exothermic, will further increase the temperature. This decomposition is auto-accelerating 
and it occurs over very short time scales. As a result, the decomposition cannot be controlled 
once it has started, and temperature in environment 1 reaches a steady-state decomposition 
temperature (~ 3500°C), indicating a local runaway condition which might lead the reactor 
to global runaway conditions. This illustrates the importance of including mixing and ethy­
lene decomposition mechanism when studying the the stability of industrial LDPE reactors. 
It is also noted that as the feed temperature is increased these hot spots occur closer to the 
inlet, thereby increasing the possibility of the global decomposition. The local hot spots are 
also observed under various sets of operating parameters (top right, bottom left and bottom 
right of Fig. 4.10 correspond to set II, set III and set IV, respectively in Table 4.2). Thus the 
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one-dimensional MEM model describes the occurrence of local decomposition events inside the 
plant-scale LDPE reactor due to poor micromixing. 
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Figure 4.11 The distribution of the decomposition products in environ­
ment 1 along the length of the reactor for different initiator 
injection modes. Other operating parameters as given in set 
II in Table 4.2. 
Figure 4.11 gives the axial distribution of the decomposition products (C, CH4, CgHg, 
C2H2) in environment 1 inside the LDPE reactor for different initiator injection modes given 
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by set II in Table 4.2. The trends observed for these products are in agreement with the 
data available in the literature (Zhang et al. 1996). The sudden release of the decomposition 
products is mainly due to the increase in temperature of environment 1, which was caused by 
the poor mixing for center-mode injection. The study supports the theory that hot spots are 
responsible for the ethylene decomposition. Thus small molecules are produced in high volume 
during ethylene decomposition, which results in the dramatic increase of pressure inside the 
reactor. The drastic increase in temperature and pressure inside the reactor will lead to reactor 
"decomposition", i.e., to global reactor runaway. 
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Figure 4.12 The prediction of local and global decomposition events and 
monomer conversion along the length of the reactor for differ­
ent p10. 
The further analysis of simulations using the detailed kinetic scheme reveals important 
information regarding the decomposition events. The information is very useful from a reactor 
stability point of view as these decomposition events lead to global reactor runaway. The tem­
perature of environment 1 as well as the average radial temperature and monomer conversion 
are simulated using the detailed kinetic scheme and represented in Fig. 4.12. Insufficient mix­
ing between initiator and monomer at lower values of pt 0 (e.g., 0.01832, 0.1) leads to the local 
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runaway of the exothermic propagation reaction. The local ethylene decomposition, which is 
highly exothermic, will further increase the temperature of environment 1 to the steady-state 
ethylene decomposition temperature. The decomposition is auto-accelerating and it occurs 
over very short time scales. As a result, it is difficult to control the decomposition once it 
has started and it leads to the drastic increase in the average radial temperature (shown by 
solid line for pt 0 = 0.01832 in left of Fig. 4.12) causing reactor decomposition. However, the 
average radial temperature reaches a steady-state value when p10 is increased to 0.1. The 
slightly better premixing of the reactant fields (indicated by p10 = 0.1) improves the inter­
action between the environments to nullify the effect of local decomposition in environment 
1 on the reactor runaway. Thus, the slight improvement in the injection nozzle design will 
decrease the possibility of the reactor runaway due to ethylene decomposition at the extreme 
process conditions. Right of Fig. 4.12 shows the corresponding radially-averaged monomer 
conversion along the length of the reactor. The sudden consumption of monomer over short 
time scales indicates release of high volumes of small decomposition products (C, CH4, CgHg, 
C2H2) during the global decomposition. The analysis provides the insights into the physical 
phenomena occurring inside the LDPE reactor due to imperfect mixing and gives important 
information to develop criteria to prevent the local runaway conditions. 
Catalyst efficiency profiles 
As explained earlier, for center-mode injection used in industry, the imperfect mixing of 
initiator can lead to inefficient consumption of initiator and can have a direct impact on the 
product in terms of quality and yield. It is well known that high operating costs of tubular 
LDPE reactors compel manufacturers to maximize ethylene conversion in order to optimize the 
overall process. However, the extreme operating conditions, particularly temperature coupled 
with poor mixing conditions, further causes reduction in initiator consumption by favoring the 
termination of initiator free radicals. This loss of initiator free radical activity is quantified 
by defining catalyst efficiency (/), which is assumed unity for ideal plug-flow behavior. The 
adiabatic multi-environment micromixing model is then used to quantify deviations from the 
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plug-flow behavior by varying the initial volume fraction of environment 1 (p10) to obtain 
the catalyst efficiency for particular operating and mixing conditions. The results are then 
summarized in catalyst efficiency profiles for individual initiators low-temperature (low-T) 
initiator, medium-temperature (medium-T) initiator, high-temperature (high-T) initiator, and 
a mixture of initiators (low-T:medium-T:high-T = 3:2:1 molar ratio). The major assumption 
made in the case of a mixture of initiators is equal loss of catalyst efficiency for each initiator 
at a particular temperature. 
Figures 4.13-4.16 show the effect of poor mixing on catalyst efficiency for low-T, medium-T, 
high-T, and mixture of initiators, respectively at different Tfeed , and constant pressure of 3100 
bar using a fixed temperature increase of 20°C. As seen in the figures, at low temperature 
conditions the catalyst efficiency is almost unity. With an increase in feed temperature, the 
poor mixing between initiator and monomer is a dominant factor in deciding catalyst efficiency. 
In the case of a low-T initiator (see Fig. 4.14) the catalyst efficiency is near unity at Tfeed = 
180°C. However, with the increase in temperature to 220°C, it shows 15% loss of initiator 
efficiency for center-mode injection (p10 = 2.426 xl0~~4). With the further increase in Tfeed to 
260° C, the catalyst efficiency goes to zero. Similar trends are obtained for medium-T and 
high-T initiators as well as a mixture of all three initiators. The important point to note 
here is that the catalyst efficiency defined above takes into consideration only fluid dynamic 
effects (with parameters Tfeed and pi 0) arising out of the one-dimensional multi-environment 
micromixing model, and doesn't consider the effect of these parameters on kinetics. This study 
will be useful in developing an engineering correlation between the catalyst efficiency and the 
operating conditions for optimizing initiator consumption. 
Figures 4.17-4.19 show the effect of poor mixing on catalyst efficiency for individual in-
diators at a constant pressure of 3100 bar and Tfeed = 160°C, respectively. The profiles are 
obtained for different values of adiabatic temperature rise (AT) corresponding to different g/ 
that are obtained from the mass flow rates of initiators and summarized in Table 4.4. As 
seen in the figures, at low values of adiabatic temperature rise (AT) corresponding to low g/ 
values, the catalyst efficiency is almost unity. With an increase in g/, the poor mixing between 
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Table 4.4 Mass flow rates (m/) of different initiators used to study the 
effect of different adiabatic temperature rises AT on catalyst 
efficiency. 
Initiator g/ m/ (g/hr) AT (°C) 
low-T initiator 2.14 X io--5 651 42 
2.34 X io--6 71.15 20 
5.20 X io--7 15.79 10 
medium-T initiator 1.84 X io--5 560 96 
8.18 X io--7 24.84 50 
high-T initiator 1.01 X 10" -5 308 140 
1.01 X io--6 30.8 103 
initiator and monomer is a dominant factor in deciding catalyst efficiency. In the case of a 
low-T initiator (see figure 4.13), the catalyst efficiency is unity at AT = 10°C. However, with 
an increase in AT to 42° C, it shows almost a 60% loss of initiator efficiency for center-mode 
injection (Q/ = 13 L/hr). With the further reduction in volume fraction of E-l (which indicates 
worse mixing), the catalyst efficiency goes to zero. Similar trends are obtained for medium-T 
and high-T initiators as well as a mixture of all three initiators. However, the effect of g/ on 
high-T initiators is negligible due to the low Tfeed , which is 160° C. However, these initiators 
are sensitive to mixing at higher Tfeed • 
The major assumption made in the case of a mixture of initiators is equal loss of catalyst 
efficiency for each initiator at a particular temperature, g/ and Q/. In order to validate 
these assumptions, the micromixing model is then used to quantify deviations from the plug-
flow behavior by varying p10. Various species profiles are obtained for a mixture of initiator 
under particular operating and mixing conditions for a plant-scale reactor. The species profiles 
are also predicted by using catalyst efficiency values for individual initiators under the same 
conditions. Figure 4.20 shows the prediction of temperature profiles for a mixture of initiators 
using center-mode injection as well as individual catalyst values. The initiator concentrations 
are given as m/ for low-T initiator = 651 g/hr, m/ for medium-T initiator = 560 g/hr and m/ 
for high-T initiator = 308 g/hr. The two profiles exactly match validating the assumption that 
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Figure 4.19 The prediction of the catalyst efficiency for high-T initiator 
at different initiator concentrations defined in Table 4.4, as a 
function of the volumetric flow rate of the initiator. 
individual initiators show the same behavior as in the mixture with respect to fluid dynamic 
effects. 
This methodology is successful in investigating the fluid dynamics effects on catalyst effi­
ciency for individual initiators and a mixture of initiators under plant-scale operating condi­
tions. The profiles for low-T initiator at 160 °C indicated loss of up to 60% of initiator for 
the plant-scale operating conditions with m/ = 651 g/hr and Q/ = 13 L/hr. The insufficient 
mixing coupled with high feed temperatures resulted in loss of almost 100% initiator. Thus it 
is concluded that high-T initiators are sensitive to mixing conditions only at high feed tem­
peratures whereas low-T initiators are affected by adverse fluid dynamics at low temperatures. 
However, the catalyst efficiency is almost unaffected at lower initiator concentrations. The 
catalyst efficiency values in case of mixtures were exactly the same as that of individual values 
in the absence of other initiators. This result is the most important conclusion from the study, 
which is a major step forward in optimizing the performance of the mixture of initiators used 
in plant-scale reactors. 
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Figure 4.21 shows the effect of Q/ on the length of the reactor required for steady-state 
conversion for low-T and medium-T initiators. It is seen that the decrease in Q/ increases 
the steady-state length of the reactor. Thus, poor mixing of initiator causes the occurrence of 
the reaction over a longer length. It can have some effect on the subsequent injections of the 
initiators and can cause different performance of initiators in the case of mixtures. 
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Figure 4.21 The prediction of steady-state reactor lengths versus volumet­
ric flow rate for different initiator streams. 
Reactor stability analysis 
Apart from decreasing the catalyst efficiency, the non-uniform consumption of initiator 
gives a high localized concentration of initiator causing high localized propagation rates. This 
will increase the local temperature marking the occurrence of local hot spots, which can lead 
to global decomposition as indicated in Chapter 6 on full PDF simulations. Figures 4.22-4.25 
show the reactor stability maps when the reactor is subjected to changes in the operating and 
mixing conditions. The stability curve is obtained by plotting the minimum volume fraction 
of environment 1 at the inlet (Pi,o) versus monomer feed temperature (Tfeed ) for individual 
initiators and a mixture of low-T, medium-T, and high-T initiator. The minimum volume 
fraction of environment 1 indicates the extent of premixing between initiator and monomer at 
the initiator injection point and typically takes value of 2.43 xlO-4 for center-mode injection 
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Figure 4.22 Reactor stability map for low-T initiator with g/ = 2.14x 10~5. 
The reactor stability map gives the maximum limit on Tfeed f°r safe operation of the reactor, 
corresponding to a particular value of pt 0, i.e., with center-mode injection of high-T initiator 
the safe operation of the reactor is ensured if the monomer feed temperature is less than or 
equal to approximately 200°C (shown using solid line in Fig. 4.24). Thus, the shaded part of the 
figures indicates the reactor decomposition, which are assumed to be initiated in environment 1 
at 350° C. This crossover temperature is decided from detailed full PDF simulations, and is 
discussed in Chapter 6. As the extent of premixing between initiator and monomer increases, 
the possibility of reactor runaway decreases. Moreover, the large unshaded area (see Fig. 4.22) 
indicates minimal possibility of the decomposition in cases of low-T initiators and the reactor 
can be operated safely even at a very high feed temperature of 280° C. However, the shaded 
area increases in cases of medium-T and high-T initiators as well as a mixture of initiators 
predicting the less stable reactor operation at higher temperatures. 
The high concentrations of initiators (for low-T initiator g/ = 2.14xl0-5, for medium-T 
initiator g/ = 1.84xl0-5, and for high-T initiator g/ = 1.01 xlO-5) predicts very low operating 
L/hr. 
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Figure 4.25 Reactor stability map for a mixture of initiators with 
low-T initiator (g/ = 2.14xl0-5), medium-T initiator (g/ = 
1.84xl0~5), and high-T initiator (g/ = 1.01 xlO-5). 
limits for the feed temperatures for the mixture of initiators (see Fig. 4.25). Thus, the stability 
curve moves in a positive or negative direction of the y axis depending on the inlet concentration 
of initiators. This knowledge will be particularly important while improving the injection 
nozzle design for better radial mixing of chemical species under different operating conditions. 
The curve also indicates the beginning of the stable operation of the reactor corresponding to 
the unshaded region. The operating parameters are chosen in this region to control the final 
product quality while considering the interaction between micromixing and all the possible 
polymerization kinetic steps including ethylene decomposition. Thus, the curve should be 
helpful in avoiding global reactor runaway due to mixing effects while controlling the reactor 
productivity and the product quality. 
Figures 4.26-4.29 show the reactor stability maps for high-T initiator and the mixture of 
initiators for a range of monomer feed velocities and reactor pipe diameters. The shaded part of 
the figures indicates the local runaway conditions, which are assumed to be initiated in E-l at 
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Figure 4.26 Reactor stability map for high-T initiator with g/ = 1.01 x 10~5 
at various monomer feed velocities. 
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Figure 4.27 Reactor stability map for high-T initiator with g/ = 1.01 x 10-5 
at various reactor pipe diameters. 
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Figure 4.28 Reactor stability map for a mixture of initiators at var­
ious monomer feed velocities with low-T initiator (g/ = 
2.14x 10-5), medium-T initiator (g/ = 1.84x 10-5), and high-T 
initiator (g/ = 1.01 xlO-5). 
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Figure 4.29 Reactor stability map for a mixture of initiators at various 
reactor pipe diameters with low-T initiator (g/ = 2.14xl0-5), 
medium-T initiator (g/ = 1.84xl0-5), and high-T initiator (gr 
= l.OlxlO-5). 
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350° C. As the extent of premixing between initiator and monomer increases, the possibility of 
reactor runaway decreases. Figures 4.26 and 4.28 show the same trend for the reactor stability 
map under various monomer feed velocities (10 m/s, 12.5 m/s, 15 m/s). Moreover, better 
mixing under higher velocities move the map in the negative direction of y axis. However, 
the unshaded region changes negligibly giving almost the same performance of the reactor for 
different velocities. The reactor stability maps for high-T initiator and the mixture of initiator 
(see Figs. 4.27 and 4.29) show similar trend when the reactor pipe diameter is changed from 39 
mm to 89 mm. It is, therefore, concluded that the change in values of feed velocity and reactor 
diameter alter the safety limits of the reactor operation negligibly. Thus the parameters Tfeed , 
Q/ and g/ are the most important whereas monomer feed velocity and reactor diameter are 
less significant from a reactor stability point of view. 
The effect of the local decomposition events on the reactor decomposition is also studied in 
case of the initiator mixture. The global decomposition is assumed to be started when the ra­
dially averaged temperature crosses 350° C. The reactor stability map for global decomposition 
(as seen in Fig. 4.25) shows a very small shaded area for global decomposition showing safe 
operation for the operating conditions. The stability curve moves in the positive or negative 
direction of the y axis depending on the inlet concentration of initiators (g/). Thus the "local 
decomp" region indicates deterioration in catalyst efficiency and product quality, but marks 
the stable operation of the reactor except in the "global decomp" region. This knowledge will 
be particularly important to make operational decisions for plant-scale reactors with a priori 
knowledge of adverse micromixing effects on the final product quality and the reactor stability. 
4.4 Conclusions 
The high computational efficiency of one-dimensional multi-environment CFD micromixing 
model makes it possible to obtain reactor stability maps and catalyst efficiency profiles. The 
one-dimensional multi-environment model is computationally efficient: it takes approximately 
1 minute of CPU time compared to 48 hours required for the full PDF approach with the 
implementation of the detailed kinetic scheme. Such a computational demand makes full PDF 
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methods impractical to obtain reactor stability curves and catalyst efficiency diagrams, though 
it can be used to obtain the flow information in a greater detail for a previously identified critical 
operating conditions in the extreme safety regions (i.e., for center-mode injection in Fig. 4.25). 
The multi-environment CFD model should thus be an especially attractive alternative to full 
PDF methods for LDPE flow simulation that can be accurately represented by a relatively 
small number of environments. This would enable us to study different operating parameters 
to decide the critical conditions for the stable operation of these reactors, while optimizing the 
initiator consumption. 
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CHAPTER 5 COMPLEX CHEMISTRY AND CFD: AN INDUSTRIAL 
CASE STUDY OF THE LDPE PROCESS 
Abstract 
A comprehensive CFD algorithm based on the recently proposed multi-environment pre­
sumed probability density function (PDF) model is implemented in a commercial CFD code 
(Fluent© 5.3). The algorithm is aimed at investigation of turbulence-chemistry interactions 
in chemical processes involving turbulent reacting flows with complex chemistry. A powerful 
in-situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT) technique is coupled with the micromixing model using 
externally defined subroutines to describe the interactions between mass transfer, heat trans­
fer, and the detailed chemistry in a plant-scale low-density polyethylene (LDPE) reactor. An 
interactive interface is developed for data transfer between user-defined C routines and FOR­
TRAN routines used in ISAT. The algorithm solves the governing equations for hydrodynamic 
flow fields, two mixing scalars and sixteen chemical species in the detailed LDPE chemistry. 
It is successfully applied to simulate a two-dimensional reactor geometry to predict the effect 
of poor micromixing on the performance and stability of the plant-scale reactor. The CFD 
approach is compared with full PDF simulations in order to validate the mixing parameters. 
The algorithm is computationally intensive and takes 68 hr of CPU time compared to 24 hr for 
full PDF simulations on a SUN Ultra 80 workstation for a typical two-dimensional simulation 
with 16 reacting species. The main advantage of the algorithm lies in the fact that it treats the 
chemical source term exactly and can be applied to any complex chemistry with an arbitrary 
number of species and initial conditions. It is ideal to carry out validation studies for catalyst 
efficiency profiles from the simplified one-dimensional multi-environment model. 
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Key Words: Multi-environment presumed PDF, Full PDF, Micromixing, Ethylene decom­
position, Peroxide initiator 
Introduction 
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is becoming a significant, though still not dominant, 
part of the design process in chemical industry. CFD, when implemented correctly and effi­
ciently, is unequaled as a low-cost design tool, permitting developments of new processes and 
optimization of existing processes at a fraction of cost and time of the traditional experimental 
and pilot-plant approach. Among its advantages are availability of robust commercial CFD 
codes such as Fluent©, CFX®, and Star-CD©, which are well tested for various engineering 
applications. While these softwares are easy to use, their implementation for chemical pro­
cesses involving mixing-sensitive chemical reactions (e.g., slow diffusion and fast chemistry) is 
severely restricted due to many challenges: 
* complex turbulent flows and their modeling, 
• complex physical phenomena such as micromixing, 
e highly non-linear and stiff kinetic rate mechanisms that involves an arbitrary number of 
chemical species and initial conditions, 
e interactions between fluid dynamics (mainly micromixing) and reactions, 
e disparate time scales for some phenomena. 
Moreover, there is no direct way to incorporate the possible dependence of kinetic data on 
physical properties or interdependence of physical properties on operating conditions due to 
limitations on coding in commercial CFD codes. The convergence as well as stability of the 
solution technique is severely hampered in case of complex chemistry with a wide range of 
chemical time scales. Thus there is a need to develop a comprehensive CFD algorithm with 
a generalized interface to account for a complex chemistry with arbitrary number of chemical 
species and initial conditions. 
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In the following sections, essential features of the comprehensive CFD algorithm are pre­
sented using a three-environment presumed PDF method. The main emphasis is given to 
implementation of the method in Fluent using externally defined C routines and simultane­
ous implementation of the novel ISAT algorithm using externally defined Fortran routines. 
The CFD approach is applied to the plant-scale LDPE process in the context of assessing 
its ability to predict turbulence-chemistry interactions in large-scale chemical processes. The 
two-dimensional CFD simulations are carried out to investigate the impact of the small-scale 
interactions on the performance and stability of the tubular LDPE reactor. Finally, a valida­
tion study is carried out using the detailed full PDF method to verify the mixing closures used 
in the presumed PDF method. 
5.1 CFD Model 
The inherent scalar fluctuations in a poorly micromixed turbulent reacting flow allow us to 
divide the scalar space into a number of environments, each represented by a single, uniform 
scalar. These fluctuations about the scalar means are quantified in the MEM model by following 
the Lagrangian environments as they move through the system. The theoretical framework for 
the model was discussed in detail in Chapter 3. A general methodology for model formulation 
and parameter selection is discussed in greater detail by Fox (1998). Here, we are implementing 
a 3E mixing model in Fluent© 5.3 to quantify mixing between initiator and monomer in the 
BASF LDPE tubular reactor. E-l (pure initiator) and E-2 (pure monomer) interact with 
each other due to turbulent mixing to form E-3 (reacting environment as shown in Fig. 5.1). 
The model equations are given in terms of balance equations for the volume fractions of these 
environments and the volume-weighted scalar means in E-3 (Fox, 1998). The model equations 
are given as: 
^ + <t/i,f^ = ^(rtf0+g"(p)'n=1'2 ( 5 1 )  
%r + (rTit)+ M»,(p's<31) + P3S„(»(3)), (s.2) 
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and 
p3 = 1 - PI - p2 (5.3) 
(only I) (reacting) (only M) 
n  =  - 7 ( 1  - P i ) P i  
r2=-ï(1 -P2) P2 
1*3 = i"i + r2 
where 
7=C<)(e /k) 
Figure 5.1 Interaction between various environments in 3E micromixing 
model. 
The numerical solution of the model employs the fractional time stepping approach, which 
handles the chemistry and transport terms separately. Though the chemical source term is 
evaluated exactly as per the formulation in the model, hydrodynamic fields, species, and mixing 
fields are decoupled from each other. In order to validate this approximation, the transport 
equations are solved simultaneously using the implicit coupled solver in Fluent by implementing 
the 3-E micromixing model via user-defined C routines. The details of the implementation and 
calculation procedure are given in the next section. 
In full PDF methods, the shape of the joint PDF is computed from its transport equation. 
Thus full PDF methods do not require a priori knowledge of the joint PDF. However, modelling 
of the unclosed molecular diffusion term to quantify the effect on micromixing on the shape 
of the joint PDF is non-trivial. Full PDF methods are the most computationally demanding, 
but they offer an attractive technique for providing fundamental reacting flow information 
at the smallest flow scales. They also provide a basis for probing the ability of presumed 
PDF approaches to realistically analyze turbulent reacting flows with complex chemistry. The 
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transport equation for the one-point joint composition PDF is given below: 
d
-w+m^ è+é1k-1 = i *>/•] - • <6-4» 
where 
Ui =  (Ui)  + Ui-  (5.5) 
The terms on the left-hand side of Eq. (5.4) represent, respectively, the change in time of the 
PDF, convective transport in physical space due to the mean velocity field (macromixing), 
and convective transport due to the scalar-conditioned velocity fluctuations (mesomixing). On 
the right-hand side of Eq. (5.4), the terms representing transport in composition space due to 
molecular mixing and chemical reactions, respectively, can be identified. They appear in terms 
of conditional expectations and must be modeled. 
A gradient-diffusion model (Fox 1996; Tsai and Fox 1996) is used to close the term formed 
by convective transport due to the scalar-conditioned velocity fluctuations: 
= 
(5
-
6) 
This model then generates a "turbulent-diffusion" term in the composition PDF transport 
equation. The micromixing term is closed by the IEM model (Pope 2000; Villermaux and 
Devillon 1972), which assumes a linear relaxation of the scalar towards its mean value: 
{DaV2<f>a \4>) = — ((&,) - V«) (5.7) 
T<t> 
where {<j>a ) (x,  t )  is the local scalar mean, and r$ is the local micromixing time found from a 
separate model for the scalar dissipation rate. 
A detailed overview of the PDF method and the models for closing various terms involved 
in the transport equation are discussed in Pope (2000). The transport equation contains a large 
number of independent variables and cannot be solved using standard discretization methods 
such as finite-difference or finite-element methods. A Monte-Carlo algorithm is an interesting 
alternative in order to obtain a computationally tractable solution. The composition PDF 
is expressed in terms of a large number of notional particles, which move in the real and 
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composition space in the computational domain by well-defined stochastic models. The main 
advantage of the algorithm is to realistically handle the complex chemistry by regarding each 
particle individually depending on its properties and mass fractions. The details of the Monte-
Carlo algorithm and the simulation procedure are explained in Tsai and Fox (1994). 
5.2 Comprehensive CFD Algorithm 
The tubular reactor is simulated to describe the micromixing effects using a computational 
domain of size 10 m in length and 1.9 cm in radius. The commercial software Gambit 1.2 is 
used to construct the system geometry with inflow, outflow, wall and symmetry boundaries. 
A axi-symmetric coaxial jet geometry is chosen to carry out simulations in a two-dimensional 
domain. A tube with a coaxial jet is selected as an initial test case to study the feasibility 
and to investigate a three-dimensional simulation of the plant-scale reactor. The mesh for 
the geometry is created using Gambit 1.2 to distribute uniform grid cells (size of 0.1 cm) 
in the radial direction and non-uniform grid cells (400 grid cells in 10 m) with successive 
ratio of 1.01 in the axial direction (Fig. 5.2). Although the velocity field is assumed to be 
fully developed, we are using a denser grid in the first section of the reactor to explore the 
physical phenomena occurring near the initiator injection point. The inflow edge boundary is 
split into two sections, one corresponding to the first cell which is used as the injection cell 
(inflow 1) whereas the remaining 18 cells are used for monomer feed (inflow 2). The three-
dimensional geometry is similarly meshed in order to obtain a denser grid near the injection 
point. Structured, quadrilateral cells (size 0.1 cmxO.l cm) are created on the two-dimensional 
inflow and outflow surfaces (Fig. 5.3). The symmetry and wall surfaces are meshed using the 
specifications described for two-dimensional geometry. Cooper meshing scheme in Gambit is 
then used to generate a hexahedral, three-dimensional grid by sweeping the inflow surface mesh 
pattern along the axial direction throughout the volume. Again the inflow surface is split to 
create inflow 1 (size of 1 cell) and inflow 2 (remainder of the surface). 
The two- or three-dimensional grid is imported into Fluent. Fluent uses the Control-
Volume-Finite-Element method to solve the conservation equations. An unsteady-state cou-
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wall (heat flux = 0) 
outflow 
(zero flux) 
Grid size = 400x19 
Figure 5.2 Surface grid for the top half of the reactor (selected due to 
symmetry) which represents computational domain. 
pled implicit solver is chosen to limit the effects of truncation errors or numerical diffusion 
on the solution. Since the monomer flow field is fully developed, the viscosity effects are neg­
ligible which allows us to describe the turbulence using the standard k-e turbulence model. 
The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equation and k-e model, 3-E micromixing model and 
species transport equations are then solved sequentially at each grid point in the computa­
tional domain using the comprehensive CFD algorithm (Fig. 5.4). The algorithm is mainly 
used for integration of a general interface that allows interaction between Fluent, C routines 
for user-defined functions (UDF) and FORTRAN routines for ISAT. 
The ISAT algorithm was successfully tested for efficient chemical source term computa­
tion using the detailed LDPE polymerization kinetic scheme and the results are reported in 
Chapter 6. The total number of chemical species involved in the kinetic scheme is 18 after in­
voking the quasi-steady-state approximation. ISAT also accounts for the dependence of kinetic 
parameters as well as thermodynamic and physical properties of the reaction mixture on tem­
perature, pressure and composition via previously validated BASF correlations. The interface 
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well (heat flux = 0) 
Grid size = 38 (axis) x 120 (wall) 
Figure 5.3 Generation of quadrilateral grid on inflow surface. The surface 
is swept along the length to mesh the entire volume of the tube 
with denser grids near the inflow. 
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compiles the C and FORTRAN routines and creates a common compiled library which allows 
exchange of mixing source terms between the solver and UDF as well as exchange of chemical 
source terms between the solver and ISAT via UDF. 
ISAT Algorithm 
C routines 
3E MEM model 
• 2D/3D geometry 
• Mesh 
Gambit 
Compiled 
User-Defined Functions 
Mixing source terms 
Chemical source terms 
Import geometry 
Physical properties, BC 
Std k-e turbulence model 
Fluent 5.3 
Chemkin II 
Input data files 
• Memory, elol 
Fortran routines 
• LDPE Chemistry 
• Physical, TP prop. 
Simulation Procedure 
Hydrodynamic fields 
Mixing model (vol. fractions) 
Chemical species, temp. 
Figure 5.4 Comprehensive CFD algorithm for Fluent simulations using 3-E 
micromixing model and ISAT-CK. 
The geometry is initialized using the solver and the simulation is started in order to obtain 
the velocity field inside the computational domain. The boundary condition used at the inflow 
is a flat velocity profile in the axial direction with (Uz) = 4.52 m/s (initiator flow at inflow 1) 
and (Uz) = 13.16 m/s (monomer flow at inflow 2) whereas (Ux) = (Uy) = 0. A constant 
pressure outlet condition (P = 0) is used at outflow and all solid boundaries are stationary, 
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with no-slip boundary conditions applied. Fluid properties used to obtain the velocity profiles 
are p = 560 kg/m3 and rj = 0.0016 kg/m-s. The continuity as well as k-e transport equations 
axe solved simultaneously via steady-state iterations. In order to determine convergence, a 
criterion of 10-16 is used for each normalized residual (velocity and hydrodynamic fields). 
The velocity field and the hydrodynamic fields obtained from this type of computation can 
be used as a reasonable starting point for further calculations to characterize mixing as well as 
interaction between mixing and chemistry inside the reactor. The transport equations for pt 
and P2 are solved next using the same convergence criteria. Note that the transport equation 
for p3 is redundant because p3 = 1 - pi - p2. Figure 5.5 shows the variation of environment 
volume fractions in the computational domain for = 0.5. The variation of initiator volume 
fraction (pt, which is sensitive to mixing) in the poorly micromixed region is shown in Fig. 5.6. 
As seen in the contour plots, volume fractions of E-l and E-2 decrease along the axial direction 
due to turbulent mixing and finally go to zero marking the end of the poorly mixed region 
(~ 2 m). At this point, we say that the chemical species are perfectly micromixed and reacting 
environment E-3 will be completely formed at this point. The species transport equations 
are solved using the unsteady-state solver after the prediction of micromixing. The C-Fortran 
interface is used to transfer chemical source terms from ISAT to the Fluent solver. 
5.3 Results and discussion 
The Fluent simulations are carried out using the comprehensive CFD algorithm, where 
the governing transport equations are solved using a coupled solver in a two-dimensional, 
axisymmetric computational domain. The procedure is used to simulate the BASF tubular 
reactor for different monomer feed temperatures, 200°C and 250°C, with center-mode injection 
(Q/ = 13 L/hr) for the TBPP initiator (mass fraction equal to 9.5 x 10-4) and C* = 0.5. 
The feed temperature is selected as a simulation parameter as previous studies (Kolhapure 
and Fox 1999a) indicated the strong impact of temperature on ethylene decomposition. Other 
assumptions made during the simulation were constant reactor pressure (p = 3100 bar) and 
constant initiator efficiency (// = 1). The initiation was assumed to occur only due to peroxide 
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Figure 5.5 Contour plots of environment volume fractions in the computa­
tional domain (reactor length = 10 m and diameter = 0.038 m) 
for Ctf, = 0.5. The scale-up factors used for the length and 
diameter are 1:1 and 1:25, respectively. 
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Figure 5.6 Contour plots of E-l volume fraction close to injection point 
(reactor length = 0.0-0.5 m and diameter = 0.038 m) for C$ = 
0.5. The scale-up factors used for the length and diameter are 
1:20 and 1:65, respectively. 
Il l  
(i.e., kth, kd,o2, kr and k^r were all zero). 
2D simulation results 
Typical Fluent simulation results for 7}eed = 200°C are presented in Figs. 5.7-5.12. Fig­
ure 5.8 shows non-uniform distribution of initiator in the poorly micromixed region. It is 
seen that center-mode injection produces very high local concentration of the initiator in the 
injection cell which gets mixed in the radial direction due to turbulent mixing and gets con­
sumed by length equal to 2 m (Fig. 5.7). The poor mixing between initiator and monomer 
due to center-mode injection creates distinct reactive environments which form very high ra­
dial concentration gradients. This phenomenon yields different polymerization rates leading 
to non-uniform consumption of initiator. The rapid consumption of initiator will produce high 
initiator free radical activity which gets coupled with high temperature resulting in higher 
termination of initiator free radical, and quick burnout of initiators. This fact is reflected in 
the decrease in catalyst efficiency to a value of 0.363, which is obtained using a quantification 
given in the Chapter 4. 
The monomer contour plots (Fig. 5.9) show a decrease in its mass fraction along the axial 
direction, corresponding to 5% steady-state conversion. Figure 5.10 shows the contour plot of 
averaged temperature for the three environments in the computational domain. As seen in the 
figure, the temperature increases to its steady-state value of 257°C. However the most inter­
esting results from Fluent simulations are observed in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12. Near the injection 
point, the large temperature fluctuations in the range of feed temperature to 323°C are seen 
in the reacting environment E-3. These fluctuations are mainly caused by non-uniform burn 
out of initiator in the vicinity of the injection region. It also marks the occurrence of a high 
temperature zone in the poorly micromixed region, though the perfectly mixed region of the 
reactor shows ideal plug flow behavior. This high temperature zone plays a crucial role in pro­
ducing product polymer with a wide distribution in molecular weights, which is reflected in the 
contour plots of polydispersity (Fig. 5.12). The polydispersity values show a sudden increase 
due to this phenomena and reaches a value of 6.55 at the end of the poor micromixing region 
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Figure 5.7 Contour plots of initiator mass fraction in the computational 
domain (reactor length = 10 m and diameter = 0.038 m) for 
Tfeed = 200° C. The scale-up factors used for the length and 
diameter are 1:1 and 1:25, respectively. 
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Figure 5.8 Contour plots of initiator mass fraction in the poorly mi­
cromixed region (reactor length = 0.0-0.2 m and diameter = 
0.038 m) for Tfeed = 200° C. The scale-up factors used for the 
length and diameter are 1:50 and 1:85, respectively. 
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Figure 5.9 Contour plots of monomer mass fraction in the computational 
domain (reactor length = 10 m and diameter = 0.038 m) for 
Tf^ = 200° C. The scale-up factors used for the length and 
diameter are 1:1 and 1:25, respectively. 
and maintains the high value in the perfectly mixed region. This high value of polydispersity 
shows that the fluid dynamics adversely affect product quality of the final polymer and gives 
wide variation in the polymer properties. The high temperature fluctuations also cause the 
local decomposition events producing undesired products such as carbon, methane, ethane, 
hydrogen, etc. 
With further increase in feed temperature to 250° C, initiator burns out more rapidly which 
increases the temperature range of fluctuations and shows a maximum value of ~ 340° C. The 
hot zone is spread over a larger range of reactor length in the poorly micromixed region 
(Fig. 5.13). The polydispersity value is rapidly increased in the high temperature zone and 
shows a higher steady-state value of 7.15 (Fig. 5.14). This high value indicates further dete­
rioration in the product quality of the polymer. Thus the fluid dynamics play important role 
in deciding reactor performance by causing loss of initiator as well as production of undesired 
species under extreme operating conditions. However, the most significant impact of poor 
micromixing is on the reactor stability. When the temperature of the hot zone increases above 
350°C, it starts the local decomposition events which can lead to global decomposition. As 
discussed previously, occurrence of this phenomena is highly detrimental to reactor stability 
and converts the entire reaction mixture to undesired products. 
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Figure 5.10 Contour plots of average temperature in the computational 
domain (reactor length = 10 m and diameter = 0.038 m) for 
Tfeed = 200°C. The scale-up factors used for the length and 
diameter are 1:1 and 1:25, respectively. 
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Figure 5.11 Contour plots of temperature of the reacting environment in 
the computational domain (reactor length = 10 m and diam­
eter = 0.038 m) for Tfeed = 200° C. The scale-up factors used 
for the length and diameter are 1:1 and 1:25, respectively. 
Figure 5.12 Contour plots of polydispersity values in the computational 
domain (reactor length = 10 m and diameter = 0.038 m) for 
Tfeed = 200° C. The scale-up factors used for the length and 
diameter are 1:1 and 1:25, respectively. 
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Figure 5.13 Contour plots of temperature of the reacting environment in 
the computational domain (reactor length = 10 m and diam­
eter = 0.038 m) for Tfeed = 250°C. The scale-up factors used 
for the length and diameter are 1:1 and 1:25, respectively. 
Figure 5.14 Contour plots of polydispersity values in the computational 
domain (reactor length = 10 m and diameter = 0.038 m) for 
Tfeed = 250° C. The scale-up factors used for the length and 
diameter are 1:1 and 1:25, respectively. 
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Table 5.1 Performance study for ISAT during two-dimensional Fluent sim­
ulations with etoi = 0.01. 
Tfeed.  Records Speed-up factor 
200° C 5878 9.85 
250° C 38964 10.59 
Performance of ISAT and CFD algorithms 
The performance of ISAT is evaluated using a parameter called speed-up factor. The pa­
rameter is defined as the ratio of CPU time required for a simulation using direct integration 
(DI) to that of using ISAT. Here, we carry out the Fluent simulation for 100 time-steps after 
it has reached steady-state. Table 5.1 shows that ISAT offers approximately 10 fold computa­
tional gains compared to the conventional DI methods when used during Fluent simulations. 
The number of records generated in the binary tree data structure increased from 5878 to 
38964 when temperature is increased from 200° C to 250° C, which will require higher RAM 
to carry out simulations. The RAM requirement for a complete two-dimensional Fluent sim­
ulation using the comprehensive CFD algorithm is approximately 307 MB (25 MB for Fluent 
solver, 250 MB for UDF-ISAT interface, 32 MB for post-processor). In this case, a total of 68 
hr of CPU time was needed for solution convergence using a SUN ULTRA 80 workstation. 
The same algorithm is extended for describing micromixing effects in a three-dimensional 
geometry. The algorithm was successfully implemented to obtain the velocity profile, turbu­
lence fields and environment volume fractions. For this part, 800 MB of RAM for Fluent solver 
plus post-processor and 72 hr of total CPU time were required. However, addition of the UDF 
interface and 18 reacting species caused the failure of Fluent simulations due to tremendous 
increase in RAM requirement. The estimated CPU time for such simulations is approximately 
15 days. This gets coupled with the RAM requirement for the UDF-ISAT interface making 
3D simulations practically infeasible. However, parallelization of the CFD algorithm using 4 
to 8 processors and high shared memory could still make the 3D simulations feasible. 
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5.4 Conclusions 
A comprehensive CFD algorithm was developed for simulation of a two- and three-dimensional 
axisymmetric coaxial jet LDPE tubular reactor using the 3E micromixing model. The mixing 
and chemical source terms were implemented in a commercial CFD code Fluent© (version 
5.3) through user-defined C routines. An interactive interface was developed for data transfer 
between user-defined C routines and FORTRAN routines for the customized ISAT software 
that includes the detailed BASF kinetic scheme and ethylene decomposition chemistry. The 
high temperatures coupled with the center-mode injection created a high temperature zone for 
TBPP initiator in the poorly mixed region in the initial part of the reactor. The polydispersity 
values were as high as 7.15, clearly marking the deterioration in quality of final polymer prod­
uct due to fluid dynamic effects. The algorithm helped us to predict the fluid dynamic effects 
close to reality by solving the governing equations for hydrodynamic flow fields, mixing scalars 
and chemical species simultaneously. However, the high CPU time requirement (approximately 
15 days) makes the three-dimensional simulation computationally impractical. In view of the 
high computational costs, the algorithm is useful to carry out two-dimensional simulations 
required for validations of catalyst efficiency profiles from the 4E micromixing model. 
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CHAPTER 6 FULL PDF SIMULATIONS OF ETHYLENE 
DECOMPOSITION IN TUBULAR LDPE REACTORS 
A manuscript to be submitted to AIChE J. for a review and possible publication 
Nitin H. Kolhapure, Rodney O Fox, Andreas Daifi1, and Frank-Olaf Mahling2 
Abstract 
The present study deals with turbulent reacting flow simulation inside low-density polyethy­
lene (LDPE) tubular reactors, based on a detailed CFD technique - full probability density 
function (PDF) methods. The ability of the PDF methods to provide an exact representation 
of chemical source terms is ideally suited for coupling complex LDPE chemistry with small-
scale fluid dynamic fluctuations in turbulent flow. LDPE chemistry with a total of 16 scalars 
provides an ideal test-case for illustrating the applicability of an efficient chemistry algorithm 
based on in-situ adaptive tabulation. A particle-based Monte-Carlo algorithm is used to solve 
the joint-composition PDF equation, whereas a finite-volume code is used to obtain hydro-
dynamic fields from the standard k-e turbulence model. The influence of feed temperature, 
initiator concentration and degree of premixing is investigated to gain detailed knowledge of 
micromixing effects on steady-state reactor performance. The computational approach pro­
vides a low-cost alternative to experimental and pilot-plant tests for exploring a variety of 
design options when making important design and operational decisions, or for investigating 
unstable reactor operating conditions. The ability of a simplified but otherwise equivalent 
multi-environment presumed PDF model to predict turbulence-chemistry interactions close to 
lBASF AG. Technische Entwicklung, ZAT/EA-L544, 67056 Ludwigshafen, Germany 
2BaselI Polyolefine GmbH, Carl-Bosch-Strafle 38, M 510, 67056 Ludwigshafen, Germany 
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physical reality is validated using the detailed full PDF simulations. The full PDF method 
is shown to be an excellent tool for obtaining fundamental information on turbulent reacting 
flows, as well as for deriving simplified models for faster and easier interpretation of these flows 
when developing safe and efficient chemical processes. 
Key Words: CFD, Micromixing, Ethylene decomposition, LDPE reactor stability 
6.1 Introduction 
Turbulent reacting flows form an important class of problems with many applications in 
the chemical process industry. These flows are often characterized by interactions between 
the disparate range of length and time scales associated with chemical reactions and turbu­
lent transport processes. The accurate modelling and simulation of turbulent reacting flows 
is still not fully mastered mainly due to the complexity and the coupling between fluid dy­
namics and chemistry at the micro-scale. The complex interactions play a crucial role in 
determining reactant consumption, product selectivity and reactor stability in processes that 
involve fast chemical reactions. Widespread examples of such mixing-sensitive chemical en­
gineering processes include methane thermochlorination (Raman et al. 2001; Shah and Fox 
1999), isobutylene polymerization (Sahgalov et al. 2001), anionic polymerization of methyl 
methacrylate (Marcarian et al. 1998), ethylene free-radical polymerization (Kolhapure and 
Fox 1999a; Tosun and Bakker 1997; Tsai and Fox 1996), fast crystallization (Zauner and Jones 
2000), reactive precipitation (Piton et al. 2000; Marchisio et al. 2001), nitration of benzene 
and toluene (Baldyga and Bourne 1999). Reacting flow models for these processes involve the 
theoretical description of the following three important physical phenomena: 
1. Macromixing: large-scale transport processes due to convection and turbulent diffusion 
in inhomogeneous flows. 
2. Micromixing: small-scale transport processes which provides mixing down to the molec­
ular scale by molecular diffusion. 
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3. Chemistry: prediction of local reaction rate taking into account fluctuations in turbulent 
scalar fields and turbulence-chemistry interactions. 
Early numerical simulations of these flows were based on macroscopic models such as con­
tinuous stirred tank reactors (CSTR), plug-flow reactors (PFR) or batch reactors (BR). Due 
to the idealized flow description, these models assume homogenization of scalar fields down to 
the molecular level, thereby predicting maximal yield of desired chemical products. In reality, 
chemical reactions are often very fast relative to mixing so that significant conversion takes 
place before micromixing is complete. These models fail to capture sub-grid-scale phenomena 
such as micromixing and its coupling with chemical reactions, though they are often success­
ful in predicting major species (Fox 1996; Fox 2001). In the case of turbulent reacting flows 
dominated by stiff chemistry, these predictions are marred by lack of physical reality and often 
this leads to overestimation of conversion of reactants or yield of desired products. The precise 
control and optimization of these flows are of primary concern to predict undesired products 
(selectivity) or to investigate reactor stability due to micromixing. Thus the small-scale dy­
namics of the flow behavior and its interaction with chemistry need to be considered in order 
to increase efficiency and safety of plant-scale chemical processes while controlling the product 
quality. With the recent advances in computing technology, CFD methods have shown impres­
sive capabilities to investigate turbulence-chemistry interactions occurring at the smallest flow 
scales. Though it is impossible to account for detailed information of all scales in reactor-scale 
CFD simulations (Fox 1996), they provide fundamental knowledge required for sophisticated 
design and analysis of processes involving turbulent reacting flows. 
In this study, we investigate the capability of a state-of-the-art CFD technique, namely, 
full probability density function (PDF) methods, to predict complex turbulence-chemistry in­
teractions in reacting flows with detailed chemistry using a representative industrial problem 
of engineering interest. Our example problem is the production of low-density polyethylene 
(LDPE), a commodity polymer with capacity of almost 18 million tons per year in 1996, which 
accounts for nearly 40% of global polyethylene production capacity (Ita 1998). LDPE is exclu­
sively produced by high-pressure free-radical poymerization in tubular or autoclave reactors. 
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In tubular reactors, the incoming ethylene is preheated to decompose the peroxide initiator, 
thereby starting polymerization. This route accounts for almost 50% of total LDPE capacity, 
and is of increasing industrial importance due to commercial competition and poses unique 
engineering challenges for the control of reaction conditions and optimization of reactors. 
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Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram of tubular LDPE reactor. 
A schematic diagram of an industrial tubular LDPE reactor is shown in Fig. 6.1. It consists 
of typically three zones: (1) preheating zone, (2) reaction zone, and (3) cooling zone. The 
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incoming monomer (i.e., ethylene) is preheated to decompose the peroxide initator, thereby 
starting polymerization in the reaction zone. The reactor line, which consists of the long narrow 
jacketted spiral metallic pipe of 40-60 mm diameter and up to 1500 m in length, forms the 
heart of the LDPE production process. The polymerization process in this reactor is relatively 
inefficient with about 20-30% ethylene conversion on each pass through the reactor. Thus, 
fresh initiator is injected at various feed points down the reactor for the effective control of the 
temperature, while increasing conversion. The essential lack of micromixing between initiator 
and ethylene close to the injection point creates a highly active reaction zone which causes 
undesired sustained temperature fluctuations. In plant operation, these conditions have to 
be avoided since they decrease ethylene conversion while adversely affecting reactor stability, 
polymer quality, and downstream operations (Blavier and Villermaux 1984; Nauman 1974; 
Villermaux and Blavier 1984). 
The complex LDPE chemistry consists of numerous chain transfer as well as decomposition 
reactions that occur over disparate time scales. These reactions are tightly coupled with fluid 
convective and small-scale diffusive processes, which result into various important phenomena 
in the poorly micromixed region such as: 
1. The insufficient mixing decomposes the initiator prematurely, which forms a substantial 
cost in the overall process (Zhang and Ray 1997; Kwag and Choi 1994). Since initiator 
costs are significant in total operating costs, optimal process conditions are needed to 
achieve the efficient and cost-effective use of initiator. The nonuniform consumption of 
initiator also leads to occurrence of local hot spots inside the reactor (Kolhapure and 
Fox 1999a; Tsai and Fox 1996; Zhang et al. 1996). 
2. The large temperature fluctuations due to poor micromixing can autoignite runaway 
ethylene decomposition process (Daifi et al. 2000; Kolhapure and Fox 1999a; Zhang 
et al. 1996) and can lead to serious difficulties in process control resulting in unsafe 
reactor operations. The phenomenon is typically termed as local or global "decomp" 
depending on the decomposition scale. A comprehensive knowledge of "decomp" events 
under various micromixing conditions will be useful for ensuring the safe operation of 
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the reactor while controlling the polymer quality. 
The interplay between these processes is often the most complicated part to quantify 
because of the difficulty in accounting for the flow and chemistry information from all the 
scales (Fox 1996). However, the full PDF approach gives a detailed description of the effect 
of micromixing on the LDPE polymerization which cannot be predicted by traditional reactor 
models. These simulations are feasible for reacting flows with large number of composition 
variables involved in the LDPE chemistry due to the recent advances in an efficient chem­
istry algorithms, namely in-situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT) (Pope 1997). The technique offers 
significant computational gains during chemical source term estimation (Shah and Fox 1999; 
Raman et al. 2001). This kind of modelling approach is very useful for optimization of reac­
tor operating and mixing conditions to develop safe process while maintaining high polymer 
quality. 
In light of these arguments, the objectives of this paper are threefold: 
1. To apply the full PDF method to better understand turbulence-chemistry interactions 
in the tubular LDPE reactor. Detailed full PDF simulations are carried out to predict 
fundamental flow information at the micro-scale and hence, to investigate the reactor 
performance under various operating and mixing conditions. The capabilites of full PDF 
methods are exploited to include detailed kinetics in order to obtain useful information 
regarding the loss of initiator and deterioration of polymer molecular properties for differ­
ent feed temperatures. The investigations are extended to clarify the influence of different 
parameters, such as ethylene feed temperature, initiator concentration, and initiator feed 
pulsation on the occurrence of local and global decomposition events. 
2. To implement the ISAT algorithm for the large number of chemical species and tem­
perature involved in a detailed LDPE polymerization kinetic scheme that includes chain 
transfer as well as decomposition reactions. The goal here is to study the applicability 
of ISAT to provide efficient chemistry calculations during detailed CFD simulations of 
reacting flows with complex chemistry. 
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3. To validate the simplified multi-environment presumed PDF approach to predict tur­
bulent reacting flows close to physical reality (Fox 1998). The simplified approach was 
successfully implemented for the LDPE process by Kolhapure and Fox (1999a, 1999b). 
The high computational efficiency of presumed PDF methods is extremely useful for so­
phisticated process design and analysis which is otherwise not possible due to the high 
computational demands of full PDF methods. For example, we can create reactor stabil­
ity maps to develop safe operation strategies or to quantify loss of initiator for optimizing 
the reactor performance. Hence, the presumed PDF predictions are evaluated against 
full PDF simulations to test their accuracy and to increase their applicability for design 
and analysis of chemical processes. 
6.2 CFD modeling approaches 
CFD models for turbulent reacting flow simulations can be roughly classified into two 
general categories: 
1. Moment methods based on the well-known k-e turbulence model augmented by a set of 
Reynolds-averaged equations for the moments of concentration and temperature fields (Laun­
der 1991; Launder and Spalding 1974). The set of partial differential equations are solved 
on a computational grid that captures phenomena such as species and thermal diffusion, 
chemical reaction and turbulent convection. These methods are widely applied to pro­
cesses involving finite-rate reactions. 
2. PDF methods deal with the joint PDF of concentrations and temperature instead of 
moments (Pope 1985). These methods were originally developed for combustion processes 
involving very fast chemical reactions by assuming a form for the joint PDF. However, 
they can be extended to slow reactions by adding more than one independent variable 
and solving a transport equation for the joint PDF. 
Moment methods have enjoyed limited success in predicting major species in chemical 
reactors by closing the mean reaction rates with expression involving the mean concentrations 
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and mean temperature. However, such simplification is inadquate for capturing small-scale 
effects with complex chemistry due to the difficulty involved in the closure of higher-order 
moments of species (Fox 1996). This closure problem is overcome in conditional moment 
methods by using a presumed PDF model for the mixture fraction to model the mean reaction 
rates (Bilger 1989). Since models are widely employed in some industrial simulations due 
to the ease of mean reaction rate estimation using a linear interpolation procedure (Baldyga 
1994), or by solving a transport equation (Bilger 1993). However, this approach is limited 
to non-premixed initial conditions and can result in significant errors for bistable reactions. 
In contrast, full PDF methods treat the complex chemistry exactly once the PDF is known 
and can be applied to fast or slow chemistry with arbitrary initial conditions (Tsai and Fox 
1994). Both the moment as well as PDF method require a model for scalar flux term to 
describe macromixing. For most of the chemical processes, the gradient-diffusion model should 
be adequate for turbulent transfer processes (Tsai and Fox 1996) which are independent of 
micromixing. 
An important step in reacting flow modelling is the closure model for the molecular mixing 
term. In moment methods, the scalar dissipation term is proportional to the decay rate of the 
scalar variance. Micromixing can then be described based on characteristic times for different 
scales of mixing (Fox 1998). A range of phenomenological micromixing models exist for the 
molecular mixing closure in PDF methods. When dealing with mixing-sensitive chemical 
reactions, final results (e.g., yield or selectivity of products) can be very sensitive to the choice 
of the micromixing model. The physical basis as well as the desired criteria for suitable 
micromixing models are discussed in-depth by Fox (2001). The reasoning behind the use 
of various existing micromixing models for turbulent reacting flow applications is illustrated 
in great detail elsewhere (Fox 2001; Pope 2000). The coalescence-dispersion (C-D) model is 
widely used in the literature (Pope 1982) to avoid computational difficulties when solving PDF 
equations. However, with the C-D model, the scalars jump discontinuously which could pose 
constraints on its application to some reacting flow problems. The interaction-by-exchange-
with-the-mean (IEM) model (Villermaux and Devillon 1972) is widely used in PDF calculations 
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and is implemented in the present work to describe the molecular mixing in reacting flows. 
Full PDF methods 
In full PDF methods, a statistical description of reacting flows is founded on the one-point 
joint PDF of the fluctuations of all concentrations and temperature (hereinafter referred to as 
the composition). The one-point joint composition PDF /*(^; a:, f) is defined in terms of the 
probabil i ty of observing the event where the composit ion random fields at  point  x and time t  
fall in the differential neighborhood of fixed values ifr: 
/*(V»; t )dif> = Prob(V < 0(®, t )  < V + (6.1) 
The principal advantage of this stochastic description is that the PDF can be defined in 
any turbulent reacting flow with exact treatment of any arbitrarily complex chemistry. In 
general, PDF methods can be further classified as either "presumed" or "full" depending on 
what assumptions are made concerning the joint PDF: 
1. Presumed PDF methods: The shape of is approximated, generally as a beta-
PDF or a set of delta functions. The mixing parameters are typically modelled by forcing 
the scalar dissipation rate to agree with the Resynolds-averaged transport model. This 
simplified approach is used in reacting flow simulations in many chemical-engineering 
applications, e.g., the scheme is employed for LDPE chemistry by Kolhapure and Fox 
(1999a). 
2. Full PDF methods: The shape of the joint PDF is computed from its transport equation. 
Thus full PDF methods do not require a priori knowledge of the joint PDF. However, 
modelling of the unclosed molecular diffusion term to quantify the effect on micromixing 
on the shape of the joint PDF is non-trivial. Full PDF methods are the most compu­
tationally demanding, but they offer an attractive technique for providing fundamental 
reacting flow information at the smallest flow-scales. They also provide a basis for prob­
ing the ability of presumed PDF approaches to realistically analyze turbulent reacting 
flows with complex chemistry. 
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In either case, PDF methods treat the chemical source term exactly (i.e., without closures) 
and typically use a second-order closure for the turbulence fields (Tsai and Fox 1996). The 
transport equation for the one-point joint composition PDF is given below: 
W+<tf'>If+ Â K- 1 [W** I *>'•] - W„ ' <6'2) 
where 
Ui =  (Ui)  + in .  (6.3) 
The terms on the left-hand side of Eq. (6.2) represent, respectively, the change in time of the 
PDF, convective transport in physical space due to the mean velocity field (macromixing), and 
convective transport due to the scalar-conditioned velocity fluctuations (mesomixing). On the 
right-hand side of Eq. (6.2), the unclosed terms representing transport in composition space 
due to molecular mining and chemical reactions, respectively, can be identified. 
A gradient-diffusion model (Fox 1996; Tsai and Fox 1996) is used to close the term formed 
by convective transport due to the scalar-conditioned velocity fluctuations: 
{Ui 1 = (6
'
4> 
This model then generates a "turbulent-diffusion" term in the composition PDF transport 
equation. The micromixing term is closed by the IBM model (Villermaux and Devillon 1972), 
which assumes a linear relaxation of the scalar towards its mean value: 
(Z)qV2^q J l/f) = — ({(pa) - tpa) (6.5) 
T<t> 
where (</>Q)(x, t )  is the local scalar mean, and is the local micromixing time found from a 
separate model for the scalar dissipation rate. A detailed overview of the PDF method and 
the models for closing various terms involved in the transport equation are discussed in Pope 
(2000). The transport equation contains a large number of independent variables and can­
not be solved using standard discretization methods such as finite-difference or finite-element 
methods. A Monte-Carlo algorithm is an interesting alternative in order to obtain a compu­
tationally tractable solution. The main advantage of the algorithm is to realistically handle 
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the complex chemistry by regarding each particle individually depending on its properties and 
mass fractions. 
The details of the Monte-Carlo algorithm and the simulation procedure are explained 
in Tsai and Fox (1994). Here, the composition PDF is expressed in terms of a large number 
of notional particles (typically, 100-1000 in each grid cell) to cover the entire computational 
domain for an accurate estimation of the mean fields: 
1 * (<f>) = 53 ^ 0)' (6-6) 
where, <f>^ is the chemical composition vector for jth particle. These particles obey a set of 
well-defined stochastic differential equations (SDE) corresponding to Eq. (6.2). Thus, the SDE 
for j"th particle in real and composition space evolves as: 
^ = cV>(®, t )  +  DW(ï, t ) ,  (6.7) 
d<t>(jJt{t) = M U>(t) + S(*U>(t)). (6.8) 
where the superscript (j) indicates the j t h  particle, and S(0(<)) is the chemical source term 
computed from the set of ordinary differential equations in the kinetic model. Other terms 
represent various transport processes, e.g., M^(<) represents the molecular mixing process 
whereas C^(x, t) and D^(x, t) represent the convection due to mean velocity and turbulent 
diffusion, respectively. 
Fractional time-stepping formulation 
The chemical time scales involved in LDPE chemistry are smaller than the maximum 
transport time scale. Therefore, a fractional time-stepping method is employed, which handles 
chemistry and transport processes separately and subsequently in one time step (Pope 2000). 
At each time step, the transport and chemical reaction contributions to the accumulation term 
are calculated using two different operators for real and composition space. The fractional 
time-stepping formulation involves the following steps to update the SDE for the jth particle: 
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1. The position, velocity, and mean fields for each particle are initialized using linear spline 
interpolator and the initial conditions at the grid node (velocity, k, e, pressure, species, 
and temperature fields). 
2. The position and velocity for the jth particle are updated as per Eq. (6.7). The equation 
is rewritten in the form of Langevin equation using a random walk in real space: 
d x &  =  ( c ^ ( x , t )  +  D i ^ ( x , t ) )  d t  + Dau)(x,t) d W { t ) ,  (6.9) 
where C ^ ( x ,  t )  is the mean velocity. Dj/J^(x, t )  and Dg^^x, t )  are derived by comparing 
Eq. (6.4) with the Reynolds averaged scalar transport equation (Tsai and Fox 1996). The 
discretized version of Eq. (6.9) reads: 
*U>(< +  A t )  =®U)(t) + (c^(x,<) +DiO>(x,t))eU)(t) A t  +  (D,b)(x,()) (VÂÏ, 
(6.10) 
where ( is a standardized joint normal random vector. The intermediate composition 
vector is then computed from x^(t 4- At), U^(t + At), and <f>^(t)\ before chemistry 
takes place. 
3. Finally, the composition of the jth particle is updated as per Eq. (6.8) by employing the 
fractional time-stepping procedure again. 
(a) The composition vector is first updated for a full-time step using at the initial 
time. The exact result from Eq. (6.5) is used to quantify the mixing term: 
M^(s)ds. (6.11) 
(b) <f>^\t) is then updated using the chemical source terms for the full-time step: 
S(<t>U)(s))ds. (6.12) 
At each time step, the total change for each particle is the simple sum of the individual changes 
due to the transport and chemical operators. Thus, the tranport processes do not have to be 
resolved using the small time steps that are required to resolve the chemical reactions more 
accurately, leading to the computationally efficient solution. 
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6.3 Detailed LDPE chemistry 
The full PDF approach with chemical look-up tables for chemistry calculations has proven 
to be efficient for providing a detailed knowledge of the reacting flows in plant-scale tubular 
LDPE reactors (Tsai and Fox 1996). It accounts for the stiff and nonlinear reaction mechanisms 
exactly, but large computer memory requirement for a priori storage of chemical rates restricts 
its use to limited number of species. The basic chemistry used in our previous work was 
deceptively simple, requiring little more than an appropriate source of free radicals and chain 
transfer to monomer. It accounts for all reactions that involve monomer consumption and 
hence, is sufficient to predict the effect of micromixing on yield. However, selectivity and the 
nature of the polymer are governed by the presence of chain transfer agents as well as numerous 
competing side reactions that result in branching and premature chain termination. Inclusion 
of these side reactions with disparate time scales make the LDPE chemistry more complex 
(i.e., more number of reactions and species), but represents the kinetics closer to physical 
reality. In light of these comments, a complex ethylene polymerization chemistry is used here to 
model chemical reactions. The reaction mechanism includes (Kiparissides et al. 1993; Zabisky 
et al. 1992): chain initiation (thermal as well as decomposition of various initiators such as 
organic peroxides or oxygen), chain propagation, chain transfer (to monomer, polymer and 
chain tranfer agent), chain termination (combination as well as disproportionation), other side 
reactions (intramolecular transfer to polymer, formation/propagation//3-session of secondary 
radicals) which result in chain branches such as short-/long-chain branches (SCB/LCB) or 
double bonds (OB). These free-radical chain reactions are stoichiometrically represented in 
Table 6.1. 
The complexity of the chemistry is further intensified by addition of simplified ethylene 
decomposition which is necessary to evolve any criteria for the safe operation of the reactor 
by avoiding "decomp" events (Albert 1998; Albert and Luft 1998; Zhang et al. 1996). The 
mechanism includes important reactions such as initiation, propagation and termination steps 
to produce major decomp products (C, CH4, C2H2, and €2%) and shown in Table 6.2. These 
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Table 6.1 Comprehensive ethylene polymerization chemistry. 
Chain initiation: 
Organic peroxide 
or Azo compounds 
fnit^dr . 
Ini 2 Ani (ni = 1, 2) 
Ani + m -î=4 ri 
Chain propagation: 
m + ri % ri+i 
Chain termination: 
Combination 
Disproportionation 
R, + Rj ^ Pi+j 
Ri + rj -H pf + p, (db) 
Chain transfer: 
To monomer 
To CTA 
To polymer 
m 4- Ri p f + ri (db) 
CTA + R* p, + RcTA 
ri + pj -^4 p, + r: 
Chain branching: 
SCB (Backbiting) 
LCB 
/3-scission 
ri ri (scb) 
m + r; Ri+1 (lcb) 
r^^ri + pj (db) 
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Table 6.2 Simplified ethylene decomposition chemistry*. 
Initiation: 2 M ^  C 2 H 5  +  C 2 H I  
Propagation: c2rç £4 M + He 
C2rç + M C2H6 + C2H5 
H* + M H2 + C2HJ 
c2h5 % c + ch; 
CH5 + M % CR, + C2H5 
Termination: CH3 + CH3 C2H6 
C2H5+ CH3 C2H2 + CH4 
C2HS+C2H5 C2H2 + M 
t Zhang et al. (1996) 
reactions are highly exothermic and autoaccelerating, thereby resulting in runaway conditions 
by developing high temperature and pressure inside the reactor. Albert (1998) investigated the 
induction time required for explosive thermal decomposition of ethylene under high-pressure 
and clearly marked the regions of polymerization as well as decomposition under various op­
erating temperatures and pressures. The decomp events typically start at around 300°C when 
the operating pressure is higher than 1500 atm and leads to explosion when temperatures are 
higher than 350°C for stirred vessels. Most of the open literature on modelling the LDPE pro­
cess mainly deals with polymerization chemistry and ignores the decomposition reaction inspite 
of its importance in the overall process (Zhang et al. 1996), thereby limiting the usefulness of 
the model in process design, optimization, and control. 
Starting from this comprehensive kinetic scheme, the chemical source terms are modeled 
based on the conservation of macromolecular species and energy (Albert and Luft 1998; Kiparis­
sides et al. 1993; Zabisky et al. 1992; Zhang et al. 1996). The various composition variables 
in the polymerizing medium are described below: 
e Concentrations of classical chemical species such as initiator, monomer, chain transfer 
agent, various free radicals, dead polymer, and decomposition products; 
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• Concentrations of pseudo-components: moments of the M WD, long- and short-chain 
branching frequencies, and double bonds; 
e Temperature of the reaction mixture. 
The treatment of free radicals results in an infinite set of composition variable corresponding 
to each radical with chain length distributed from one to infinity. In order to formulate a 
practical kinetic model, the method of moments is used to statistically describe the properties 
of free radicals and dead polymer chains. Moments of the free radical (p), the secondary radical 
(w), and the dead polymer (A) are defined as (Kiparissides et al. 1993): 
oo 
Un = 53*'n[Ri], (6.13) 
1=1 
OO 
wn = 53 ^"[R*"]' (6.14) 
t=l 
A„ = ]jPin[P»], (6.15) 
1 = 1  
where [R«], [R^], and [P,] denote the concentration of the free radical R,-, the secondary radical 
R^, and the dead polymer Pt-, respectively. The corresponding zeroth-order moment rate 
expressions are found by summing the expression of variation of chains with length i and then 
by multiplying each term by i and i2 to get first and second-order moment rate expressions. 
The dependence of second-order moment on the third-order moment is approximated using 
a truncated (after the first term) series of Laguerre polynomials with a gamma distribution 
weighting function (Hulburt and Katz 1964): 
m3 = ——— (2^t2a*o - /if), (6.16) 
^ iA*o 
A3 = t^-(2A2A0 - A?), (6.17) 
aiaq 
w3 — ——(2wgwo — u>i). (6.18) 
UJ1LU0 
Overall, the comprehensive kinetic model involves a total of 28 composition variables, 
and is highly stiff in nature due to the wide range of chemical time scales associated with 
reactions. Estimation of the chemical source term in Eq. (6.12) is inherently computationally 
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intensive due to high costs associated with the stiff numerical integrator. One approach to 
increase the computational throughput without the loss of accuracy is to reduce the number 
of species substantially from 28 to 16 by invoking a quasi-steady-state-approximation (QSSA) 
for free radicals. Previous studies have shown that such an approximation is valid for LDPE 
chemistry (Lorenzini et al. 1992a; Tsai and Fox 1996). The chemical source terms for the 
16 composition variables, and QSSA estimates of the 12 free radicals are given in Table 6.3 
and 6.4, respectively. 
The kinetic rate constants are expressed in generalized Arrhenius form: 
k = 4 exp , (6.19) 
where ko, Ea, Va, R, iatnu and T are the pre-exponential factor, activation energy (m3/mol-s), 
activation volume (cm3/mol), ideal gas constant (cm3-atm/mol-K), absolute pressure (atm), 
and absolute temperature (K), respectively. Estimation of ethylene polymerization kinetic rate 
constants by a number of researchers is compiled in Kiparissides et al. (1993). However, the 
data in the literature for these rate constants varies over a wide range due to the complexity 
of the reaction mechanism with large number of kinetic constants and different experimental 
conditions used for the studies. Hence, in this study, they are obtained from plant-scale data 
from BASF AG, Germany. Because of industrial significance of the data, the exact values of 
these kinetic parameters must remain proprietary. Nevertheless, an investigative study found 
that a set of rate constants reported by Goto et al. (1981); Buback and Sandmann (2000); 
Buback and Lendle (1983); and Lee and Marano (1979) are most consistent with industrial 
conditions. Estimation of ethylene decomposition kinetic rate constants is discussed in detail 
by Zhang et al. (1996), and are implemented in this work. A consistent set of rate constants for 
the detailed polymerization kinetic scheme and simplified ethylene decomposition chemistry 
are given as exponential functions of pressure and temperature in Table 6.5. The rate of 
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Table 6.3 Final expressions for the 16 chemical source terms. 
Su = - kdh [Ii] (ME1) 
Si2 = - kdf2 [I2] (ME2) 
So2 = - kr [RH] [02] (ME3) 
SCTA = - kcta [CTA] no (ME4) 
S\0 = — fctc/^oA'o + ktdiÂQUo -4- ktrm [M] Ho + kcta [CTA] Ho + kp(cji — UIQ) (MES) 
— 2^tc "4" ktdHoMi ktrm. [M] fii + kcta [CTA] Hi 
+ kp ^2 ~) ^trp^lHl - ktrpl*0^2 (ME6) 
S\2 = -ktc (2/Xi/ii + 2HQH?) + ktlifl0fJ-2 + ktrm. [M] H2 + kcta [CTA] H2 
(ME7) + k„ (2^-36^+a") + - k,rpmx3, 
SSCB = ksce Ho (ME8) 
SLCB = k^cB [M] a/o (ME9) 
•Sdb = ktrm [M] Ho + kffUJo + ktdHoHo (ME10) 
(MEll) 
SCH< = + ^\/?) [M] [M] (ME12) 
SC2H6 = |fei[M][M] (ME13) 
SC2H2 = kx [M] [M] (ME14) 
Sm = — (kh [Ai] + kf2 [Ag] + 2kth [M]2 + kPHo + ktrmHo + kccBVo) [M] 
- 
+ ^ M (ME15) 
St = — AHpo\y(kp [M] Ho + ktcHoHo + ktdHoHo + fc/t [Ai] [M] + kf2 [A2] [M] 
+ kr [RH] [02]) - AHdecomp (l.5*i + y/2k?) [M] [M] (ME16) 
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Table 6.4 QSSA estimates of the 12 free-radical species. 
<A'i - xw (QEl) 
iA'i - <QE2) 
- - 
B+vnt:A+t:;+kt i )  ^ 
where B = ktrpAi + kcta [CTA] 
A = kjt [Ai] [M] + kf2 [A2] [M] + 2kth [M]3 + kccB [M] ujq + kg (ui\ — cjq) 
^ 1 = 5  ( Q E 4 )  
where C = kh [At] [M] + kh [A2] [M] + 2kth [M]3 + ktrm [M] Ho + kp [M] Ho 
+ kicB [M] (cvi 4- wo) + —k$ (w2 — u>i) 
D = ktcfiio 4" ktdHa 4" kirm [M] 4- kirp\\ 4- kcia [CTA] 
E 
M2 = p (QE5) 
where E = kfl  [At] [M] 4- kh [A2] [M] + 2kth [M]3 4- ktTTn [M] ho + kp  [ M ]  ( 2 H i  +  H o )  
+ kicB [M] (w2 + 2cji 4- wo) + kg 3^ 2 + 
- dlffe «e6> 
" kLc7mU0 «E7> 
" kJZlufck, <QE8> 
fci [M] [M] (k'2 + fc4) 
[ C 2 H s ]  =  k 2 k 4  4- k'2k3 [M] + k3k4 [M] (QE9) 
^ ^ = k2k4 + k'2k3 [M] H- k3k4 [M] (QE10) 
[c2h$] = (qe11) 
[CHS] = MyÇ (QE12) 
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propagation of secondary radicals as well as rate of consumption of initiator free radical A are 
assumed to be the same rate as that of propagation of free radicals (i.e., = ki2 = kicB 
=kp). The chain transfer agent used in this study is n-hexane. 
Table 6.5 Kinetic rate constants1. 
k 4 Ea VÎ 
m3/mol-s J/mol cm3/mol 
^TBPP 6.1 xlO
14 1.254 x10s 1.6 
^TBPIN 5.69xl015 1.477x10® 8.7 
CD •D
 1.41 xlO15 1.515x10® 10.06 
fcp 5.887xl04 2.970 xlO4 - 22.96 
ktc 3.246 xlO5 - 4.98 
fct 
td 1.075 xlO6 1.247xl03 - 14.03 
jut 
Ktrm 5.823 xlO2 4.623 xlO4 - 19.99 
eta 3.306 xlO4 4.197xl04 - 19.99 
Ktrp 4.116xl02 3.223 xlO4 - 19.99 
kSCB 1.56xl06 5.452 xlO4 - 23.50 
k} 2.36 xlO4 6.079 xlO4 - 18.46 
k\ 4.003 xlO16 2.720x10® - 7.999 
1.587 x 1017 2.720 x 10® 13.29 
1Rate constants are given as: k  =  fc0exp [ — ( E a  +  V a P a t m ) / R T } .  
2Va can be expressed in terms of cal/atm-mol by using a conversion factor of 0.02422. 
§ Units of k0 for k^, are 1/s. 
''(Buback and Sandmann 2000) 
(Buback and Lendle 1983) 
t(Lee and Marano 1979) 
'(Goto et al. 1981) 
^(Zhang et al. 1996) 
Insitu adaptive tabulation 
A typical full PDF simulation for LDPE tubular reactor involves 105-106 particles with 
3000-6000 time steps. Even with the reduced number of species, direct integration of chemistry 
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terms for each particle at each time step using Eq. (6.12) present a computationally formidable 
problem and alternative chemistry algorithms need to be explored. The implementation of 
ISAT algorithms have proven to be highly efficient tools for accurate chemistry calculations 
with reasonable computational costs (Shah and Fox 1999) by replacing direct integration with 
less expensive multi-linear interpolation. The details of the ISAT algorithm are described 
elsewhere (Pope 1997; Shah and Fox 1999). ISAT improves the storage problem in look-up 
tables by tabulating only the accessed composition region of a given flow simulation, rather 
than the entire allowable composition space. Thus it does not require storage for unneeded 
compositions. The technique uses a common feature of chemical kinetics, namely, the large 
separation in chemical time scales (relative to flow scales), and the compactness of the accessed 
region, to reduce the computational efforts. Here the look-up table is generated during the 
course of flow simulation to store reaction information (e.g., integrated reaction increment, 
temperature, etc.). Once the table is generated, direct integration of the chemical kinetic 
equations is replaced in the CFD simulation by a more efficient multi-linear interpolation. 
ISAT offers significant gains in computational efficiency up to a factor of 100 without reducing 
the degrees of freedom of the detailed kinetic scheme (Shah and Fox 1999). A performance 
evaluation study for the algorithm was carried out using the full PDF approach with LDPE 
chemistry and is reported below. 
In general, kinetic and thermodynamic data are supplied to ISAT using the Chemkin II 
library. Input files (streamsl.ldpe and chem.ldpe) describe the elemenary reaction mechanisms 
in Chemikin format and are interpreted via a Fortran program (ckinterp.f) to generate a 
Chemkin input file (delink) as shown in Fig. 6.2. However, in this case, an external routine 
(usrate.f) is defined in order to include user-customized kinetic rate expressions (constants.f) as 
well as physical and thermodyanmic constants (functions.f) for the detailed LDPE chemistry. 
The chemical source term is computed using numerical integration in early time steps and 
stored along with other records (chemical composition vector, time step, Jacobian matrix of 
the chemical source term for sensitivity analysis, and error control parameters) in a dynamically 
built look-up table. The table generated in ISAT has the form of a multi-dimensional binary 
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tree. The position of the set of records is determined by the composition vector for the notional 
particles at each fractional time step, which are treated as query points in the multi-dimensional 
space. 
A table entry starts with the first query point (determined by initial composition vector). 
For the subsequent query points, ISAT searches the table for a closest point to the query. If 
this closest point falls inside the ellipsoid of accuracy (EOA - a region of accuracy around the 
ISAT entry), then it performs multi linear interpolation to compute the chemical source term 
by retrieving the associated matrices at the closest point. This step is called as a retrieve. If 
the new query point lies outside the region of accuracy, direct integration is performed at the 
new query point and is used to determine a local error e against ISAT linear approximation. If 
query points are encountered for which the local error is less than user-supplied error tolerance 
€toi (set in opt.ldpe), the EOA for a query retrieval is expanded to include the new query point 
and a growth step occurs. However, if e > cto[, then the query point is added as a new entry 
to the table, leading to an addition step. The output data files from ISAT (ci.op and tc.op) 
contain information on input chemistry, error control parameters, and peformance parameters 
such as the number of records, CPU time, etc. 
6toi selection: 
The accuracy of chemical source terms computed using ISAT will have a strong dependence 
upon eto|. Smaller etoi values will increase the accuracy of simulations, but will also increase 
number of records in the table. This will decrease the computational efficiency since addition of 
new entries to the table requires multiple integrations to compute the local error as well as the 
sensitivity matrices, and is the most expensive part of ISAT. Thus selection of an appropriate 
value of etoi is crucial to achieve high computational efficiency with negligible loss of accuracy. 
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the radially-averaged initiator (gi), monomer (gM), and carbon mass 
fractions (gc), as well as temperature profiles by implementing ISAT in full PDF simulations 
at Tfeed — 225°C and Tfeed = 250°C, respectively. The profiles are generated using ISAT for a 
fixed number of queries after steady-state solution with different values of etoi: 0.1, 0.01, and 
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simulation using 
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0.001. In this case, 100 time steps of full PDF simulations are carried out for 16 species after 
the steady-state solution at a given inlet conditions. The corresponding profiles using DI for 
the same number of queries are obtained for the comparison. As seen in Fig. 6.3, etoi =0.1 
gives fairly accurate results for gj at Tfeed = 225°C. However, the best agreement between 
ISAT and DI for gM, gc, and temperature is observed with etoi = 0.001. Figure 6.4 shows 
that the predictions are much more sensitive to etoi values at Tfeed = 250° C, mainly due to 
occurrence of global ethylene decomposition. The decomposition time scales are much smaller 
than polymerization time scales, thus the computation of decomposition rate constants with 
larger et0[ (0.1 and 0.01) introduces larger errors and leads to unrealistic predictions close to 
the point where decomposition occurs. For Tfeed — 250° C or for unstable reactor operating 
conditions, adequate agreement between ISAT and DI is achieved with etoi = 0.001. 
Table 6.6 Performance study for ISAT using 100 time steps for 
two-dimensional full PDF simulations at various Tfeed • 
Tfeed Procedure (toi Records Storage CPU time Speed-up factor 
°c MB of RAM hr 
225 DI — — 10.28 — 
ISAT 0.1 68 0.35 0.65 15.82 
ISAT 0.01 84 0.44 0.87 11.82 
ISAT 0.001 257 1.34 0.87 11.82 
250 DI — — — 16.42 — 
ISAT 0.1 88 0.46 0.52 31.58 
ISAT 0.01 2153 11.20 1.41 11.65 
ISAT 0.001 47613 247.60 6.99 2.35 
Efficiency and storage requirements of ISAT: 
The speed-up factor, which is the ratio of CPU time for DI to CPU time for ISAT using 
a fixed number of queries after steady-state solution, is used to evaluate the computational 
efficiency of ISAT. Full PDF simulations were carried out on Sun Ultra 80 workstation for 16 
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Figure 6.3 Effect of error tolerance on the prediction of radially-averaged 
axial species profiles at Tfeed = 225°C. Top left: initiator mass 
fraction. Top right: monomer conversion. Bottom left: temper­
ature. Bottom right: mass fraction of decomposition product, 
carbon. Note that etoi — 0.001 gives adequate agreement be­
tween ISAT and direct integration (DI) predictions. 
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species using different Tfeed with total number of particles 126,720 and different etoi values. 
Table 6.6 shows that ISAT offered from 2 to 32 times computational gains compared to the 
conventional DI methods when used during full PDF simulations for 100 time steps. With 
the coarsest error tolerance (etoi = 0.1), the EOA can grow, thereby increasing computational 
gains with higher number of retrieves from the ISAT table. This is reflected in low number of 
records, i.e., 68 and 88 at Tfeed = 225°C and 250°C, respectively, in the table. It is observed 
that approximately 192 records are generated per MB of storage RAM used in the simula­
tion for all etoi values. This number is helpful while calculating the corresponding memory 
requirement. With finer error tolerance (etoj = 0.001), the relatively smaller EOA requires a 
higher number of records, thereby increasing the CPU time and storage requirements. The 
number of records generated in the binary tree data structure increased from 257 to 47613 
when Tfeed is increased from 225° C to 250° C, which will require higher RAM to carry out 
simulations. This is mainly due to the wide range of chemical time scales involved in the 
decomposition chemistry. Thus, the total memory requirement to carry out full PDF simula­
tions with safe operating conditions is approximately 43 MB (8250 records) in order to achieve 
the observed speed-up factor. However, the memory requirement increases tremendously with 
decomposition conditions to approximately 8 GB. The storage requirement can be decreased 
by using a restart file, which is obtained by storing all variables for all particles at intermediate 
time steps. The simulation is restarted at the intermediate time step in order to rebuild the 
ISAT table. The computational gains offered by ISAT make it possible to carry out full PDF 
simulations for the stiff kinetic expressions involved in the complex LDPE chemistry. It also 
allows us to include all interrelated chemical reactions and their sensitivity to local diffusion 
fluxes, thereby predicting the micromixing effect on selectivity and local hot spots. 
6.4 Simulation procedure 
The full PDF simulation of the entire length of the reactor with multiple initiator injections 
would require formidable computational resources. We, therefore, restrict our attention to the 
mixing-sensitive reaction zone formed due to the first initiator injection and mixing-sensitive 
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operating conditions such as high monomer feed temperatures or high initiator concentrations. 
Under such cases, chemical time scales are very small compared to micromixing and it is pos­
sible to use a smaller length of the reactor (say 10 m as shown in Fig. 6.5) as a computational 
domain for steady-state simulation in order to investigate phenomena such as premature initia­
tor decomposition or autoignition of ethylene decomposition. The radius of the computational 
domain is 19 mm. 
Ring injection 
— Center injection Simulation domain 
,= 10 m 
Di 
Figure 6.5 Two-dimensional axisymmetric computational domain used for 
full PDF simulations. 
Figure 6.2 gives an overview of the various steps involved in full PDF simulation using 
our in-house FORTRAN codes. The detailed simulation procedure is discussed by Tsai and 
Fox (1994, 1996). In the Monte-Carlo method, the composition PDF is expressed in terms 
of a large number of notional particles that are uniformly distributed in a two-dimensional, 
axisymmetric computational domain with 199 x 9 cells with a uniform grid spacing in the radial 
direction. Although the velocity field is assumed to be fully developed, we are using a denser 
grid in the first section of the reactor to explore the physical phenomena occurring near the 
initiator injection point. The full PDF code is initialized by reading the steady-state solution 
of the flow field at each grid node from the output of Fluent (Roekaerts 1991). The Navier-
Stokes equations and the standard fc-e equations are solved in Fluent for the hydrodynamic 
fields (velocity, turbulence, kinetic energy, turbulent energy dissipation) at each grid point in 
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the computational domain. The averaged values of those quantities are linearly interpolated 
onto each notional particle according to its location in the computational domain. All inflow 
particles are initialized using pure monomer at the feed temperature except in the injection 
cells, where particles are premixed with initiator and monomer. As the simulation proceeds, 
these particles move from cell to cell due to macromixing and mesomixing, mix within the cell 
due to micromixing, and react within the cell as per the well-defined chemical source term. 
Attention was given to other simplifications which would reduce computational intensity 
without compromising the physics of the flow: 
1. Fully developed turbulent monomer flow which would give negligible viscosity effects and 
makes it possible to use the standard k-e model to define turbulence. The flow field is 
kept constant once the solution is initialized. 
2. Fractional time-stepping approach which could utilize the natural division between the 
loosely coupled fluids and chemistry and would allow us to handle mixing and reaction 
separately. 
3. For inhomogeneous flows, IEM model is assumed to be sufficient to describe molecular 
diffusion. 
The simulation parameters for the plant-scale tubular reactor are identified based on their 
impact on the stability and optimal performance of the reactor. Critical values of these pa­
rameters are selected mainly to investigate the effect of micromixing in close proximity to the 
unsafe reactor operation. The description of key simulation parameters and their interrelation 
with the operating parameters is presented below. 
e Monomer feed temperature, 7>eed : 
The temperature of the reaction mixture at the first injection point is defined as monomer 
feed temperature. The general trend is to use the maximum possible Tfeed in order to 
optimize the overall process. However, there is strong relation between extreme values of 
Tfeed and the proximity to the safe operation of the reactor. This parameter is important 
to study the reactor performance in critical regions where instabilities occur. Tfeed can 
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be varied by changing the flow rate of coolant water in the feed preheating zone. Our 
investigation found that the reactor is particularly sensitive to decomposition in the 
Tfeed range of 225 — 250° C, which is selected here for full PDF simulations. 
• Initiator concentration, g%: 
Mass fraction of initiator at the inlet is another simulation parameter, which is directly 
related to the steady-state outlet temperature as well as the steady-state reactor length 
required for optimum performance. The parameter can be varied easily by changing the 
mass flow rate (g/hr or mol/hr) of initiator. 
• Initiator feed pulsation: 
Pulsating feed occurs in plant-scale operation and increases gi for intermittent time steps 
making it a crucial parameter to investigate the reactor stability. 
The degree of premising (p10) between initiator and monomer is controlled by varying the 
number of injection cells in the full PDF simulations. pt 0 represented the ratio of the area of 
the injection nozzle to the cross-sectional area of the tubular reactor at the inlet assuming the 
same inlet velocities for initiator (I) and monomer (M) feed streams. In general, p10 is defined 
as 
Pl
'°
= Qij + Qi = D!,VM+'D?V, (6'20) 
where Q, v, and D indicate volumetric flow rate (m3/s), axial velocity (m/s), and diameter 
(m), respectively. Typically, center-mode injection (p10 with vj = vm) is used in the plant-
scale reactor and is selected for simulation studies. Mixing parameter C^ determines the time 
required for completion of micromixing. In general, near unit values of C# describe fully de­
veloped turbulent pipe flows, and C^> = 1 is used for simulations. The initiation is assumed 
to occur only due to peroxide initiators. Three peroxide initiators, namely (erf-butyl per-
oxypivalate (TBPP), (erf-butyl peroxy-3,5,5-trimethylhexanoate (TBPIN), and di-(erf-butyl 
peroxide (DTBP) are used in the study. Each initiator has an specific temperature range of 
utilization where its specific consumption is minimal (Lorenzini et al. 1992b). Depending upon 
the temperature of activation, TBPP, TBPIN, and DTBP are termed as low-temperature (I-
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1), medium temperature (1-2), and high temperature (1-3) initiators, respectively. The various 
physical and thermodynamical constants used in the simulation are given in Table 6.7. 
Table 6.7 Physical constants used in the simulation. 
Patm 
atm 
Pf 
kg/m3 
m 
m/s 
cl 
J/kg - K J/mol 
^•^decomp 
J/mol 
2,150 444 21.85 2,510 94,893 126,357 
f (Tsai and Fox 1996) 
* (Zhang et al. 1996) 
6.5 Results and discussion 
The full PDF simulations are carried out with three objectives. First, the species and 
concentration distribution are investigated using full LDPE chemistry, leading to a detailed 
discription of stability and performance of the reactor under different operating conditions. 
Second, fundamental information about the interaction between mixing and chemistry at the 
micro-scale is obtained. Finally, a validation study of the presumed PDF approach is carried 
out to increase our confidence in using the simplified presumed PDF model for process design. 
Investigation of reactor performance and stability 
Species and temperature distributions 
Typical full PDF simulation results are presented in Figs. 6.6 and 6.7 as a illustration of 
micromixing process at Tfeed = 225°C for a mixture of two initiators (1-1 and 1-2) with inlet 
mass fractions equal to 2.37x10""® and 4.14x10"®, respectively. Center-mode initiator injection 
is used with two injection cells corresponding to pt 0 = 6.25%. Other assumptions made during 
the simulation are constant initiator efficiency (/ = 0.624 for 1-1 and 1.0 for 1-2). Figure 6.6 
shows the variation in mean fields of monomer mass fraction (gM)i temperature and initiator 
mass fractions (g[, and gi2) inside the LDPE reactor. Surface plots of initiators in Fig. 6.6 
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Figure 6.6 The surface plots for initiator mass fractions (g^ and gi2), 
monomer mass fraction (gM), temperature mean fields in the 
computational domain at Tfeed = 225° C. 
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show that the center-mode injection of a small initiator stream creates sharp concentration 
gradients close to the injection point. Physically, the concentration space is segregated to form 
distinct reaction environments with very high local concentration of initiator near the point 
of injection. Since chemical reactions are very fast compared to micromixing, the reaction 
environments act like strong sinks to which monomer is supplied by a slow diffusion process 
since reaction can take place only as fast as both initator and monomer are supplied at the 
same location. The high initiator free radical activity in the reaction environments yield 
higher polymerization rates leading to sudden release of energy locally. It also results in 
higher termination of initiator free radical, causing loss of initiator due to quick burnout. 
The exact loss of initiator can be quantified in terms of initiator efficiency by comparing 
the full PDF results for the radially-average initiator mass fraction profiles with that of the 
plug-flow reactor model. Such quantification will be extremely useful to predict the effect of 
poor mixing on the loss of initiator, and to decide the operating conditions for optimal use of 
the expensive initiators. Thus the local importance of micromixing increases when the large 
concentration and temperature fluctuations are created and mixing-sensitive reactions affect 
the reactor performance. Approximately 4.25% of monomer conversion is seen in the monomer 
mass fraction fields in Fig. 6.6, whereas the bottom of Fig. 6.6 shows the corresponding increase 
in the temperature of the reaction mixture to a steady state value of 275°C. 
Figure 6.7 gives the mean fields of polydispersity, short chain branching (SCB), long chain 
branching (LCB) and double bond (DB) frequencies inside the reactor at Tfeed = 225°C. The 
polydispersity, which is the ratio of weight to number average molecular weight, along with 
branching characteristics govern the molecular properties such as melt flow index of the final 
polymer. Top of Fig. 6.7 shows unit value of polydispersity close to the inlet of the reactor. 
However, occurrence of numerous chain transfer reactions coupled with varying kinetic rates in 
the poorly mixed region produces shorter polymer chains, thereby increasing the polydispersity 
from 1 to 2.5 at the outlet of the reactor. This indicates that the breadth of molecular weight 
distribution increases along the length of the reactor, which produces a polymer product with 
non-uniform polymer properties. This phenomena also affects the frequency and type of chain 
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branching (SCB versus LCB) as well as occurrence of DB in the final product (see Fig. 6.7). The 
increase in SCB decreases polymer density along the length of the reactor whereas increase in 
LCB affects other rheological properties such as melt flow index. Thus, the detailed information 
about the molecular characteristics of the final polymer produced under various operating and 
mixing conditions can be used as a rudimentary guide to produce higher quality products for 
appropriate end-use. 
Studies were carried out for other operating conditions (such as gj, Qj, and C#). The 
species and temperature profiles for these parameters showed similar trends as that of in 
Figs. 6.6 and 6.7 under extreme mixing conditions. Thus the comprehensive knowledge of the 
reacting flow inside the LDPE reactor provides us with a fundamental and quantitative basis 
to quantify effect of micromixing on the initiator consumption or the monomer conversion. 
Global ethylene decomposition 
We can extract interesting and useful information regarding global decomposition events 
from the full PDF simulations. Figure 6.8 shows the mean temperature and mean initiator 
mass fraction surface plots using 1-3 at Tfeed = 225°C and Tfeed = 250°C for gj = 6.575xl0-5 
and Pi Q = 6.25%. The various physical and thermodynamical constants as well as initial con­
ditions used in the simulation are the same as used in Fig. 6.6. The full PDF simulation with 
Tfeed = 225° C shows that the mean temperature field increases from the initial value to a new 
steady state at degrees350, indicating the safe operation. However, with Tfeed = 250° C, the 
imperfect mixing between highly concentrated initiator and monomer creates very high radial 
initiator concentration gradients (see top section of Fig. 6.8). This causes rapid burn-out of 
initiator at 250°C and it gets consumed right near the injection point. This increases the 
localized temperature and starts local decomposition of ethylene, which creates large temper­
ature fluctuations crossing the threshold required for ethylene decomposition. This occurrence 
of local hot spots will start local decomposition of ethylene, which will eventually lead to 
global decomposition increasing temperature to the steady-state decomposition temperature 
of approximately 3500°C (see bottom section of Fig. 6.8). A change in Tfeed from 225°C to 
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Figure 6.8 Prediction of global decomposition using full PDF simulation 
for temperature and gj surface plots using DTBP at C$ = 
1.0, center-mode initiator injection (px 0 = 6.25%), and gi 0 = 
6.575 xlO"5. 
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250° C thus dramatically alters the reactor performance from steady operation to global de­
composition. Figure 6.9 shows the corresponding surface plots for the mean monomer and 
initiator mass fraction fields at Tfeed = 225°C and Tfeed = 250°C. The occurrence of global 
decomposition at 250° C marks the sudden consumption of the entire monomer volume over 
short time scales and monomer conversion increases from 10% at 225°C to 100% at 250°C (see 
top section of Fig. 6.9). The bottom section of Fig. 6.9 shows that the carbon mass fraction 
increases from 0.04% at 225°C to almost 40% at 250°C. Thus the global decomposition causes 
release of a high volume of small decomposition products (C, CH4, C2H2, and C2H6), which 
results in sudden development of pressure and temperature leading to runaway conditions. 
Reactor stability analysis 
The full PDF simulations are carried out using initiator 1-2 in order to capture the reactor 
performance in critical regions for other simulation parameters such as gi (I molar feed rate) 
and Pi Q (corresponding to different Qj). At T^ed = 250°C and p10 = 6.25%, the reactor shows 
safe operation for gi = 5.55xlO-5, 8.33 xlO-5. When gi is slightly increased to 1.11 xlO-4, 
the reactor performance changes dramatically and leads to global decomposition. However, a 
slight increase in pt 0 to 14.06% with g[ = l.llxlO-4 improves the mixing between initiator 
and monomer, thereby completely eliminating the possibility of the reactor runaway due to 
ethylene decomposition. Thus the qualitative trends for parameters gj and pt 0 are exactly the 
same as that obtained for Tfeed and hence, the detailed surface plots for various mean fields 
are not reported in this paper. 
Full PDF simulations are carried out for different values of g% at p10 = 6.25%, 14.06%, 
and 25.0% (corresponding to two, three, and four injection cells for the initiator stream) in 
order to analyze the stability of the reactor. The results are summerized in a reactor stability 
map (see Fig. 6.10), which is obtained by plotting gi versus the minimum volume fraction 
of environment 1 at the inlet (p10)- The map gives the maximum limit on gi corresponding 
to a particular value of p10, i.e., with ring-mode injection of initiator TBPIN (p10 = 10%), 
safe operation of the reactor is ensured if the initiator mass fraction is less than or equal to 
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Time-averaged monomer mass fraction (top: Tfeed = 225°C, bottom: Tfeed = 250°C) 
Time-averaged carbon mass fraction (top: Tfeed = 225°C, bottom: Tfeed = 250°C) 
Figure 6.9 Prediction of global decomposition using full PDF simula­
tion for gM and gc surface plots using DTBP at C* = 1.0, 
center-mode initiator injection (pt 0 = 6.25%), and gii0 = 
6.575x10-5. 
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Figure 6.10 Reactor stability map using full PDF simulation for initiator 
TBPIN at Tfeed = 250° C. 
approximately 4xl0-4 (found using solid line in Fig. 6.10). Thus, the shaded part of the 
figure and the circle symbols indicate reactor "decomposition" or global reactor runaway. As 
the extent of premixing between initiator and monomer (i.e., p10) increases, the possibility 
of reactor runaway decreases and the reactor gives plug-flow performance after p10 = 50%. 
The unshaded area and the cross symbols (see Fig. 6.10) indicate stable reactor operation. 
High Tfeed values (e.g., 250°C) yield very low operating limits for gi. Thus, the stability 
curve moves in a positive or negative direction along the y axis depending on the higher or 
lower Tfeed values. The operating parameters must be chosen in the stable region to control 
the final product quality while considering the interaction between micromixing and all the 
possible polymerization kinetic steps including ethylene decomposition. Thus, plots such as 
Fig. 6.10 are helpful in avoiding global reactor runaway due to mixing effects while controlling 
the reactor productivity and the product quality. The impressive capability of the full PDF 
approach to predict complex turbulence-chemistry interactions provide us insights into the 
reactor operation for conditions that are beyond available experimental facilities. It thus offers 
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a particularly low-cost alternative for studying the dynamics of reactors near critical points of 
operation where instabilities occur. 
Effect of initiator feed pulsation 
The study was further extended to investigate the effect of initiator feed pulsation occuring 
in industrial reactors. Full PDF simulations are carried out using initiator 1-2 at Tf«^ = 
225°C, g[ = l.llxlO-4, and p10 = 6.25%. Tfeed = 225°C was selected since it showed safe 
operation for the reactor under non-pulsating conditions. However, it is still vulnerable to 
slight changes in feed conditions due to its proximity to the safety limits of reactor stability. 
The initiator feed pulsation is obtained by injecting initiator for one time step in every ten time 
steps with pulsating amplitude ten times higher than that of non-pulsating feed (i.e., with the 
same time-averaged mass flow rate). In the remaining nine time steps in the pulsating cycle, 
cold monomer is injected. The plant-scale reactor is simulated for the whole pulsating cycle 
with a frequency of 260 Hz. 
Figure 6.11 shows the surface plots for the time-averaged mean fields of initiator mass 
fraction and temperature with continuous and pulsed feed of 1-2 initiator at Tfeed = 225° C. As 
discussed before, the poor micromixing between chemical species creates large concentration 
gradients in the initiator field near the injection point, leading to non-uniform consumption of 
initiator and varying polymerization rates. The concentration fluctuations get intensified when 
initiator feed pulsation occurs. The highly concentrated initiator pulses, coupled with poor 
mixing due to center-mode injection, causes a more than double increase in the magnitude of 
the concentration fluctuations. As a result, initiator burns out more rapidly and the length 
over which the initiators get completely consumed decreases from 5 to 1.5 m. 
The temperature fields in Fig. 6.11 record the corresponding increases from the initial value 
to a new steady state for the continuous feed at Tfeed = 225°C. However, with feed pulsation, 
highly concentrated initiator pulses create temperature pulses in the reaction mixture near 
the injection point. Initially, these pulses are relatively small and exist only on a local scale. 
When the local temperature exceeds 350° C, local decomposition of ethylene will cause higher 
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cVapesrs 
Time-averaged initiator 
mass fraction (top: no pulse, bottom: 
pulse) 
Time-averaged temperature (top: no pulse, bottom: pulse) 
Figure 6.11 Prediction of global decomposition for pulsed initiator feed 
using full PDF method for TBPIN with C# — 1.0, T/EED = 225 °C, and p1-0 = 6.25%. 
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temperature pulses which will eventually lead to global decomposition, increasing the temper­
ature to the steady-state decomposition temperature. The initiator feed pulse coupled with 
the poor mixing further intensified the temperature fluctuations, thereby dramatically increas­
ing the risk of global decomposition. Thus the initiator feed pulsation magnifies the adverse 
effect of poor mixing and gives similar performance as that of higher feed temperatures with 
continuous feed. It is, therefore, concluded that initiator feed pulsation can significantly lower 
the maximum operating limit of the monomer feed temperature. 
Fundamental micro-scale flow information 
In addition to global decomposition, the full PDF method is also able to describe local hot 
spots occurring inside the reactor. The information is obtained by analyzing scatter plots of 
temperature along the length of the reactor in the poorly mixed region. Typically, for fully 
developed turbulent pipe flow, the poorly mixed region is defined by the length of the reactor 
equal to 50 pipe diameters. In our case, this length is approximately 2 m (Kolhapure and Fox 
1999a). Figure 6.12 shows the distribution of local hot spots and local decomposition events in 
the poorly mixed region using the full PDF method. As seen in the scatter plot of temperature 
(bottom of Fig. 6.12), the temperature in the poorly mixed region follows a bimodal distri­
bution, one mode corresponding to the injection environment and the other corresponding to 
the coflow environment, which nearly matches the radially-averaged temperature (indicated 
by the thick line). The poorly mixed initiator gives a high local concentration of initiator near 
the initiator injection point, giving high polymerization rates in some fluid particles. This 
increases the temperature above the average values giving local hot spots in the poorly mixed 
region. 
This phenomena is particularly significant in the plant-scale reactor where a mixture of 
low and high-temperature initiators is used. The high-temperature initiator gets activated at 
the local hot spots, further increasing the temperature. This causes large temperature fluc­
tuations about the mean values. The ethylene decomposition is favored when temperature 
fluctuations cross the threshold temperature (about 350°C). From top of Fig. 6.12 we see that 
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Figure 6.12 Bimodal distribution of temperature scatter plot in the poorly 
micromixed region using full PDF method with C# = 1.0 and 
Pi,o — 6.25%. Solid line: mean temperature. Points: particle 
temperatures. 
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local decomposition occurs when the temperature of some hot spots reaches 3500° C starting 
at approximately 1.75 m. The occurrence of local decomposition doesn't affect the average 
temperature in the poorly mixed region. However, it has a significant effect on the perfor­
mance of the reactor after radial mixing is complete. The local decomposition in the poorly 
mixed region coupled with the induction time required for global decomposition increases the 
temperature of the reactor to the steady-state decomposition temperature at approximately 
4 m in the radially homogeneous region. From the standpoint of reactor control, these results 
indicate that it may be possible to detect local decomposition events and to apply extinction 
strategies before global decomposition occurs. 
The detailed investigation of simulations at other operating conditions using temperature 
scatter plots provides further insights into the decomposition phenomena. Figure 6.13 shows 
the distribution of local hot spots in the poorly mixed region using the full PDF simulation 
at C<t, = 1.0 and Tfeed = 250° C. As seen in the scatter plots, the PDF of temperature in the 
poorly mixed region again follows a bimodal distribution. The temperature range of the hot 
spots increases with the increase in gi from 5.55x 10~5 to 8.33xlO-5 at p10 = 6.25% (top 
of figure) and finally causes global decomposition due to crossover to decomposition when gi 
reaches a critical value of 1.11 xlO-4 (bottom left). However, with slightly better premixing 
(Pi,o — 14.06%), the global decomposition is avoided completely (bottom right). 
Finally, Fig. 6.14 shows scatter plots of carbon mass fraction versus 7feed for different 
values of gi and p10. At gi = 8.33x 10~5 and 14.06% premixing (top), the negligible carbon 
mass fraction indicates no local decomposition due to adequate mixing between initiator and 
monomer. However, with a decrease in premixing to 6.25%, local decomposition is started 
at gi = 8.33xlO-5. Individual particles show the production of carbon locally when the 
temperature exceeds approximately 350°C and these particles come back to the mean value 
due to the mixing at the later part of the reactor (bottom). Thus it is concluded that the 
critical temperature required for occurrence of decomposition events in the tubular reactor 
is near 350°C. 300°C is the generally accepted for autoclaves (Albert 1998; Albert and Luft 
1998; Zhang and Ray 1997). The higher value for tubular reactors may be attributed to the 
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Figure 6.13 Distribution of local hot-spots in the computational domain 
using full PDF method with C# = 1.0 and Tfeed = 250 °C. 
(Top left: gi,o = 5.55xlO-5 and p10 = 6.25%, top right: gi,o 
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lower temperatures of the reaction mixture close to the initiator injection point, whereas in 
autoclaves initiator is injected into a well-mixed reaction mixture with temperature nearly 
equal to the outlet temperature. 
Validation of presumed PDF methods 
Presumed PDF (P-PDF) methods take into account the key mixing phenomena in the 
tubular reactor with the complex ethylene polymerization and decomposition kinetics, but 
neglect turbulent diffusivity. It was shown that a simplified presumed PDF approach (multi-
environment micromixing (MEM) model) is a very useful tool for creating reactor stability 
maps in order to predict regions of local and global decomposition as well as to evolve design 
strategies for stable reactor operation (Kolhapure and Fox 1999a). The important capability 
of the MEM model lies with its strength to provide detailed quantification of the initiator loss 
under various industrial operating parameters (see Chapter 4). However, there is a need to 
validate these predictions using the more accurate and detailed full PDF approach as a final 
check-up for the chosen set of operating conditions. Here, the axial profiles of the radially-
averaged species and temperature from the full PDF simulation are used to validate the MEM 
simulations. 
The turbulent mixing parameter C^, which is defined as the ratio of scalar mixing time 
to the inertial mixing time lumps together the effect of molecular and turbulent diffusion 
processes in the MEM model. However, full PDF methods utilize a gradient-diffusion model to 
account for the turbulnet diffusion separately. Another crucial parameter p1Q, which decides 
the extent of premixing, has significant effect on the scalar-variance distribution in both the 
models. Thus the flow physics associated with scalar mixing need to validated for different 
initial mixing conditions after omitting chemical source terms. In order to make a meaningful 
comparison between the MEM and full PDF simulations for the scalar mixing, the moments 
(mean and variance) of a non-reacting species from the two approaches are matched by varying 
the mixing parameters C$ and p10. 
The mean ((f)ft) and variance((('%)#) of initiator mass fraction are computed by radially-
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Figure 6.15 Comparison of the MEM predictions with full PDF simulations 
for the mean and variance of a non-reacting scalar (£) with 
C<£ = 1. The variance at the inlet of the reactor is given as: 
<f'2)ft(0) = Pi,o(l - Pi,o)-
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averaging the full PDF simulations without chemical source term with C$ = 1.0, and p10 = 
6.25% (corresponding to two injection cells for the initiator stream). The profiles are compared 
with the MEM predictions using p10 = 0.0625 and 0.0935 at = 1.0 in Fig. 6.15. The values 
of mean and variance of f agree almost exactly for p10 = 0.0935. Thus the MEM predictions 
are made more realistic by adjusting the values of p10 to account for the simplified fluid 
mechanics. The predictions are also investigated for different values of C<p at p10 = 0.0935 by 
comparing the intensities of the segregation profiles in the poorly mixed region. The intensity 
of segregation (Is) indicates the degree of mixing (e.g., Is = 1 for completely segregated system, 
and Is = 0 for perfectly micromixed system) and is defined as: 
'* = «)«(! -"flu)' (6'21) 
The radially-averaged profiles of the intensity of segregation are obtained using the MEM 
predictions for C$ = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and are compared with the full PDF predictions for C<j, = 1.0 
in Fig. 6.16. The excellent agreement for intensity of segregation when Cç = 1.0 indicates that 
Cff, is the same in both models. Thus, lack of turbulent diffusivity in the MEM model must 
be accounted for by increasing pt 0, i.e., degree of premixing. This increased p10 values in 
the MEM model ((P10)MEM) are computed using the same procedure for different number of 
initiator injection cells ((PI,O)PDF) in the full PDF simulations and are summerized in Fig. 6.17. 
Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show the comparison of the axial profiles of the radially-averaged 
initiator consumption, monomer conversion, temperature, and LCB frequency. The triangular 
symbols indicate identical simulation conditions for the two simulations at T&ed = 225°C and 
C# = 1. As seen in the top part of Fig. 6.18, the MEM model predicts sudden burnout 
of initiator close to the injection point. At p10 = 0.0625 and C$ = 1, the MEM model 
simulations exhibit unrealistic consumption of initiator and local decomposition of ethylene in 
the injection environment. The corresponding profiles of monomer conversion, temperature, 
and LCB frequency are shown in the bottom part of Fig. 6.18, top part of Fig. 6.19, and 
bottom part of Fig. 6.19, respectively. As discussed above, this behavior is due in part to 
underestimation of the degree of premixing (i.e., 0.0625 versus 0.0935). 
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Figure 6.16 Comparison of the MEM predictions with full PDF simulations 
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The usefulness of the presumed PDF to study reactor stability maps and initiator efficiency 
profiles further tempt us to make the model predictions more realistic by incorporating the 
higher values of p10 obtained from Fig. 6.17. The circles in Figs. 6.18 and 6.19 indicate the 
MEM predictions with p10 = 0.0935 and = 1. The local decomposition of ethylene is 
now completely avoided by increased premixing at the inlet. However, the results are still 
unrealistic due to overly simple shape of the presumed PDF. In case of reacting scalars, the 
effective turbulent diffusivity is lower than for the non-reacting case. The mixing parameter C# 
which accounts for both molecular mixing and turbulent diffusivity in the MEM model must 
be lowered to a value of 0.63 to account for this change in radial mixing due to reaction. At this 
value of C<£, MEM model predictions (Figs. 6.18 and 6.19) more closely match with full PDF 
simulations. With this increased accuracy of the predictions, the MEM model will be extremely 
helpful in studying the effect of micromixing on reactor stability maps and initiator efficiency 
profiles for various sets of process operating conditions with extremely low computational cost. 
6.6 Conclusions 
A state-of-the-art full PDF method was used to study mixing between initiator and monomer 
inside a plant-scale tubular LDPE reactor. It was shown that poor mixing can result in un­
stable reactor operations and loss of expensive initiators under the extreme process conditions 
that are used to maximize conversion in industrial practice. The full PDF method incorpo­
rated turbulent diffusivity as well as the effect of micromixing on the species consumption, and 
represented the chemical source terms exactly without any closure approximations. The large 
number of variables and stiff chemistry calculations for each particle at each iteration led to 
relatively high CPU times for unsteady-state full PDF simulations. However, the implemen­
tation of ISAT allowed us to tackle the formidable task of implementing comprehensive LDPE 
chemistry in the full PDF simulations. The flow information obtained from the simulations 
increased our understanding of turbulent reacting mixing in the LDPE polymerization pro­
cess. It helped us to quantify the strong coupling between micromixing and the local as well as 
global decomposition conditions, and provided fundamental knowledge from CFD simulation 
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needed to make wiser and well-informed design decisions. Overall, this study has brought tur­
bulent reacting flow simulation for single-phase finite-rate chemistry closer to realistic chemical 
process engineering applications. 
The full PDF simulations predicted an adverse effect of mixing on monomer conversion 
(i.e., yield), initiator consumption (i.e., efficiency of the process), polydispersity, and molecular 
characteristics of the final polymer (i.e., selectivity) for various mixing and operating conditions 
such as initiator concentration, initiator flow rate (degree of premixing), feed temperature, and 
the pulsating feed of the initiator. On the basis of numerous test simulations using IS AT, it was 
concluded that an error tolerance of 0.001 was satisfactory to carry out full PDF simulations for 
reasonably accurate and computationally efficient (speed-up factor up to 32 compared to DI) 
chemistry calculations. It was shown that the storage requirements increases tremendously 
under unstable reactor operation due to wide range of chemical time scales involved in the 
decomposition chemistry. 
The importance of temperature fluctuations (local hot spots) was realized when dealing 
with ethylene decomposition chemistry. Interesting features such as a bimodal temperature 
distribution as well as global decomposition after induction time were also observed under 
certain conditions (e.g., Tfeed == 250°C with gi = 1.11 x 10-4 and p10 = 0.0625) using the full 
PDF simulations near critical points, where instabilities occur. This information can be effec­
tively summerized in reactor stability maps, which are extremely helpful to design operational 
strategies to avoid global runaway conditions while selecting optimal operating parameters in 
the safe region. The initiator feed pulse coupled with poor micromixing further intensified the 
temperature fluctuations, thereby dramatically increasing the risk of global decomposition or 
decreasing the maximum limits of the monomer feed temperature. The investigation of local 
decomposition events under various operating conditions led to the conclusion that there is in­
creased risk of decomposition near 350° C. The high crossover temperature compared to 300° C 
for autoclaves could be attributed to the fact that the temperature in the initiator injection 
region inside the tubular reactor is lower than that of autoclaves. 
Finally, the accuracy and efficiency of MEM model were validated against the detailed 
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full PDF simulations using the same kinetics and operating conditions. Using the non-reacting 
scalar, it was found that the simplified fluid mechanics in the MEM model needs to be compen­
sated for by increasing p10 and by decreasing the turbulent mixing parameter to describe 
the effect of chemistry on the turbulent diffusivity. For example, p10 = 0.0935 with C# = 0.63 
in the MEM model simulated the LDPE reactor realistically as compared to p10 = 0.0625 
with Cç = 1.0 in the full PDF method. Moreover, the MEM model is computationally highly 
efficient: it took approximately 1 minute of CPU time compared to 24 hours required for the 
full PDF approach on Sun Ultra 80 workstation, and is thus extremely useful for studying 
reactor stability maps and initiator efficiency profiles under various mixing and operating con­
ditions. Thus the two methods are largely complementary, each being able to capture and 
describe some of the important processes occurring on different flow scales. The integration 
of capabilities of the two methods provided important insights into the selection of optimal 
operating conditions while controlling the reactor stability and the product quality. 
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CHAPTER 7 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
The dissertation presented a comprehensive CFD approach for the integration of the ca­
pabilities of state-of-the-art CFD methods and recent chemistry and numerical algorithms to 
describe the complex turbulent reacting flows that are dominated by detailed LDPE kinetics. 
CFD techniques such as the full PDF method and presumed PDF method (multi-environment 
CFD micromixing model) were successfully implemented to accurately describe the physical 
phenomena occurring inside the plant-scale LDPE tubular reactor due to poor micromixing 
between initiator and monomer. The simulations were carried out using a fractional time-
stepping approach using FORTRAN codes as well as the CFD software Fluent© (version 5.3). 
The technique of in situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT) enabled the computationally efficient 
inclusion of the highly non-linear and stiff LDPE kinetics that included comprehensive poly­
merization kinetic scheme and simplified decomposition chemistry. The ISAT algorithm was 
customized to include user-supplied correlations for kinetic, thermodynamic, physical data as 
well as heat transfer coefficients. User-defined functions and ISAT were combined via a gen­
eral interface to enable simulations of the multi-environment micromixing model within Fluent. 
Monomer feed temperature, initiator concentration and volumetric flow rate were identified as 
the simulation parameters to carry out CFD calculations inside the reactor under various in­
let and operating conditions. Results included temperature profiles, various species profiles 
and prediction of polymer quality with and without chain transfer mechanisms, along with 
comparison of various CFD approaches for accurate and efficient predictions of micromixing 
effects. 
The high computational efficiency of MEM models (1 min CPU time / 20 MB RAM com­
pared to 24 hr / 132 MB for full PDF simulation or 68 hr / 307 MB for Fluent simulation using 
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SUN ULTRA-80 workstation) made it possible to obtain reactor stability plots and catalyst 
efficiency profiles which illustrated the importance of mixing effects on initiator consumption 
and the dynamics of the reactor. The catalyst efficiency was almost unity for better mixing 
conditions, for lower feed temperatures, for lower initiator concentrations and for higher ini­
tiator flow rates. But, with the increase in temperature or initiator concentration or decrease 
in initiator flow rates, mixing has a significant impact on catalyst efficiency, which recorded 
loss of 60% of low-T initiator at monomer feed temperature of 160 °C and Q/ = 13 L/hr. 
The profiles for high-T initiator at 280 °C indicated loss of up to 75% of initiator for the 
plant-scale operating conditions with g/ = 308 g/hr and Q/ = 13 L/hr whereas profiles of 
medium-T initiator indicated loss of almost 100% initiator under the same conditions. Thus 
it was concluded that high-T initiators are sensitive to mixing conditions only at high feed 
temperatures whereas low-T initiators are affected by adverse fluid dynamics at low tempera­
tures. The catalyst efficiency values in the case of mixtures for various feed temperatures were 
in close agreement with individual values in the absence of other initiators. It was, therefore, 
concluded that the catalyst efficiency values in the case of mixtures were the exactly the same 
as that of individual values in the absence of other initiators and feed temperature did not 
alter the performance of individual catalyst in the mixture. This result is the most important 
conclusion from the one-dimensional model study, which can be used to exactly quantify the 
performance of the mixture of initiators used in plant-scale reactors. 
The reactor stability maps provided important insights into safe operation of the reactor for 
different initiators. The interaction between fluid dynamics, heat transfer and chemistry inside 
the reactor under plant-scale operating conditions and design parameters. The maps were able 
to capture and analyze some of the important reactor stability characteristics for individual 
initiators and mixtures of initiators. In the case of low-T initiators, the reactor showed safe 
operation even at feed temperature of 290°C. With the increase in initiator concentration, 
the curve moved in a positive direction of the y axis showing increased possibility of the 
decomposition. The maps also indicated the increased possibility of decomposition events in 
case of high-T initiators and clearly marked the local and global decomposition regions for the 
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initiator mixture. With the increase in feed velocity, the curves move in the positive direction 
of the Y axis. However, the safety limits for the reactor operation for high-T initiator and the 
mixture of initiators were almost the same even after significant changes in the feed velocity 
and reactor diameter. Thus it was concluded that monomer feed temperature, initiator flow 
rate and initiator concentration are the most significant parameters whereas monomer flow 
rate and reactor diameter are less significant for the performance of plant-scale tubular LDPE 
reactors. Overall, these profiles provided insights on important aspects of reactor stability 
and initiator consumption, and would be extremely helpful in operational decisions as well as 
design of control strategies. 
The full PDF simulations predicted an adverse effect of mixing on monomer conversion 
(i.e., yield), initiator consumption (i.e., efficiency of the process), polydispersity, and molecular 
characteristics of the final polymer (i.e., selectivity) for various mixing and operating conditions 
such as initiator concentration, initiator flow rate (degree of premixing), feed temperature, 
and the pulsating feed of the initiator. On the basis of numerous test simulations using 
ISAT, it was concluded that an error tolerance of 0.001 was satisfactory to carry out full PDF 
simulations for reasonably accurate and computationally efficient (speed-up factor up to 32 
compared to DI) chemistry calculations. It was shown that the storage requirements increases 
tremendously under unstable reactor operation due to the wide range of chemical time scales 
involved in the decomposition chemistry. The importance of temperature fluctuations (local hot 
spots) was realized when dealing with ethylene decomposition chemistry. Interesting features 
such as a bimodal temperature distribution as well as global decomposition after induction 
time were also observed under certain conditions (e.g., Tfeed = 250°C with gj = 1.11 xlO-4 
and pi Q = 0.0625) using the full PDF simulations near critical points, where instabilities 
occur. This information can be effectively summerized in reactor stability maps, which are 
extremely helpful to design operational strategies to avoid global runaway conditions while 
selecting optimal operating parameters in the safe region. The initiator feed pulse coupled 
with poor micromixing further intensified the temperature fluctuations, thereby dramatically 
increasing the risk of global decomposition or decreasing the maximum limits of the monomer 
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feed temperature. The investigation of local decomposition events under various operating 
conditions led to the conclusion that there is increased risk of decomposition near 350° C. The 
high crossover temperature compared to 300° C for autoclaves could be attributed to the fact 
that the temperature in the initiator injection region inside the tubular reactor is lower than 
that of autoclaves. Similar observations were made using the comprehensive CFD algorithm 
in Fluent. The high temperatures coupled with the center-mode injection created a high 
temperature zone for TBPP initiator in the poorly mixed region in the initial part of the 
reactor. The polydispersity values were as high as 7.15, clearly marking the deterioration in 
quality of final polymer product due to fluid dynamic effects. 
The accuracy and efficiency of the MEM model were validated against the detailed full PDF 
simulations using the same kinetics and operating conditions. Using the non-reacting scalar, 
it was found that the simplified fluid mechanics in the MEM model needs to be compensated 
for by increasing p10 and by decreasing the mixing parameter C# to describe the effect of 
chemistry on the radial mixing. For example, pt 0 = 0.0935 with C# = 0.63 in the MEM 
model simulated the LDPE reactor realistically as compared to pt 0 = 0.0625 with 0$ = 1.0 in 
the full PDF method. Moreover, the MEM model is computationally highly efficient: it took 
approximately 1 minute of CPU time compared to 24 hours required for the full PDF approach 
on Sun Ultra 80 workstation, and is thus extremely useful for studying reactor stability maps 
and initiator efficiency profiles under various mixing and operating conditions. 
The two CFD methods, full PDF method and MEM model, are largely complementary, each 
being able to capture and describe some of the important processes occurring on different flow 
scales. Their combined application, therefore, led to computationally efficient investigation 
of interaction between fluid dynamics, chemistry and heat transfer at the smallest possible 
flow scale and increased our understanding of the turbulent reacting mixing in the complex 
chemical processes. It helped us to quantify the strong coupling between micromixing and the 
local as well as global decomposition conditions and transferred the fundamental knowledge 
from CFD simulation to make wiser and well-informed design decisions. Overall, this study 
has brought the turbulent reacting flow simulation for single-phase finite-rate chemistry closer 
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to widespread chemical process engineering applications. 
Recommendations for future research 
The capabilities of the CFD methods used in this research can help us gain more complete 
knowledge about the small-scale mixing effects close to physical reality and quantification of 
these effects on catalyst efficiency, product quality and occurrence of local and global decom­
position events. This quantification is a step forward and provides insights into important 
design and operational decisions by exploring reactor conditions which are beyond available 
experimental facilities or by investigating the dynamics of reactors near critical points of oper­
ation where instabilities occur. However, validation of these results against key experimental 
and pilot-plant data remains an integral and essential part of the design procedure. The CFD 
calculations for steady-state or dynamic performances can then be integrated within a general-
purpose process simulator via a general interface that allows the automatic exchange of critical 
variables, leading to design and optimization of the overall process. By replacing laboratory 
tests, the CFD algorithm offers a particularly low-cost alternative to perform a variety of de­
sign options and to optimize the operating conditions while controlling the product quality 
and developing a safe polymerization processes involving detailed chemistry. 
The mixing parameter C# which accounts for both molecular mixing and turbulent dif-
fusivity in the MEM model was adjusted to account for the change in radial mixing due to 
reaction. Future work should be targeted towards development of a generalized correlation for 
the effective mixing parameter C# in order to capture the effect of micromixing in the presence 
of non-linear and stiff reactions. Such correlation will be extremely helpful in exploiting the 
simplicity and computational efficiency of the one-dimensional MEM model for predicting the 
performance of plant-scale chemical reactors. 
Finally, the emerging high-performance computing technology is likely to have major im­
pacts in polymer reaction engineering. The development of massively parallel technology will 
have strong potential to simulate three-dimensional flows in complex multi-phase polymeriza­
tion reactors with reasonable computational costs. This in turn will open up great opportunities 
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for real-time design modifications to develop safe and efficient polymer processes and control 
polymer quality by carrying out sophisticated design and analysis at a substantially reduced 
cost. 
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